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. Lower panel: spe-
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−1. In both panels,
background contours show the distribution of galaxies in this parameter space. 46
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ABSTRACT
Dust in galaxies affects our measurements of galactic properties and gives insight into a
range of physical processes. Robust measurements of the effects of dust attenuation on galaxy
luminosities, structures, and other properties would be valuable, particularly as a function of
intrinsic galaxy properties, but remain largely out of reach due to a lack of reliable dust- and
inclination-independent measures of galaxy properties with which to select samples. We use
dust-penetrated infrared measurements to construct new dust- and inclination-independent
measurements of galaxy properties, including a new inclination-independent metric of galaxy
structure. We quantify the inclination dependence of galaxy luminosities and face-on colors
as a function of inclination-independent measurements of galaxy stellar mass, specific star
formation rate (sSFR), size, and concentration. Relative attenuation – defined as the dif-
ference between edge-on and face-on luminosity – increases strongly with sSFR, is strongest
for intermediate mass galaxies, and varies in complex and non-monotonic ways with galaxy
structure. Face-on galaxy color reddens with decreasing sSFR and with increasing mass,
and reddens quite strongly with decreasing galaxy size. Simple scaling relation-based mod-
els in which dust optical depth scales only with gas density and metallicity, coupled with
published radiative transfer simulations, reproduce the observed patterns in relative attenu-
ation and face-on color with startling accuracy. The insights offered by these models allow
us to explain these complex patterns in terms of relatively simple physical properties. We
also quantify how dust and inclination affect a range of traditional optical galaxy property
measurements such as size, concentration, SFR, and metallicity, finding that almost all of
them suffer from significant biases with dust and inclination. We conclude that dust- and
inclination-independent metrics are critical for understanding dust properties and attenua-
xv
tion, that optical measurements of galaxy structures and other properties are strongly biased
by dust and inclination, that while dust attenuation is complex it primarily varies with sSFR
and size, and that simple scaling relation models can reproduce observations well and give






Dust is an important component of galaxies, affecting observations of properties such
as luminosity and stellar mass, color and star formation rate, size, and morphology. The
dust content of a galaxy also traces its gas content and gives insight into star formation
rates and dynamics, gas temperatures, metallicities, and other properties. In other words,
dust is intimately tied with many of the most basic observations we can make and the most
elementary properties we can measure for galaxies. As such, understanding the dust content
of galaxies and how it affects our observations is an important task.
However, this task has often been less than straightforward. It is difficult to disentangle
intrinsic variation in properties from variation due to dust, and this is complicated by the
fact that the effects of dust also vary with viewing angle even for otherwise identical galaxies.
This is further complicated by the fact that some types of observations, mostly structural
measurements, can also vary with inclination even in the absence of dust! As such, when we
measure the distribution of a given property among the galaxy population, it is not initially
clear what variation is intrinsic, what is due to dust, and what is due to further variation
of dust effects with inclination (or to non-dust inclination effects). Further, it is a natural
question to ask how dust effects vary with galaxy properties, for example ‘how does dust
content vary with luminosity?’ However, if the property in question (e.g. luminosity) is itself
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one that is affected by dust and/or inclination, then one again cannot untangle the intrinsic
from the dust-induced variation. Attempting to correct the parameterizing property to avoid
this issue instead leads one down the arguably circular path of requiring dust/inclination
corrections in order to study dust/inclination effects and derive those corrections.
In this thesis we develop a comprehensive set of techniques to measure dust attenuation
and the effects of dust and inclination on galaxy property measurements that avoids these
complications. We develop a set of dust- and inclination-independent infrared measurements
that enable us to classify galaxies according to their intrinsic properties in an unbiased
manner. This then allows us to reliably isolate samples of galaxies which are identical
except for their inclination, enabling us to directly exploit the inclination dependence of
dust attenuation in these samples (a technique known as the inclination test) to quantify
dust and inclination effects as a function of galaxy properties.
In this introductory chapter we present necessary background information for the tech-
niques and methods used in the remainder of this thesis. In §1.2 we discuss in more detail
the challenges presented by dust attenuation and the physical properties tied to galaxy dust
content. In §1.3 we more fully explain the properties, advantages, and drawbacks of the
inclination test method. In §1.4 we briefly review the multi-wavelength surveys we use for
our work. As a significant part of our work revolves around the development of a new set of
structural measurements, in §1.5 we review the types of structural measurements and their
properties. Finally, in §1.6 we outline our overall plan for the remainder of the thesis.
1.2 Dust
Dust is an integral component of a very wide range of galaxy observations, both as a
contaminant that must be corrected for and as an object of study in its own right that can
inform on physical processes and properties of galaxies. Here we review the basic properties
of dust and some of these effects.
Physically, dust is believed to be composed of small particles of silicate and carbona-
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ceous materials in the sub-micron size range (Whittet, 2003). The presence of dust grains
within galaxies alters our view of those galaxies by both absorbing (removing) and scattering
(redirecting) light. Both of these processes remove light that would otherwise reach us from
objects behind the intervening dust grains; scattering can additionally add some light by
redirecting light traveling in other directions into our line of sight. Collectively, the removal
of light from our line of sight is referred to as attenuation, though in many cases ‘absorption’
is colloquially used interchangeably.
For light along a given line of sight, the total attenuation can be expressed as
Iλ = I0,λe
−τλ , (1.1)
where Iλ is the observed intensity at a given wavelength λ, I0,λ is the un-attenuated intrinsic
intensity, and τλ is the dust optical depth. The optical depth is expressed as
τλ = NdCext,λ, (1.2)
where Nd is the integrated dust column number density along that line of sight and Cext,λ is
the characteristic extinction cross section of the dust per particle at that wavelength (also
referred to as the opacity). Alternatively, the optical depth can also be expressed in terms
of mass as
τλ = Σdκext,λ, (1.3)
where Σd is the dust mass surface or column density and κext,λ is the characteristic dust
extinction opacity at that wavelength per unit mass.
As the notation of wavelength may suggest, the extinction cross section, and therefore
overall dust attenuation, is not the same for all wavelengths of light. In general, longer
wavelengths of light suffer from less attenuation than shorter wavelengths; additionally there
are many smaller-scale features of the attenuation curve that arise from the detailed physical
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properties of the dust grains. (Both measured and modeled attenuation curves have been
produced many times; see, e.g. Cardelli et al. 1989; Li & Draine 2001; Draine & Li 2007;
Conroy 2010.) Figure 1 shows an example attenuation curve from Li & Draine (2001)1;
while specifics of course vary from work to work, the overall features visible in this example
remain relatively constant. The large overall drop in extinction with wavelength can be
easily seen, with the opacity dropping by roughly an order of magnitude between optical
and near-IR wavelengths and by several more orders of magnitude into the mid- and far-IR.
This comparative lack of extinction in the IR is a critical component of our analysis in this
work. One can also see various characteristic features such as the ‘2175Å bump’ and mid-IR
silicate and PAH features near 10µm.
Additionally, not only will the optical depth for a galaxy vary with wavelength due to
varying dust opacity, even at a single wavelength the optical depth will also be affected
by variations in total dust column density with viewing angle. For disk galaxies, a face-
on viewing angle will result in relatively short sightlines vertically through the disk’s dust
distribution, while an edge-on viewing angle will entail long sightlines through the entire
width of the dust disk. Thus, even for identical galaxies, an edge-on view will result in
a much higher column density of dust than a face-on view, and so much higher overall
attenuation. This variation in attenuation even among identical galaxies further highlights
the importance of understanding the dust content of galaxies.
The most obvious measurement that is affected by dust attenuation is luminosity – galax-
ies simply appear dimmer than they otherwise would in the absence of dust attenuation.
Additionally, the frequency dependence of opacity causes galaxies to be more attenuated
at shorter wavelengths than at longer wavelengths. Thus, dust attenuation not only affects
the luminosity of galaxies at a given wavelength, but also affects the ratios between galaxy
brightnesses at different wavelengths - in other words, it affects their colors, biasing them
1Reproduced by permission of the AAS from Fig. 16 of Infrared Emission from Interstellar Dust. II. The
Diffuse Interstellar Medium by Li & Draine, 2001, The Astrophysical Journal, Vol. 554, 778 (Li & Draine,
2001)
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et al. (1990), which evidently has an absorptivityDe! sert
about 20%È50% higher than both the current model and
observations at j~1 \ 4 km~1 where the bulk of the star-
light energy is located.
11. DISCUSSION
Figure 16 compares the extinction curve obtained by our
dust model with ppm ppm,bC \ 60 (bC,1 \ 45 bC,2 \ 15ppm) with the average interstellar extinction curve and also
shows the contributions of the individual dust components.
It can be seen that PAHs, the dominant contributor to the
2175 hump, have a relatively Ñat behavior forA!
5 \ j~1 \ 8 km~1 and thus do not dominate the FUV
extinction. This is consistent with Greenberg & Chlewicki
(1983), in which the 2175 hump was shown to correlateA!
poorly with the FUV extinction.
Our dust model implies a total dust mass per H nucleon
g H~1, or a gas-to-dust ratiomdust B 1.89 ] 10~26Let1.4mH/mdust \ 124. &ext(j) 4 NH~1 / (dn/da)Cext(a, j)dabe the total extinction cross section per H nucleon.
The mass absorption coefficient for the dust is just
ln 10 (1 [ albedo)iabs(j) \ (1 [ albedo)&ext(j)/mdust \ 0.4 cm2][A(j)/NH]/mdust\4.88]1025(1[albedo)[A(j)/NH]g~1. In Table 6 we tabulate at selected wavelengths.iabs
Note that these numbers are for dust in the average di†use




/E(B [ V ) B 3.1.
the extinction per H is reduced at j \ 0.9 kmR
V
[ 3.1,
because of changes in the grain size distribution (see
WD01a), but the extinction does not appear to be a†ected
at km (Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis 1989). In darkj Z 0.9
clouds, ice mantle formation adds additional absorption
features, most prominently the 3.1 km O-H stretch in H2O,but for km the opacities in Table 6 probably remainj Z 10
a good approximation even for molecular regions with den-
sities up to D106 cm~3.
Our dust model requires a total of C/H \ 254 ppm and
Si/H \ 48 ppm Si in grains, both of which are signiÐcantly
higher than the maximum available for the dust according
to the recent work of Snow & Witt (1995), who suggest that
the elemental abundances in the ISM are just 60%È70% of
the solar value.8 However, Weingartner & Draine (2001a)
have argued that it is difficult to see how the observed
interstellar extinction can be explained if interstellar abun-
dances are appreciably subsolar ; they argue that the case
8 Although the present model uses more silicon than other existing
models, the predicted silicate optical depth *q9.7km/NH B 3.3 ] 10~23cm2/H is not inconsistent with observations (*q9.7km/NH B 2.8È5.9] 10~23 cm2/H; see Draine 1989b ; Mathis 1998).
FIG. 16.ÈCalculated extinction for the present grain model (heavy solid line) and the observed average interstellar extinction curve (dotted(R
V
B 3.1)
lineÈFitzpatrick 1999 ; open circlesÈMathis 1990). Model results are the sum of four components : (silicate, a º 250 long-dashed line) ;““ Bsil ÏÏ A! ; ““ Ssil ÏÏ(silicate, 3.5 ¹ a ¹ 250 short-dashed line) ; (carbonaceous, a º 250 dot-dashed line) ; and (carbonaceous, 3.5 ¹ a ¹ 250 includingA! ; ““ Bcarb ÏÏ A! ; ““ Scarb ÏÏ A! ,PAHs ; thin solid line). The upper right inset illustrates the aromatic 6.2 km absorption feature and the 9.7 km silicate band. The narrow feature at 11.5 km is
caused by a lattice mode of crystalline graphite (Draine 1984) and would likely be smoothed out in an imperfect polycrystalline sample. The lower left inset
plots the extinction curve against j~1 (km~1).
Figure 1.1: Attenuation curve from Li & Draine (2001). Dark sol d line is the final calculated
extinction for their model, circles are observed average extinction, and the other
li es show the relative contributions from various components of their model.
Upper inset zooms in on the ∼10µm region; lower inset replots the curve versus
λ−1 instead of λ. Figure c© AAS. Reproduced with permission.
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towards longer wavelengths (redder colors).
The effects of dust attenuation and reddening are far-ranging, affecting a wide variety of
observations and the deductions we can make from them regarding galaxy properties.
Dust attenuation can introduce uncertainty in estimates of stellar M/L ratios, although
the degree to which this occurs is uncertain (Gallazzi & Bell, 2009). Dust corrections to
stellar masses are especially important for the baryonic form of the Tully-Fisher relation
(Tully & Fisher, 1977), as the rotation velocities used in the T-F relation are easiest to
measure in the edge-on galaxies that will have the highest attenuation. Dust attenuation
also must be accounted for in measurements of the evolution of the galaxy stellar mass
function (Muzzin et al., 2013) and luminosity function (Finkelstein et al., 2015) over the
history of the universe.
In the use of color-magnitude diagrams to classify galaxies into star-forming (blue) and
quiescent (red), reddening in dusty star-forming disk galaxies (especially edge-on) can cause
them to appear similar in color to the quiescent galaxies. For example, Masters et al. (2010)
found at least 0.5 mag of reddening in optical colors for some edge-on disk galaxies; as they
show, this is more that sufficient to shift them into the region of the color-magnitude diagram
supposedly reserved for quiescent elliptical galaxies. Dust attenuation and reddening can also
affect luminosity- and spectral line-based measurements of star formation rate, particularly
since more actively star-forming galaxies are likely to have more gas, and therefore, more
dust. Dust corrections are thus required for UV luminosity-based star formation rates (e.g.
Erb et al. 2006; Salim et al. 2007) and optical line-based star formation rates (e.g. Rosa-
González et al. 2002; Dopita et al. 2003) alike; these corrections can be on the order of 50-
100% or more. Corrections of these sorts to star formation rates are critical for understanding
the star formation history of the universe, especially as different methods and surveys must
often be combined to measure star formation over wide ranges of redshifts (see, e.g., Madau
et al. 1996; Rosa-González et al. 2002). Figure 2 shows an example of these corrections
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these two estimators give confidence in the use of our approach to
estimate dust extinction and SFRs in starburst galaxies.
6 UNBIASED SFR EST IMATORS
The central result we have found is that the extinction correction
which includes the effects of an underlying stellar Balmer
absorption brings into agreement all four SFR estimators, and that
the photon escape correction seems to play a minor role.
We have seen that the SFR given by the UV continuum is equal
to the SFR given by the FIR if the extinction correction is estimated
using the Calzetti extinction curve and including the underlying
Balmer absorption corrections. It is reassuring that the simple
inclusion of the underlying absorption correction brings into
agreement theory and observations. We have used the results from
the previous sections to obtain SFR estimators that are free from
these systematic effects,
SFRðHaÞðM( yr21Þ ¼ 1:1 £ 10241LHaðerg s21Þ
SFRð½O ii%ÞðM( yr21Þ ¼ 8:4 £ 10241L½O ii%ðerg s21Þ





where the SFR(Ha) is obtained from the reddening corrected Ha
luminosity while the expressions for the SFR(O II) and the
SFR(UV) are for the observed fluxes.
These estimators, [the SFR(O II) and the SFR(UV) from
equation (12)] should be applied to samples where it is not
possible to determine the extinction. If the objects have similar
properties to our selected sample, then any systematic difference
between the different estimators should be small.
We have applied this new set of calibrations to the SFR values
given by different authors at different redshifts: the Gallego et al.
(1995) Ha survey for the local Universe; the Cowie, Hu & Songaila
(1995) [O II] l3727 sample; the Lilly et al. (1995) UV continuum
sample between redshifts of 0.2 and 1.5; the Connolly et al. (1997)
sample between 0.5 and 2; and the UV points by Madau et al.
(1996) and Steidel et al. (1999) at redshifts higher than 2.5. We give
in Table 3 the complete list of surveys of star formation at different
redshifts that we have used plus their different tracers and
computed SFR.
The results are plotted in Fig. 9. We have also plotted: the results
obtained by Hughes et al. (1998) based on SCUBA observations of
the Hubble Deep Field, those by Chapman et al. (2001) based on
submm observations of bright radio sources, and those by Rowan-
Robinson et al. (1997) based on observations at 60mm of the
Hubble Deep Field. Clearly the mm/submm results and our
‘unbiased’ results agree within the errors. The ‘unbiased’ history of
star formation is characterized by a large increase of the SFR
density from z , 0 to z , 1 (a factor of about 20) and a slow decay
from z , 2 to z , 5.
The final corrected values are similar to other published results
(e.g. Somerville, Primack & Faber 2001). But the fact that our
procedure removes systematic (or zero-point) differences between
the different estimators, implies that the shape of the curve, and
therefore the slopes between z ¼ 0 and 1 and z ¼ 1 and 4 are now
better determined.
7 THE HISTORY OF STAR FORMATION OF
THE UNIVERSE
Let’s now analyse with some detail the behaviour of the dust
corrected curve of Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 shows the corrected curve together with some
representative theoretical models (the details of the different sets
of data are listed in Table 3). Our basic assumption is that the main
results from our sample of galaxies in the nearby Universe are also
applicable to samples of star-forming galaxies at intermediate and
high redshift.
An important result is that, within observational errors, our
Figure 9. The SFR density as a function of redshift. The solid and open
symbols represent values corrected and uncorrected for reddening,
respectively, except for the Ha values (the two lowest z points) which are
all reddening-corrected. The SFR in all cases are estimated using equations
(2), (3), (4) and (5) for open symbols and equations (12) for the filled
symbols. The open circle, the open pentagon and the open cross are the SFR
based on Ha emission line corrected by extinction from Gallego et al.
(1995), Tresse & Maddox (1998) and Glazebrook et al. (1999) samples,
respectively. The open stars are the SFR determined by [O II] l3727 from
the sample of Cowie et al. (1995) without any correction. The UV
continuum samples are from Connolly et al. (1997) (triangles) Madau et al.
(1996) (squares) and Steidel et al. (1999) (upside-down triangles). The
upward arrow is the lower limit given by Hughes et al. (1998) based on
submm observations of the Hubble Deep Field. The crosses at z ¼ 0:55 and
0.85 correspond to the SFR estimates by Rowan-Robinson et al. (1997) and
the filled ‘X’ symbols correspond to those by Flores et al. (1999), both
from ISO data. The dashed line is the lower limit given by Chapman et al.
(2001).
Figure 10. The unbiased SFR density as a function of redshift. The dotted
lines represent the two normalizations in Somerville et al. (2001) tCDM
models, and the dashed line is model C from Baugh et al. (1998). The solid
lines represent SFR/ ð1þ zÞ4:5 from z ¼ 0 to z ¼ 1 and SFR/ ð1þ zÞ21:5
for z . 1.
292 D. Rosa-González, E. Terlevich and R. Terlevich
q 2002 RAS, MNRAS 332, 283–295
Figure 1.2: Star formation rate density history of the universe, from Rosa-González et al.
(2002). So id symbols enote dust-corrected star formation rates, while open
symbols are the un-corrected measurements. Different symbol shapes denote
different sources of star formation rate measurements; the dashed line shows a
sub-mm based (i.e. likely dust independent) lower limit.
applied to the star formation history of the universe, from Rosa-González et al. (2002)2. One
can see that the dust-corrected star formation rates (solid symbols) are not only significantly
higher than the un-corrected rates, but also that they trace out a much more coherent, less
scattered curve.
Attenuation and reddening also can affect estimates of galaxy metallicity through dif-
ferential attenuation of emission-line diagnostics (e.g. Dopita et al. 2006). The required
emission line dust corrections are often derived from the Balmer decrement and applied as
a foreground screen. However, dust does not solely lie in the foreground; rather, HII regions
are often embedded within dense dust clouds, and therefore these corrections are not neces-
sarily accurate (this has been discussed by e.g. Bell et al. 2002; Caplan & Deharveng 1986).
And indeed, in chapter 5 of this thesis we show that metallicities do suffer from dust-induced
biases.
As galaxies are not one-dimensional point sources like stars, dust attenuation also affects
2Reproduced from Fig. 9 of An Empirical Calibration of Star Formation Rate Estimators by Rosa-
Gonzalez, Terlevich, & Terlevich, 2002, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Vol 332, 283
(Rosa-González et al., 2002)
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the projected distribution of their light on the sky. Dust and stars are not evenly distributed
throughout galaxies, and the amount of attenuation suffered by starlight depends sensitively
on the star-dust geometry. Thus, different portions of galaxies will suffer from different
amounts of attenuation, and therefore measurements that rely on the relative distribution
of galaxy light can be affected.
This can affect a variety of types of galaxy structural measurements, but this question has
not been widely researched. Some work has been done using radiative transfer simulations to
predict the effects of dust on structural measurements; for example, Pastrav et al. (2013a,b)
find that in their simulations disk effective radii, Sérsic indices, and bulge-to-disk ratios all
tend to be underestimated due to dust and projection effects. It is difficult, however, to
study these effects observationally, as it demands the ability to match galaxies of intrinsi-
cally similar structural parameters in order to isolate the effects of varying dust contents or
inclinations.
And yet, galaxy structural measurements are important for understanding the evolution
of structure in our universe. The growth of bulges (quantified using bulge to disk ratio)
is related to the onset of quiescence (Lang et al., 2014b), the size distributions of galaxies
are related to their formation and merger histories (van der Wel et al., 2014a), and galaxy
structure is strongly correlated with star formation rate (Wuyts et al., 2011), as just some
examples of the importance of structural measurements. As such, it would be very useful to
be able to measure structural parameters in dust- and inclination-independent ways, and to
quantify the variation in existing structural measurements caused by dust and inclination,
tasks which we undertake in chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis.
In addition to the effects of dust attenuation on other measurements, direct observations
of the dust itself and its properties can also give insight into physical processes within
and properties of galaxies. Dust takes part in star formation processes and contributes to
chemical evolution, and its physical properties and lifecycle offer insight into the properties
of the stellar envelopes, clouds, and supernova ejecta where it may be formed or destroyed.
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Dust is a important cooling agent for the collapse of star-forming clouds, particularly in
low-metallicity cases. Notably, this has been invoked as a likely mechanism to allow for the
formation of the first low-mass stars in the early universe (Klessen et al., 2012; Schneider
et al., 2012; Hopkins & Conroy, 2017). Dust grains are also the primary catalyst for the
formation of molecular hydrogen, which cannot efficiently form in a gaseous phase but can
form through the meeting of two hydrogen atoms on a grain surface (e.g. Gould & Salpeter
1963; Katz et al. 1999; Perets et al. 2007). Other chemical evolution in molecular clouds also
depends on dust grains; similar grain-surface processes can result in the creation of more
complex molecules as well (e.g. Garrod et al. 2008), and heavy elements also freeze out onto
the surfaces of dust grains (e.g. Bergin & Tafalla 2007), altering the abundances within
the clouds. Measuring dust abundances is thus important for understanding star formation
processes.
Another important method of investigating dust properties is through detailed obser-
vations of the shape of the dust attenuation/emission curves, as the strength, shape, and
position of the various spectral features depends sensitively on the composition and mixtures
of the dust grains and the distribution of grain sizes. The complex shapes of these curves
results in equally complex dust grain models (see, e.g., Li & Draine 2001; Draine & Li 2007).
Dust has traditionally been thought to be formed primarily in the envelopes and outflows
from AGB stars and planetary nebulae, with the differences between oxygen-enriched and
carbon-enriched stars accounting for the distinction between silicate and carbonaceous dust
grains (Whittet, 2003). However, with the high dust destruction rates expected due to super-
nova shock waves, it has been calculated that average dust lifetimes should be too short to
explain the overall dust abundances observed (Temim et al., 2015). Production in molecular
clouds or the supernova remnants themselves has been postulated to explain this shortfall
(Temim et al., 2015), but the overall dust lifecycle is still somewhat uncertain. Thus, it is
important to understand the physical properties and distributions of the dust grains, as this
may offer insight into their formation conditions.
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A major tool that is used to aid in investigations of all of these dust effects are dust
radiative transfer simulations. The effects of dust are subtle and often counter-intuitive, and
the overall effects on light from the complex distributions of stars and dust in galaxies are not
easily analytically solved – simple slab and screen models can work, but do not capture the
full details. As such, radiative transfer simulations are very important for our understanding
of dust effects on galaxies.
Radiative transfer simulations have been commonly used to study a variety of questions
related to dust effects on galaxy properties – general predictions of attenuation and reddening
(e.g. Bruzual A. et al. 1988; de Jong 1996b; Tuffs et al. 2004), the fraction of light absorbed
by dust in starburst galaxies (Jonsson et al., 2006), the additional influence of scattering
effects (Witt & Gordon, 2000), dust heating and energy balance (Popescu et al., 2000), and
the variation in attenuation with galaxy properties (Ferrara et al., 1999).
Of particular relevance to our work, radiative transfer simulations also highlight the
strong influence of inclination and geometric effects on dust attenuation. For example, Tuffs
et al. (2004) simulate attenuation for multi-component galaxies containing both thin and
thick disks as well as bulges at a variety of inclinations and optical depths. Their work shows
that both the overall attenuation and the variation of the attenuation with inclination are
strongly different for these geometrically distinct components. The absolute attenuation of
the bulge is larger than that of the thick disk, yet the variation of attenuation with inclination
is weaker for the bulge; meanwhile for the thin disk both the absolute attenuation and the
variation with inclination are much larger than for either the thick disk or the bulge. This
model does not include any variation in stellar population colors; all of these differences are
driven solely by the varying geometry of these populations relative to the dust.
1.3 The inclination test
It is clear that the ability to measure dust effects and quantify dust attenuation is useful
for informing a wide range of measurements about galaxies. In this thesis, the primary
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tool we use to carry this out is the inclination test method; here we discuss the nature,
advantages, and limitations of this method in more detail.
The inclination test method is conceptually quite simple – one merely assembles a sample
of disk galaxies that one believes to be intrinsically similar but which are observed at a variety
of viewing angles, and then measures how the observed luminosities (or other properties) of
this sample change as a function of inclination. Since the galaxies are believed to have the
same intrinsic properties, any variation in the observed properties must, therefore, represent
some systematic error in the measurement in question. For the most part we attribute these
variations to the effects of dust, though in the case of structural measurements there can
also be purely geometric projection effects that contribute as well. These variations can be
used both to attempt to correct the measurements in question as well as to understand the
properties of the dust that causes them.
This technique has a number of important advantages. First, it is a non-parametric
technique – it does not require making any assumptions about the dust or light distributions
of the galaxies. Therefore, it cannot be confused by mistaken assumptions, and its results
are equally applicable to any models one may wish to use.
Second, not only is the technique simple, it does not require extremely high resolution
imagery, complex analysis, or uncommon superpositions of galaxies. It is therefore ideally
suited to take advantage of the modern advent of large survey catalogs to provide statistical
studies of very large samples of galaxies.
As well, while this technique has traditionally been applied to luminosity in order to
measure the relative attenuation of galaxy light, there is no reason why it cannot be applied
to essentially any observable property of a galaxy – not only luminosity or color, but also
sizes, structures, spectral lines, and quantities derived from these such as stellar masses,
metallicities, or star formation rates. The inclination test is therefore a ‘broad spectrum’
technique that can be used to quantify the effects of dust and inclination on a wide variety
of galaxy properties using one simple methodology.
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There are, of course, also challenges to the use of this method. The greatest is that the
method only works if the samples of ‘intrinsically similar’ galaxies are actually similar. One
could in principle tolerate some spread in galaxy properties within a sample; at some loss
in accuracy, of course, but not to the point of rendering the results meaningless. However,
many metrics that one might use to select these samples can themselves suffer from incli-
nation dependence (whether dust-induced or otherwise). This leads not only to spread in
galaxy properties within a sample, but inclination-dependent spread in properties, which
compromises the basic assumption of the method in that the galaxies viewed edge-on are in
fact not intrinsically similar, on average, to the ones viewed face on. For example, if observed
optical luminosity is used to select similar galaxies, then the (more heavily dust extincted)
edge-on galaxies will in fact be drawn from an intrinsically more luminous population than
the face on ones, even though their observed optical luminosities are identical.
As such, when employing this method one must take great care to avoid inclination-
dependent selection biases. Historically this has been difficult, and several studies have been
compromised by these effects (e.g., Valentijn 1994 showed that inclination tests of diameter
can fail if sample completeness is not carefully considered). The difficulty, of course, is that
all optical measurements will be subject in greater or lesser degree to the very dust effects
that we wish to study, and optical measurements have historically made up the majority of
the data available. However, in recent years large infrared surveys such as 2MASS (Skrutskie
et al., 2006), UKIDSS (Lawrence et al., 2007), and WISE (Wright et al., 2010) have made
comprehensive catalogs of dust-independent galaxy properties available. It is therefore now
possible to select samples of truly intrinsically similar galaxies across a wide range of galaxy
masses, star formation rates, sizes, and morphologies for the first time. The development
of inclination-independent galaxy selection metrics from these data sets that can be used to
reliably select samples of truly identical galaxies is a major part of the work in this thesis.
Another important limitation of the inclination test is that it only measures the difference
in properties between the edge-on and face-on cases; i.e. in most cases it cannot probe any
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further difference that may exist between the face-on and dust-free cases. However, we know
that galaxies still suffer from dust attenuation even when viewed from face-on orientations;
thus, the technique can explore the differential dust attenuation between edge-on and face-
on, but cannot measure the total attenuation without resort to models. Similarly, one
generally cannot measure any effects that the face-on dust attenuation may have on other
galaxy properties (such as structural measurements) relative to the dust-free case. It is,
however, possible to work around the edges of this limitation in some cases if one can put
constraints on the controlling factors of galaxy properties when observed face-on. We explore
one such extension of this technique in chapter 4, where we exploit the expected dependence
of intrinsic galaxy face-on color on stellar mass and specific star formation rate to interpret
the variation in observed face-on color with galaxy structure as variation in the face-on total
attenuation. This measurement is only weakly model dependent, but one may not always
be able to constrain the controlling factors of observations of face-on properties in order to
make this sort of measurement.
A more subtle limitation is that spread or variation in the intrinsic vertical structures of
galaxies can cause issues even if the selection is completely inclination-independent, because
such variations will alter the relationship between observed axial ratio (which is taken as a
proxy for inclination) and true inclination. For example, within a sample that exhibits some
spread in intrinsic thickness, the thinner elements of the population will not have the same
axial ratios as the thicker members at a given inclination, potentially altering the measured
variation in properties with axial ratio. This can also cause issues in comparing different
samples to each other; for example, if one sample of disk galaxies has larger bulges (and
thus thicker edge-on axial ratios) than another, even if the two samples actually have an
identical variation in properties with inclination, the bulgier sample will appear to have
a steeper variation in properties with axial ratio simply because its range of axial ratios
between face-on and edge-on will be smaller. Essentially, when using this method one must
take care to avoid biases in the mapping between axial ratio and inclination, by controlling
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for vertical variation within samples as much as possible and by carefully choosing axis ratio
measurements to avoid influences from bulges and other distorting effects.
1.4 Surveys
The advent of large, homogeneous multi-wavelength surveys is a major enabling factor
for the work we do in this thesis. The very large sample sizes possible with modern surveys,
combined with the natural scalability of the inclination test method to such large samples,
enables truly comprehensive statistical studies even with relatively fine binning across a wide
range of galaxy properties. Even more importantly, the advent of large infrared surveys
allows for the selection of these samples to be done in the inclination-independent manner
necessary for the inclination test method to function. In this section we briefly review the
development of these surveys, including the ones we use for our work in this thesis.
Galaxies exhibit a very wide range of observable properties – in some senses more even
than stars, as galaxies are extended objects while stars are point sources. Galaxy obser-
vations, therefore, possess an additional spatial dimension from which to draw information
about their properties; their extended nature also complicates measurements of some prop-
erties (such as total flux) that they do have in common with stars. As such, in order to
understand galaxies, it is extremely important to obtain observations of large numbers of
these objects. Large catalogs of galaxy properties also allow us to discover phenomenon
that are emergent properties of the overall distributions of galaxies rather than of individual
objects – analogous to e.g. the stellar main sequence or other features of the classical HR
diagram – such as the fundamental plane relationship between elliptical galaxy sizes-surface
brightnesses-velocity dispersions (Djorgovski & Davis, 1987), or the ‘red sequence’ of qui-
escent galaxies and ‘blue cloud’ of star-forming galaxies (also known as the star forming
main sequence, Noeske et al. 2007) evident in galaxy color-magnitude diagrams, or the in-
homogeneous distributions of galaxies in space that trace the large scale structure of the
universe.
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The advent of large, homogeneous surveys of galaxies has, therefore, been a great boon
to the study of galaxies. This began with the first large surveys using photographic plates
in the mid 20th century; one notable example was the first Palomar Observatory Sky Sur-
vey (POSS-I). This survey covered roughly 2/3 of the sky in two optical bands (one red
and one blue), and resulted in early galaxy catalogs such as the Uppsala General Catalog
(UGC, Nilson 1973) and Morphological Catalog of Galaxies (MCG, Vorontsov-Vel’Yaminov
& Arkhipova 1962). Further variations on this theme followed, including the follow-on sec-
ond Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS-II, Reid et al. 1991), and the southern sky
equivalent ESO/SERC Southern Sky Survey (Holmberg et al., 1974). Complementary to
these, significant catalogs of galaxy redshifts were compiled through spectroscopic surveys
such as the Center for Astrophysics (CfA) redshift surveys (Huchra et al., 1983), and others.
These surveys resulted in catalogs containing properties of tens or hundreds of thousands of
galaxies by the early 1990s, but the true revolution in galaxy surveys came with the advent
of the first large, fully digital photometric and spectroscopic surveys – foremost being the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011). Begun in 1998, the SDSS has
observed roughly 1/3 of the sky in 5 optical wavelengths (ugriz) covering the full visible
spectrum, and as of DR13 in 2015 has cataloged more than 900 million sources (including
more than 200 million galaxies) and more than 4 million spectra (including 2.4 million galax-
ies). It is little exaggeration to say that SDSS revolutionized many areas of astronomy –
never before was there any catalog containing such a wealth of data on so many objects. In
many ways SDSS ushered in the era of survey astronomy, where significant numbers of major
astronomical projects and discoveries can be made solely from the use of survey data rather
than dedicated observing campaigns. While there have been more modern surveys since, the
SDSS is still one of the foremost examples and remains commonly used today. Our work
is no different in this respect, as we use SDSS catalog data as the reference optical (dust-
affected) galaxy property measurements to compare with our infrared (dust-independent)
measurements.
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The majority of early surveys were conducted in optical wavelengths. However, while
it was once thought that galaxies were largely transparent (e.g. Holmberg 1958, 1975), it
is now understood that many galaxies are partially to completely optically thick depending
on area and viewing angle (e.g. Disney et al. 1989; Valentijn 1990). As such, many optical
survey quantities are heavily affected by dust reddening and extinction. While in some
senses this is a useful thing from the perspective of measuring dust effects (as one cannot, of
course, quantify dust effects without dust-affected measurements), it means that one cannot
necessarily trust these measurements for other purposes. Additionally, even merely exploring
dust effects using these measurements is not possible without knowledge of the true intrinsic
properties. As such, it is necessary to conduct surveys at other wavelengths than only optical.
In particular, surveys in the infrared are highly valuable. Near-infrared observations al-
low for the most dust-free view of galaxies available, being long-wavelength enough to avoid
most dust attenuation yet short-wavelength enough to avoid most dust emission. Meanwhile,
mid- and far-infrared observations probe dust emission at varying temperatures, providing
measures both of dust content and star formation activity. However, observations at these
wavelengths have several challenges relative to optical observations. For one, the Earth’s
atmosphere is opaque (or at least less than transparent) at many wavelengths in the infrared
regime, mainly due to water vapor. This restricts ground-based infrared observations to
limited wavelength windows, and even in these windows one must find the highest, driest
locations possible to limit atmospheric effects. (These location incentives are also present
for optical observations, of course, but to an even greater extent in the infrared.) As with
many other non-optical observations, some infrared bands are accessible only to space-based
instruments. Second, infrared observations are vulnerable to thermal noise from the in-
struments themselves, as they are attempting to detect radiation of similar wavelengths to
that given off by objects at room temperature. Thus, infrared detectors must generally be
cooled in some manner, particularly for longer wavelength observations. This is a particular
concern for spacecraft, and coolant supply is often the principal limitation on their useful
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lifespans. Finally, due to the basic physics involved, infrared observations are inherently
lower resolution than optical ones due to the longer wavelengths. This limits the resolution
obtainable from a given practically achievable telescope diameter, which is, again, a partic-
ular concern for space-based instruments. As such, while observing in the infrared is not as
difficult as observing in e.g. x-rays or gamma rays, when compared to optical observations
infrared observations do tend to be lower resolution, lower signal-to-noise and/or sensitivity,
less comprehensive in wavelength coverage, and all-around a bit harder to do.
Thus, it is unsurprising that the implementation of infrared surveys has lagged slightly
behind that of optical surveys. The Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al.
2006) was the first major large-scale infrared survey; carried out from 1997-2001, it surveyed
the entire sky at three wavelengths from 1.2 – 2.2µm. Even though it was contemporary
to the SDSS and covers a much wider sky area, it observed no more objects (∼300 million
vs ∼290 million in SDSS as of the completion of the main survey area in DR6) due to its
lower sensitivity, and its resolution is significantly lower. Nevertheless, the survey made
important contributions to observations of brown dwarfs, low mass stars, and areas of the
sky obscured by dust in the Milky Way. The United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT)
Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS, Lawrence et al. 2007), begun in 2005, succeeded 2MASS
and is in some ways the infrared counterpart to the SDSS. Observing at four wavelengths
between 1.0–2.2µm, this survey covers roughly half (∼4000 square degrees) of the regions of
the northern sky covered in the original SDSS surveys, and is significantly more sensitive
and higher resolution than 2MASS. Of particular relevance to our work, we use the K-
band images from this survey to create the inclination-independent structural measurements
discussed in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. The last major infrared survey we discuss here
is that carried out by the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE, Wright et al. 2010)
satellite, which surveyed the entire sky in four wavelengths from 3.4 – 22µm between its
launch in late 2009 and the exhaustion of onboard coolant in late 2010. While WISE’s
observations are of low resolution (∼6 arcsec in the W1–W3 bands and 12 arcsec in W4)
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due to its small aperture and long wavelengths of operation, its location above the Earth’s
atmosphere gives it superb sensitivity and wavelength coverage. In particular, its longer
wavelength observations allow it to probe emission from hot and warm dust, unlike shorter-
wavelength ground-based observations. For our work, WISE 3.4µm observations are used
as a nearly dust attenuation-independent measurement of stellar mass, while WISE 12µm
observations probe hot dust emission and therefore serve as a tracer of star formation activity.
1.5 Structural measurements
A major part of our thesis work is the development of new inclination-independent struc-
tural measurements from dust-penetrated infrared survey images. These are not simply
inclination-independent parameters taken from survey catalog data, but a new photometric
technique that we have developed, implemented, and applied to the actual imaging data. In
many ways this has been the most challenging part of the project, both in terms of technical
complexity as well as designing solutions to the various practical and conceptual problems
encountered along the way. In order to provide context for our efforts in this area, we briefly
review here the general concept and some of the properties of the various types of structural
measurements.
A galaxy structural measurement is simply a metric, numeric or otherwise, that attempts
to quantify the physical distribution of mass and/or light within a galaxy. As discussed in
§1.2, the structure of galaxies correlates with many interesting properties of galaxies, notably
star formation activity and assembly history, and so is well worth studying. There are
many challenges to this task, both practical and conceptual, and many different structural
measurements have been developed over the years, each approaching these challenges in their
own way.
An important point is that a structural measurement is not the same thing as the actual
physical structure of a galaxy. The structure of a galaxy is defined by the physical, 3-
dimensional distribution of light/mass; to hypothetically fully describe this structure one
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would need to somehow measure the density ρ(x) for every point x within a galaxy. This
is not, and indeed in practical terms cannot, be done. We do not directly observe the 3-d
density distribution of a galaxy. Rather, we observe the 2-dimensional light distribution
projected onto the plane of the sky, and moreover we observe this distribution convolved
with modifications due to viewing angle, dust, physics (e.g. diffraction or lensing), the
atmosphere, instrumental limitations, etc. From these observations one may attempt to
reconstruct what one believes the 3-d density distribution to be through modeling, or to
assign a numerical or other parameter to quantify the structure or classify it in some way,
but one may not directly measure this distribution. Additionally, the mapping from intrinsic
3-d density distribution to what we actually observe is not one-to-one – a given galaxy may
be projected into many different possible observed 2-d brightness distributions, and therefore
our structural measurements are similarly not necessarily unique. As such, it is important
to keep in mind that all structural measurements represent different, imperfect attempts to
quantify the true underlying physical structure, and they will all have their own advantages
and drawbacks.
Structural measurements fall into (roughly) three categories: visual classifications, para-
metric measurements, and non-parametric measurements.
Visual classification is the oldest set of methods, dating back to, for example, observations
of the morphology of the so-called ‘spiral nebulae’ before the existence of other galaxies was
even known. Requiring no more than a set of eyes and a telescope or image, this method
evolved from simple descriptive impressions of shape through the systematic Hubble ‘tuning
fork’ diagram (Hubble, 1926) and other similar/related classification systems such as that
of de Vaucouleurs (de Vaucouleurs, 1959). These systems classify galaxies based on their
visual appearance into groups such as elliptical, spiral, barred spiral, lenticular, irregular,
etc. The systems of gradations and sub-classifications vary, but generally distinguish among
ellipticals by shape (degree of flattening) and spirals by size of bulge and prominence and
tightness of wrapping of arms.
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While useful as an overall organizational scheme, purely morphological visual classifica-
tion systems suffer from a number of issues. Most obvious is that they are subjective; even if
the majority of observers were to agree on the classification of a galaxy, the assignment into
one class or sub-class or another can ultimately be somewhat arbitrary, and the sources and
effects of biases in classification are difficult or impossible to determine. Additionally, there
is not necessarily a strict correlation between the most prominent visual differences between
galaxies and the most physically meaningful and informative differences in their intrinsic
properties. The qualitative, rather than quantitative, nature of such classification systems
also limits their potential for robust analysis. These systems definitely remain useful as a
means of organizing our thoughts about galaxies, and can provide useful supplements to more
quantitative analysis (for example, the use of Galaxy Zoo visual morphological classifications
to explore the type discriminating potential of quantitative measures such as concentration
and fDeV in Masters et al. 2010), but ultimately they cannot serve alone.
The first type of quantitative structural measurements, parametric measurements at-
tempt to fit the observed light distribution with some type of functional form or model,
with the parameters of the fit then serving as structural measurements. One of the earliest
examples was the use of the de Vaucouleurs profile to fit the surface brightness profile of
massive elliptical galaxies (de Vaucouleurs, 1948); this was later expanded and generalized
into the Sérsic profile (Sérsic, 1963), which can fit the brightness profile of both elliptical
and disk galaxies. These models allow for the use of parameters such as the effective radius
to quantify size, and the Sérsic index to quantify the overall light profile shape and degree of
central concentration. More sophisticated models may fit multiple profiles simultaneously,
e.g. to decompose a galaxy into a bulge and a disk (e.g. Simard et al. 2011), or to model
a bar (e.g. de Jong 1996a), or even to fit spiral structure or other features. These can
provide parametric measurements of many galaxy properties; size, central concentration,
bulge-to-disk ratio, intrinsic shape, viewing angle, total brightness, and many others.
The second type of quantitative structural measurements are the non-parametric mea-
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surements. These measurements do not fit a function or model; rather, they merely assign
a quantitative measure to the galaxy’s structure by applying some given algorithm to the
observed light distribution (e.g. fraction of light within some given radius). Unlike paramet-
ric measurements, these measurements do not require making any assumptions about the
underlying physical distribution of light or mass. The most common types of non-parametric
measurements are various measures of galaxy size or the central concentration of the light
profile. Concentration measurements in particular have a long history and have been mea-
sured in many ways (e.g. Morgan 1958; Doi et al. 1993; Abraham et al. 1994; Blanton et al.
2001); what they all have in common is that they parameterize galaxies by in some way
comparing the amount of light concentrated near the center of a galaxy’s light profile to the
total amount of light. Many radius measurements are non-parametric as well (e.g. isophotal
radii), even if they are not commonly thought of as such – a particularly notable modern
example is the Petrosian radius measurement, which defines a size based on the ratio of
surface brightness at a given radius to the average surface brightness within that radius
(Blanton et al., 2001); variations of this technique are commonly used in a wide variety
of modern surveys. More recently, concentration has been combined with non-parametric
measurements of asymmetry and clumpiness in the CAS system (e.g. Conselice 2003).
Parametric and non-parametric measurements each have their own advantages and draw-
backs. Parametric fits often give multiple measurements at once – namely, the various pa-
rameters of the fit, e.g. scale length and Sérsic index for a Sérsic fit – while non-parametric
measurements do not. Parametric measurements also often degrade more gracefully than
non-parametric ones for low signal-to-noise or mildly contaminated images. A parametric
measurement’s fit will become more uncertain in such cases, with a consequent increase in the
uncertainty of the measured parameters, but a non-parametric fit will often acquire signifi-
cant biases as portions of the brightness distribution become effectively undetectable, or be
thrown wildly off by the presence of a contaminating object. On the other hand, parametric
fits rely sensitively on their assumptions about the true underlying distribution of light or
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mass, and are vulnerable to various subtle (and not-so-subtle!) biases if these assumptions
are not correct. This is the major reason why non-parametric fits are valuable, as they are
not subject to these issues – parametric measurements are in a sense a blend of observation
and theory, while non-parametric measurements are pure empirical observations. Ultimately,
both types of measurement are useful, and are often complementary. For example, the SDSS
catalog contains both a non-parametric concentration parameter (expressed as ratios of dif-
ferent Petrosian radii) and the parametric fDeV parameter (a ratio of model fit likelihoods),
which both probe the shape of a galaxy’s light profile but do so in different ways; when used
in concert, the two parameters together can better distinguish between spiral and elliptical
galaxies than either parameter can manage alone (e.g. Strateva et al. 2001).
The structural measurements that we develop fall into the non-parametric category, be-
ing, conceptually, variants on the concepts of half-light radius and concentration modified
to avoid biases due to inclination effects. One of the major advantages of our use of the
inclination test method is that this technique is also non-parametric and therefore not vul-
nerable to systematics due to uncertain model effects; thus, we continue this in our structural
measurements in order to avoid compromising the benefits offered by this approach. The
non-parametric approach also allows us to maintain tight control over the exact algorithms
that translate brightness distributions into structural parameters, which is necessary for
our objective of ensuring that these measurements are by construction blind to geometric
projection effects caused by varying inclinations.
1.6 Thesis outline
The objective of this thesis is to make use of new, inclination-independent measures of
galaxy properties in concert with the inclination test to quantify dust attenuation and the
effects of dust and inclination on galaxy property measurements, particularly as a function
of intrinsic galaxy properties. In particular, we wish to address the following questions:
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• How can we best construct inclination-independent galaxy property and structural
measurements from the infrared survey catalog data and imagery available to us, and
what can the properties and advantages of these measurements tell us about the limi-
tations of existing measurements?
• How does dust attenuation vary as a function of inclination-independent parameteriza-
tions of galaxy mass, star formation rate, size, and central concentration, particularly
as these four properties have never been simultaneously explored in the same study
before?
• How can we explain the patterns we see in these observations, and what do they tell
us about the controlling physical processes behind the dust attenuation we observe?
• How do dust and inclination effect other measurements of galaxy properties, specifically
traditional structural measurements as well as measures of mass, star formation activity
and metallicity?
Towards this end, in chapter 2 of this thesis we develop inclination-independent infrared
measurements of galaxy stellar mass and specific star formation rate, and use them in con-
junction with the inclination test to measure the dust attenuation of galaxies as a function
of these properties. This chapter also introduces the scaling relation-based physical model
we use to attempt to explain our observations.
Chapter 3 covers the development of our new inclination-independent ‘linear’ infrared
structural measurements as a complement to our existing metrics, and examines the prop-
erties, distributions, and reliability of these structural measurements in detail.
In chapter 4 we then make use of these measurements to expand the analysis of chapter
2 to measure dust attenuation as a function of the full four-dimensional galaxy property
parameter space of stellar mass, specific star formation rate, size, and concentration. We
also further develop and expand the scaling relation model introduced in chapter 2, and
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make use of the insights offered by this model to develop a unified physical model to explain
the patterns we observe in our observations.
In chapter 5 we then extend the use of our inclination-independent metrics and the incli-
nation test to measurements other than dust attenuation, showing that traditional structural
metrics, as well as a variety of other optical measurements, suffer from significant inclination
biases due to both dust and geometric effects.




Sample selection, and relative attenuation as a
function of stellar mass and specific star formation rate
Preface
This chapter was originally published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society, Vol 459, 2054 (Devour & Bell, 2016), under the title Global dust attenuation in disc
galaxies: strong variation with specific star formation and stellar mass, and the importance
of sample selection, coauthored with Eric Bell. Portions of the model assumptions and
analysis in §2.6.2 have been superseded by the updated version presented in Chapter 4; in
the interest of retaining consistency with the published version I have not modified this
portion, but rather have added an explanatory footnote.
Abstract
We study the relative dust attenuation–inclination relation in 78,721 nearby galaxies
using the axis ratio dependence of optical–NIR colour, as measured by the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS), the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS), and the Wide-field Infrared Survey
Explorer (WISE ). In order to avoid to the greatest extent possible attenuation-driven biases,
we carefully select galaxies using dust attenuation-independent near- and mid-IR luminosities
and colours. Relative u-band attenuation between face-on and edge-on disc galaxies along
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the star forming main sequence varies from ∼0.55 mag up to ∼1.55 mag. The strength of
the relative attenuation varies strongly with both specific star formation rate and galaxy
luminosity (or stellar mass). The dependence of relative attenuation on luminosity is not
monotonic, but rather peaks at M3.4µm ≈ −21.5, corresponding to M∗ ≈ 3× 1010M. This
behavior stands seemingly in contrast to some older studies; we show that older works failed
to reliably probe to higher luminosities, and were insensitive to the decrease in attenuation
with increasing luminosity for the brightest star-forming discs. Back-of-the-envelope scaling
relations predict the strong variation of dust optical depth with specific star formation rate
and stellar mass. More in-depth comparisons using the scaling relations to model the relative
attenuation require the inclusion of star-dust geometry to reproduce the details of these
variations (especially at high luminosities), highlighting the importance of these geometrical
effects.
2.1 Introduction
The presence of dust strongly affects almost every observable property of gas-rich, star-
forming galaxies in the optical, ultraviolet, and some infrared bands. Short-wavelength light
from star forming regions is absorbed, heating the dust and effectively reprocessing this light
into the infrared (see, e.g., Witt & Gordon 2000; Charlot & Fall 2000; Calzetti 2001 for an
overview). Dust not only absorbs but also scatters optical and ultraviolet light, reducing the
emitted flux in some directions, while potentially even boosting it in others (e.g. de Jong
1996b). The exact interplay of absorption and scattering depends sensitively on the relative
geometry of stars and dust. This geometry is generally quite complex – young stars and star-
forming regions are often embedded in dense dust, different stellar populations often have
different scale lengths and heights, and the dust distribution can also be highly structured
and clumpy (see, e.g., Witt & Gordon 2000; Holwerda et al. 2007; Schechtman-Rook et al.
2012; Liu et al. 2013). As such, the total attenuation due to dust along any given line of sight
– defined as the sum total of the removal of light due to absorption and the scattering of
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light both into and out of the line of sight – is difficult to a priori predict (see, e.g., Bruzual
A. et al. 1988; Witt & Gordon 2000; Jonsson et al. 2006; Steinacker et al. 2013).
The magnitude of dust attenuation and its effects on our inferences about galactic prop-
erties can be large. Averaged over the present-day galaxy population, roughly one third of
all emitted starlight is absorbed by dust and reprocessed into the infrared (Soifer & Neuge-
bauer, 1991; Driver et al., 2012). Almost all optically measured quantities of dust-rich disc
galaxies are strongly affected by this dust attenuation – examples of affected measurements
include optical luminosities and colours (e.g. Tully et al. 1998; Maller et al. 2009; Masters
et al. 2010), surface brightness profiles (e.g. Byun et al. 1994; de Jong 1996b), and structural
measurements such as half-light radii, bulge-to-total (B/T) ratios, or Sérsic indexes (Pastrav
et al., 2013a). These dust effects influence scaling relations such as the Tully-Fisher relation
(e.g. Tully et al. 1998), colour-magnitude relations (Cho & Park, 2009), and stellar mass
estimates (e.g. Bell & de Jong 2001; Maller et al. 2009).
One possible approach to understand the impacts of dust on these measurements and
scaling relations would be to model the effects of dust on the light from a galaxy using
analytical prescriptions or numerical simulations (e.g. Bruzual A. et al. 1988; Disney et al.
1989; de Jong 1996b; Popescu et al. 2000; Tuffs et al. 2004; Jonsson et al. 2006; Steinacker
et al. 2013). However, the attenuation from dust depends sensitively on the absorption and
scattering properties of dust grains, the distribution and substructure of dust within a galaxy,
and the distribution of stars, including the varying distributions of different populations of
stars (e.g. younger and older) with different spectra (e.g. Witt & Gordon 2000). This
complexity means that modeling the dust attenuation, even in a simplified form, is a non-
trivial task. Moreover, even for relatively sophisticated simulations, it is difficult to know for
certain whether the dust properties, dust and star distributions, and other elements of the
models actually match the physical properties of galaxies in the real universe. Overall, the
distributions of stars and dust are not well characterized enough to yield robust predictions,
so the predictions of these models remain useful, but primarily in a qualitative sense.
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Accordingly, it is important to directly measure the effects of dust on the light distri-
butions of galaxies. Historically, many methods have been used to explore the question of
dust attenuation in disc galaxies. One method relies on observations of pairs of large disc
galaxies that appear to overlap on the sky (e.g. Berlind et al. 1997; Keel et al. 2014). By
measuring the change in the appearance of the two galaxies in the regions where they overlap
and comparing it to their non-overlapping regions, using the assumption of symmetry one
can measure the dust distribution in the foreground galaxy. Another method uses counts of
distant background galaxies observed through the discs of large, nearby, face-on disc galaxies
(e.g. Holwerda et al. 2005); such methods can be applied at very large distances from galax-
ies to reveal low-level extremely extended dust envelopes (e.g. Ménard et al. 2010). Both of
these methods are capable of giving fairly detailed insight into the dust distributions of their
target galaxies – in particular, they have established radial gradients in dust optical depth
and that spiral arms are considerably richer in dust than inter-arm regions (e.g. White et al.
2000; Holwerda et al. 2005) – but are limited in terms of sample size.
The most statistically powerful method is to measure the dust-induced inclination de-
pendence of parameters such as galaxy luminosities, colours, and structures (e.g. Valentijn
1990; Tully et al. 1998; Maller et al. 2009; Masters et al. 2010). Because it does not rely
on chance alignments, large sample sizes spanning a range of galaxy properties are possible
with modern sky surveys. As a consequence, it is well suited for measuring how dust at-
tenuation varies among the galaxy population as a function of observable galaxy properties.
This method addresses only the observed relative attenuation difference between edge-on
and face-on galaxies. On one hand, this means that this methodology cannot correct galaxy
properties to their ‘intrinsic’ dust-free values without invoking models. On the other hand,
this means that these measurements are robust and model-independent; they can be used
to provide a useful check of more model-dependent dust correction methods that require
assumptions about the stellar populations and attenuation curves of target galaxies.
This technique has been employed many times in the past, with varying results. Optically-
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selected samples have proven challenging to analyze; the quantities used to select samples
suffer from dust attenuation, and early results were contradictory (Valentijn 1990; Huizinga
& van Albada 1992; Giovanelli et al. 1994). Subsequent samples selected in the (nearly
attenuation-independent) near-infrared (e.g. Tully et al. 1998) concluded that dust attenu-
ation varies strongly with luminosity and is almost negligible for faint galaxies; this broad
trend is now well-established (e.g. Maller et al. 2009; although Masters et al. 2010 argue
that attenuation decreases again somewhat towards the brightest luminosities). Dust at-
tenuation appears to vary with other galaxy parameters, such as surface brightness (e.g.
de Jong & Lacey 2000) or morphology (e.g. Masters et al. 2010). Most such studies have
chosen different samples, analysis methods, or parameters of interest, and these differences
have made it difficult to develop a comprehensive overall picture of how dust content and
dust attenuation (which are not necessarily the same thing, as we explore later) vary among
the diverse galaxy population.
For example, (as explored later in this chapter) Tully et al. (1998) and Maller et al. (2009)
both measure attenuation in terms of change in optical-K band colour with axis ratio for
galaxies of similar K band luminosity. Despite this similarity, and despite the fact that both
parametrize variations in attenuation in terms of absolute magnitude, they recover differing
results, both in predicting significantly different levels of attenuation for galaxies of similar
luminosity, and more broadly in disagreeing on the strength of the luminosity dependence
of attenuation by factors of 2–3. It is difficult to pin down the physical significance of these
disagreements, however, due to the differences between the studies – are they related to
Tully et al.’s parametrization in terms of BRI magnitudes versus Maller et al.’s use of K? Is
part of the variation in attenuation being expressed in Maller et al.’s additional parameter
of Sérsic index?
In general, this lack of uniformity between different works makes it difficult to discern
which parameters are most important in controlling dust attenuation. The broad outlines
are visible, but the quantitative details are not. Many studies have focused on galaxy
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luminosity as the primary source of variation in attenuation. Yet other parameters such as
star formation rate (e.g. Wild et al. 2011) or surface density (e.g. de Jong & Lacey 2000)
can be argued to be equally (if not more) fundamental, but comparison between current
studies does not allow for a conclusive resolution of such questions. What is needed is
an effort that addresses this by measuring the variation in dust attenuation as a function
of many parameters simultaneously, using the same methodology and uniformly selected
samples. This chapter represents the first part of such a study, exploring the variation in
optical attenuation in the SDSS bands ugriz as a function of WISE parameters (scaling with
stellar mass and star formation rate). In chapters 3 and 4 we will expand this by adding
measurements of galaxy size, surface density, and structure to create a more comprehensive
catalog of variation in attenuation with galaxy properties.
In addition to measuring the dependence of attenuation on stellar mass and star for-
mation rate, our work focuses on the question of selecting samples in a uniform, unbiased
manner. Since we cannot actually observe the same galaxy from multiple angles, measuring
the inclination dependence of dust attenuation requires creating ensembles of galaxies which
we believe to be essentially identical, save for their viewing angles. With such ensembles in
hand, one can then study how the observable properties of these samples vary as a function of
inclination to robustly measure the relative attenuation from edge-on to face-on orientation.
Properly assembling these samples is the key challenge of this method, as any inclination-
dependent variation in inherent properties among the members of the sample will bias the
resulting attenuation measurements.
This is now possible thanks to advances in wide-area near- and mid-IR surveys, for
example, the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006), the near-IR Large
Area Survey from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS-LAS; Lawrence et al.
2007), and especially the all-sky mid-IR coverage from 3.4µm to 22µm provided by the Wide-
field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE ; Wright et al. 2010). Near-IR wavebands such as K or
3.4µm provide measurements of total stellar luminosity (and stellar mass to within factors of
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two; Bell & de Jong 2001; Cluver et al. 2014; Meidt et al. 2014) and are well-resolved enough
to measure galaxy structures. Mid-IR bands such as 12µm or 22µm measure hot and warm
dust emission that correlates with star formation activity. Accordingly, these surveys allow
us to probe important physical parameters of galaxies in a manner which is not affected by
dust attenuation.
It is an important point that the analysis presented in this chapter does not, and is not
intended to, correct galaxy properties to their intrinsic, dust-unaffected states. Rather, this
analysis corrects for the additional effects of inclination – in effect, it attempts to correct all
galaxies to their face-on states, rather than their dust-free states. For the purposes of clas-
sifying galaxies into different categories or comparing them to each other, this correction is
usually sufficient – for these purposes, the intrinsic dust-free properties are not relevant, and
the simpler analysis offers less scope for the introduction of systematic error. This restriction
also means that the technique requires no assumptions about the intrinsic physical properties
of the galaxy such as dust attenuation curves, star/dust geometry, stellar populations, etc.
Correcting face-on to dust-free introduces the possibility of model-dependent variation; for
this chapter we do not attempt this, instead leaving that task to the more complex study
presented in chapter 4.
The plan of this chapter is as follows. In §2.2 we discuss and carefully select the most
appropriate catalog SDSS and WISE flux measurements, and critically examine available
axis ratio measurements. We explain how we frame our sample selection in terms of WISE
3.4µm luminosities (M3.4µm) and 12µm–3.4µm colour ([12]–[3.4]), construct a sample which
is independent of inclination, and discuss the demographics of our sample in the WISE color–
luminosity plane in §2.3. Our analysis method and measurements of relative attenuation as
a function of inclination are presented in §2.4, and we compare these results in detail with
two important previous works in §2.5. In §2.6 we compare our results more briefly with some
other notable previous works and explore the implications of a simple scaling relation model
of our results. We conclude in §2.7. All magnitudes throughout are presented in the AB
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system (Oke & Gunn, 1983), all logarithms are base-10, and where necessary we assume a
cosmology of ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
2.2 Data
Our goal is to measure the difference between edge-on and face-on attenuation in the opti-
cal SDSS ugriz passbands as a function of parameters drawn from longer-wavelength datasets
(WISE and 2MASS) that scale with stellar mass and dust-enshrouded star formation rate.
Accordingly, we choose for analysis a sample of galaxies drawn from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) DR10 (Eisenstein et al. 2011, Ahn et al. 2014), cross-matched with data from
the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE ) All-Sky Data Release (Wright et al., 2010).
We use axis ratio measurements derived from the SDSS bulge/disc decompositions of Simard
et al. (2011) (hereafter S11) as the best available measurements of galaxy inclination, and for
some of our sample diagnostics we make use of data from the the 2-Micron All Sky Survey
Extended Source Catalog (2MASS XSC; Skrutskie et al. 2006). After all cross-matching
and cuts, we have a sample of approximately 80,000 galaxies of all types with reliable axis
ratios, SDSS optical photometry, and WISE dust- and inclination-independent NIR-MIR
photometry.
As noted below, basic catalog measurements often suffer from issues which make them
less ideal for our purposes. Nonetheless, we use these catalog measurements whenever pos-
sible rather than derived quantities for two main reasons – first, to avoid any hidden dust-
dependent systematic errors in more complex model-derived quantities, and second, to enable
easy use of our work by others.
2.2.1 Photometric catalog data
Our initial sample selection is from the SDSS, drawing from the Galaxy view of the
PhotoPrimary table and selecting objects with clean photometry as defined by the flag
CLEAN = 1 and associated spectral data in the SpecObj table. The SDSS provides the
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optical magnitudes we use to probe dust attenuation, but the reason to start with this base
sample is that the SDSS is the source of the spectroscopic redshifts we use to calculate
absolute magnitudes. The only SDSS-based selection criteria applied to this inital sample
is a limit of mr ≤ 17.7 mag, to ensure clean spectral data. (We are cognizant that optical
selection limits may introduce biases, and as described in §2.3.2 we use an additional redshift
selection in our analysis which controls for this effect.) There is also roughly 6 per cent
incompleteness in the SDSS spectroscopic sample due to fiber collisions (Strauss et al.,
2002), but as this selection is geometric rather than dependent on galaxy properties it will
not introduce any biases in our sample. This returns a sample of 513,597 galaxies, which,
after later cross-matching with WISE, results in a final sample of 78,721 galaxies.
In this subsection we detail the various photometric measurements available in our cat-
alogs, and explain our reasoning for choosing the specific quantities we use. The choice of
photometric parameters has a notable quantitative effect on our analysis, though not enough
to make a qualitative difference in our final conclusions (see discussion in §2.4.2).
2.2.1.1 WISE
In our sample, we use WISE infrared data to provide inclination-independent measures
of galaxy properties. We take our initial catalog of SDSS galaxies and cross-match it with
WISE, treating any WISE source falling within 5 arcsec of the centre of an SDSS galaxy as
a match. The SDSS-based limit of mr ≤ 17.7 noted above is significantly more restrictive
than the WISE detection limits, and so this cross-match is able to match the vast majority
of our sources, with the initial cross-matching resulting in a sample of 509,305 galaxies with
SDSS and WISE catalog properties. However, as explained below, the number of galaxies
with photometry measured in the most useful manner is smaller, at 78,721.
From WISE, we extract galaxy apparent magnitudes mw1, mw2, mw3, mw4 in the WISE
W1 (3.4µm), W2 (4.5µm), W3 (12µm), and W4 (22µm) bands. The foreground extinction in
these bands is essentially zero, so no extinction corrections are necessary, but K-corrections
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are applied using the IDL kcorrect package (Blanton & Roweis, 2007). Absolute magnitudes
M3.4µm, M4.5µm, M12µm, M22µm are calculated using spectroscopic redshifts from the SDSS
SpecObj table, and the results are converted to the AB photometric system.
However, there are a variety of different magnitude measurements given in the WISE
catalog, and not all of them are suitable for our purposes. The primary issue is that most
WISE photometry is optimized for measuring the brightness of point sources.
Profile fit photometry fits the WISE PSF to the observed profile of a source, assuming
that the source is unresolved (wXmpro in WISE, where X is a numeral 1–4 referring to the
four WISE bands). However, most of the galaxies in our sample have sizes which are similar
to or larger than the 6 arcsec FWHM of the W1–3 band WISE PSF. Since the profile fit
photometry assumes an unresolved source, this results in substantial systematic errors in
magnitudes and colours as a function of apparent galaxy size. This is shown in the first
panel of Fig. 2.1, where the W1 profile fit magnitudes are compared to the 2MASS extended
source J magnitudes (a measurement much less susceptible to this form of error) as a function
of 2MASS K band radius.1 It can be seen that the WISE magnitudes are a strong function
of radius. Additionally, the WISE PSF varies in size in different bands, and the apparent
size of the galaxy itself may also vary due to population gradients, giving further scope for
systematic error in various difficult-to-predict forms. Therefore, the profile fit photometry is
not suitable for our use.
Standard aperture photometry returns the flux within a ‘standard’ aperture (8.25 arcsec
radius for W1–3, 16.5 arcsec radius for W4), corrected for the curve-of-growth of the PSF
again assuming an unresolved source (wXmag in WISE ). This type of photometry suffers
from many of the same problems as the profile fit photometry. Since the aperture correction
assumes an unresolved source while our galaxies are generally resolved, the fluxes will be
underestimated, particularly for larger galaxies. Again, this is shown by comparison to
12MASS radii and extended source magnitudes are measured using properly-scaled elliptical apertures,
mitigating these sorts of errors. J-band photometry is chosen because of its high S/N assisting in capturing
the outskirts of a galaxy, while K-band radii are measured using the longest wavelength available.
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Figure 2.1: Left to right: Panels 1-3: WISE W1 profile-fit magnitude, WISE W1 standard
aperture magnitude, and W1 gmag, all minus 2MASS extended J magnitude, as
a function of 2MASS K-band radius. Panel 4: WISE W1 gmag minus 2MASS
extended J magnitude, as a function of axis ratio.
2MASS extended source J magnitudes in the second panel of Fig. 2.1. The standard aperture
colours are also affected by colour gradients due to the aperture preferentially sampling the
core rather than the outskirts. The aperture photometry is also vulnerable to contamination
to some degree, though to a relatively limited extent due to the fairly small aperture. For
these reasons, the standard aperture photometry is also not suitable for our work.
Finally, multi-aperture photometry returns the flux within a series of apertures with radii
ranging from 5.5–24.75 arcsec (W1–3) or 11.0–44.0 arcsec (W4), with no further correction
(wXmag Y in WISE, where Y is a numeral 1–8 referring to the 8 different aperture sizes). The
multi-aperture photometry is theoretically not subject to the radius-dependent errors of the
previous two varieties, because an appropriately sized aperture can be chosen to correctly
capture our extended sources. However, the multi-aperture photometry is significantly more
vulnerable to contamination as the size of the aperture increases. Additionally, the multi-
aperture photometry uses circular apertures, which further broadens the scope for systematic
errors with galaxy size and axis ratio. For these reasons, the multi-aperture photometry is
also less than ideal for our purposes.
The most useful WISE photometry for galaxy magnitudes is the 2MASS-association-
based elliptical aperture photometry (wXgmag in WISE – referred to henceforth as gmag).
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WISE sources are internally cross-matched with the 2MASS XSC, and sources which lie
within 2 arcsec of a XSC source are assumed to be that same object. In addition to the
standard photometry, these sources are measured using an elliptical aperture whose radius,
axis ratio, and position angle are derived from the 2MASS K band ‘standard’ elliptical aper-
ture for that source. This provides a non-point source magnitude measured in an aperture
whose size and shape are scaled appropriately based on non-optical measurements of that
source, thus avoiding most of the systematic errors present in the profile-fit, standard aper-
ture, and multi-aperture photometry. This can be seen in the remaining two panels of Fig.
2.1. In the fourth panel we compare the gmags to the 2MASS extended source J magni-
tudes as a function of radius in the same manner as before, and we find that the gmags do
not have any significant dependence on radius, unlike the profile fit and standard aperture
photometry. Similarly, in the fourth panel, we see via the same comparison that the gmags
also do not show any significant inclination dependence. This is the photometry we use for
our work.
The gmags are the best overall magnitude available in the WISE catalog, but using
these does come with some significant drawbacks, the most obvious of which is sample size.
While we have 509,305 galaxies with basic SDSS+WISE photometry, only 78,721 of them
have gmags measured in both W1 and W3 due to the requirement of cross-matching with
2MASS. The lower sensitivity of 2MASS eliminates some of the faintest galaxies, and more
are eliminated due to this photometry’s requirement of r ≥ 7 arcsec in 2MASS K-band. Also,
the 2MASS K-band ‘standard’ aperture that these magnitudes are based on is defined by
the 20 mag arcsec−2 surface brightness isophote, which does not capture the faint outskirts
of a galaxy and thus underestimates the total flux. Therefore, while the colours measured
using these magnitudes are quite accurate, the total luminosities may be an underestimate.
However, it is important to note that the purpose of our selection criteria is to divide our
sample into bins of essentially identical galaxies. For this purpose it does not actually matter
whether the luminosities are accurate – merely that, if they are biased, that this bias affects
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all galaxies equally and does not depend on the parameters of the galaxies involved. This
appears to be the case for these magnitudes, as we find no systematic trend in the gmag
measurements with properties such as radius. Therefore, while this choice of photometry
does limit our sample size and comes with some caveats, the resulting sample is the only one
that is free from all of the various biases described above.2
2.2.1.2 SDSS
The SDSS optical catalog data provide the dust-sensitive measurements we use to quan-
tify the dust attenuation in our sample. From the SDSS, we extract the apparent mag-
nitudes mu, mg, mr, mi, mz in the 5 SDSS bands. These magnitudes are corrected for
foreground Galactic extinction using the extinction values given in the Extinction X (where
X ∈ {u,g,r,i,z} refers to one of the five SDSS bands) columns of the SDSS and are K-corrected
using the IDL kcorrect package (Blanton & Roweis, 2007). As with WISE, galaxy redshifts
z are adopted from the SpecObj table and are used to calculate the absolute magnitudes
Mu, Mg, Mr, Mi, Mz.
As with WISE, there are several different magnitudes given in the SDSS catalog, and like
WISE, many of the most commonly used are not suitable for our purposes.
Petrosian magnitudes (petroMag X in SDSS) are measured in an aperture whose size is
defined as the radius at which the local surface brightness in the r band drops to a given
fraction of the average surface brightness interior to that radius. While this includes the
majority of a galaxy’s light, it does not capture the full extended flux of a galaxy, and the
extent to which the flux is underestimated depends on light profile shape (larger for light
profile shapes with larger wings, such as the de Vaucouleurs profile). Also, since the Petrosian
2There is one further set of magnitudes we might choose to use – the SDSS/WISE forced photometry of
Lang et al. (2014a). In principle this catalog could combine good extended source photometry with larger
sample sizes. In practice, however, in order to avoid selection biases we subject our sample to relatively
restrictive volume limits as detailed in §2.3.2, so the sample size advantage of using Lang et al.’s magnitudes
is limited. Additionally, since this is a set of model magnitudes based on optically-derived SDSS parameters,
there are several potential systematics that we do not yet feel we understand well enough to be comfortable
using these magnitudes. This decision may be revisited in our future work.
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radius is defined in terms of surface brightness in circular annuli, this raises the possibility
of axis ratio-dependent effects. Given that we have a wide range of galaxy morphologies in
our sample and that our analysis relies on inclination dependence of galaxy magnitudes, we
do not use Petrosian magnitudes.
In addition to the Petrosian magnitude, there are two types of model magnitude. The
standard model magnitudes (modelMag X in SDSS) are based on fitting the light profile of
each galaxy in the r band with both an exponential and a de Vaucouleurs profile, choosing
the better profile fit, and extrapolating that profile fit in each band (appropriately scaled)
to estimate the galaxy’s total flux. This model magnitude is good for tasks that require
accurate measurement of SDSS colours, since the use of the r-band fit means that flux is
measured in an equivalent way in all bands. However, this magnitude has the limitation
that it is derived solely from the better fitting of the exponential or the de Vaucouleurs
fits, even if the galaxy is actually best fit by a combination. This leads to inconsistent
results when applied to galaxies which have intermediate light profiles (bulgy spirals or discy
ellipticals). This can cause systematic errors in SDSS–NIR colours with morphology, as well
as leading to discontinuities in magnitude measurements for the population of galaxies which
are almost equally well fit by either profile. Since our work includes galaxies with a wide
range of morphologies and we are most concerned with the stability of SDSS–NIR colours
rather than intra-SDSS colours, we also do not use standard modelMags.
Rather, we use the composite model magnitudes (cModelMag X in SDSS). These mag-
nitudes are based on the same exponential and de Vaucouleurs fits to each galaxy’s light
profile, but gives a magnitude based on the linear combination of the two that best fits
the galaxy’s profile rather than simply using only the better of the two fits. This provides
superior photometry for the large number of galaxies which are not well fit by a pure ex-
ponential or de Vaucouleurs profile. This fit is also done individually in each band rather
than using the r-band fit for all bands, which sacrifices some accuracy for intra-SDSS colour
measurements but further improves the quality of the photometry for comparisons to NIR
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of axis ratio measurements from S11 (horizontal axis) and SDSS
(vertical axis) for disc galaxies, divided by B/T ratio and r-band angular size.
In each panel the 2-d histogram shows the distribution of galaxies within that
bin of B/T and angular size, and deviations from the diagonal 1-to-1 line reflect
differences in the axis ratio measurements assigned by these two datasets.
data. Therefore, the composite model magnitudes are the best choice for our work.
2.2.2 Measures of projected axis ratio
We wish to measure the change in observed galaxy properties as a function of disc in-
clination i. However, inclination i is not an immediately observable property – rather, we
observe galaxy axis ratios a/b, measured using isophotal fits or similar methods. The con-
nection between galaxy inclination – the fundamental physical property we wish to exploit
– and observed axis ratio depends on a host of other effects, including galaxy morphology
differences such as intrinsic asymmetry and bulge size, photometric effects such as surface
brightness limits and seeing, and even the very dust attenuation we wish to study. Therefore,
the choice of inclination metric is an important one, and indeed has a significant quantitative
and qualitative effect on the results (see discussion in §2.4.2).
If our goal is to avoid visual wavelength measurements to reduce the risk of dust-induced
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biases, a natural choice of inclination metric would seem to be the 2MASS axis ratios. In the
K band, for example, these would be essentially unaffected by dust attenuation. However,
the relatively low resolution of 2MASS imagery renders these measurements unsuitable for
our purposes. In the online 2MASS documentation, Cutri et al. (2006) caution that the
various galaxy shape measurements become unreliable for objects smaller than 10 arcsec,
which encompasses roughly 70 per cent of our sample. Additionally, since these are isophotal
axis ratios they will suffer from biases due to the presence of bulges, which we would prefer
to avoid. And so, despite the desirability of a non-optical inclination metric, we do not use
the 2MASS axis ratios.
The SDSS provides axis ratios based on their model magnitude exponential and de Vau-
couleurs profile fits. These fits are convolved with the SDSS PSF to account for seeing, but
as we show below, this correction is possibly incomplete. Additionally, since they are fit
with either a pure exponential or a pure de Vaucouleurs profile, they cannot account for the
presence of both a bulge and a disc in the target galaxies, which results in biased axis ratios.
Finally, like the standard model magnitudes, the model axis ratios will also be subject to
discontinuous behavior for the population of galaxies which are almost equally well fit by
either profile. For these reasons, we do not use the SDSS axis ratios.
Rather, for our analysis we adopt the r-band disc inclinations from the two-component
Sérsic models (Sérsic, 1963) of Simard et al. (2011) (S11). S11 perform two-dimensional
bulge-disc fits to the g and r-band images for galaxies in the SDSS, accounting for the effects
of seeing. For our purposes, a key advantage is that for a disc galaxy such a measurement
should account for the changes in b/a expected from both the addition of the bulge and the
convolution of a thin disc with a (much rounder) PSF; both effects would tend to drive a
direct measurement of b/a to larger values, impacting analyses such as ours. Thus, using this
measurement should return more accurate disc axis ratios for disc galaxies with significant
bulge components.
Of course, these fits and axis ratios do not operate in quite the same way for bulge-
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dominated galaxies without significant disc components. As discussed in S11, in such cases
the disc component of the bulge-disc model instead fits to the outer, flatter portions of the
bulge-dominated galaxy’s light profile. In this case the axis ratio returned is obviously no
longer a ‘disc’ axis ratio; however, it is still a reliable measurement of the shape of the outer
isophotes. This is fortuitous from our perspective, as it means that this single measure-
ment returns accurate axis ratios for disc-dominated galaxies and reasonable axis ratios for
bulge-dominated galaxies. While the brightest bulge-dominated galaxies are usually triaxial
in shape, and thus not appropriate targets for our analysis method since their axis ratio dis-
tributions do not reflect variations in inclination, this does allow us to probe the inclination
dependence for the intermediate populations of bulgy galaxies which tend to be shaped like
oblate spheroids (van der Wel et al., 2009a).
Fig. 2.2 shows a comparison between b/a values derived from S11’s disc inclinations and
those derived from the SDSS models, illustrating the differences between these measure-
ments. This includes disc galaxies only (for our purposes, this is roughly defined as WISE
M12µm − M3.4µm colour < ∼0.5 – see discussion in §2.3.3), and this sample is divided by
angular galaxy size (r-band petrosian radius) as measured by SDSS and bulge/total ratios
as measured by S11 (both of these parameterizations are potentially dust, and therefore
inclination, dependent, but this division of the sample is purely for illustrative purposes).
In the left column of highly disc-dominated galaxies in Fig. 2.2, as may be expected the
correspondence is overall quite good. However, deviations are apparent for both the highest
and lowest b/a galaxies. For very high b/a galaxies in the larger radius subsample, there
is a slight trend for the SDSS b/a measurements to fall below S11’s. This is likely due to
inherent asymmetries in the target galaxies, which can cause the measured b/a value to fall
short of unity even for a galaxy which is in truth being observed essentially face-on. S11’s
model fits appear to be less vulnerable to such effects than the SDSS fits, which we speculate
is due to the ability of S11’s two-component fits to account for the presence of a bar or other
non-axisymmetric bulge. This effect is less prominent for the smaller galaxies, likely because
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in these cases seeing will tend to blur out weaker asymmetries. At the other end of the
scale, there is a small but notable trend for the SDSS b/a measurements to report larger
axis ratios than S11 for the most edge-on galaxies. This is likely due to some combination
of seeing and bulge effects. For edge-on galaxies whose size on the sky is not greatly larger
than the average PSF, their apparent minor axis size will be inflated to a greater relative
extent than their major axis size, which will lead to b/a measurements which are biased high
if the PSF correction is insufficient. Additionally, as a galaxy becomes more inclined, the
relative contribution to the projected axis ratio from any bulge component becomes larger.
The SDSS single-component fits cannot account for this, but S11’s two-component fits can.
The fact that this effect is present at all for this disc-dominated subsample suggests that
it may be a seeing effect. However, it is also present for both the large and small galaxies,
which suggests a bulge effect. Therefore, it is unclear which of these two effects contributes
more to the observed offset in this case.
In the right column of galaxies with more significant bulge components in Fig. 2.2 both
of these effects become much stronger. We observe a much stronger trend for the SDSS
b/a measurements to be lower than S11’s at high b/a. The strengthening of this trend
with increasing B/T ratio suggests that it is indeed being driven by bars or other non-
axisymmetric central features which S11’s two-component fits can account for but the SDSS’s
single-component fits cannot. This effect is still slightly more prominent for larger galaxies,
but unlike for the disc-dominated subsample it is also significant for the smaller galaxies.
Similarly, the trend for the SDSS b/a measurements to be larger than S11’s for the most
edge-on galaxies is also larger than in the disc-dominated sample. The seeing effect discussed
above may still be in play, but it is apparent that the significant increase in deviation in
this subsample is being driven by the increasing effects of bulges on the SDSS-measured axis
ratios of edge-on galaxies. It is also notable that for this larger B/T subsample this effect
is significant even at intermediate b/a values – the axis ratios measured by the SDSS are
somewhat inflated by the presence of the bulge even for galaxies which are not being viewed
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completely edge-on.
The sample considered here focuses only on disc galaxies, but for our purposes the axis
ratios of the highest B/T, bulge-dominated galaxies are not especially important, since these
spheroid galaxies are typically dust-poor and the fact that they have only weak or nonexis-
tent discs makes them inappropriate targets for our analysis technique. Therefore, the effects
noted above are all strong reasons to adopt S11’s inclinations rather than the SDSS axis ra-
tios. It is important to note, however, that this does not mean that this is the perfect solution.
The use of a model photometric fit always has the potential to introduce model-dependent
biases, and this potential increases for more complex models such as S11’s. Additionally,
as mentioned one would ideally prefer to have NIR-derived inclination measurements rather
than optical to avoid any potential dust effects. However, since the inclination measure-
ments of these fits rely most strongly on light from the outskirts of the galaxies (the least
dust-affected areas), these effects should not be large enough to compromise our analysis,
and regardless these possible systematics are less problematic than the known systematics
of the SDSS (and 2MASS) axis ratios. And so while in some senses S11’s inclinations are
not completely ideal and it is important to remember that there may be issues introduced
by the use of this data set, we believe that they represent the best available measurement of
inclination for our purposes.
2.3 Sample selection criteria & population demographics
We wish to study attenuation by dust by examining the inclination dependence of the
optical luminosities of galaxies as a function of galaxy properties. As discussed previously,
the core challenge of any such study is the ability to identify and select samples of galaxies
based on intrinsic, dust-independent properties.
In choosing a set of parameters for characterizing the properties of galaxies for a study
of dust attenuation, there are a few criteria which we wish to reflect on. Most importantly,
the parameters must be as dust and inclination independent as possible – in practice, this
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will drive selection passbands to as long wavelengths as circumstances allow. It is useful to
adopt a directly-observed parameter (e.g., an observed colour instead of a specific star forma-
tion rate) to avoid any hidden dependence of model-derived quantities on dust attenuation.
Furthermore, it is very desirable that the properties in question are either observationally
or theoretically expected to correlate with dust attenuation, at least broadly. Finally, it is
helpful to the community to use properties that are widely available.
2.3.1 WISE absolute magnitudes and colours as valuable galaxy classification
parameters
We maintain that WISE near and mid-infrared catalog absolute magnitudes and colours
satisfy the above criteria. WISE probes long-wavelength near and mid-infrared light which
suffers from more than an order of magnitude less dust attenuation than the optical pass-
bands. Our analysis in §2.2.1.1 illustrated that WISE ‘gmags’ appear to be unaffected by
galaxy size and inclination. They are observational quantities, and are readily available for
large samples of galaxies. In particular, we choose to sort galaxies as a function of their
WISE absolute 3.4µm magnitude and 12µm− 3.4µm colours.
We choose to adopt WISE 3.4µm absolute magnitude (henceforth referred to as M3.4µm)
as an observational proxy for stellar mass. Dust attenuation at 3.4µm is small, dust emission
from PAHs and hot dust is moderate on galaxy-wide scales, and stellar M/L variations are
expected to be modest < 0.3dex (Meidt et al. 2012, 2014, Cluver et al. 2014, see also Fig.
2.3 and discussion below). Dust attenuation would a priori be expected to correlate with
M3.4µm as both gas density and metallicity (which is expected to influence the dust-to-gas
ratio) vary as a function of stellar mass (e.g. Tremonti et al. 2004). Indeed, previous works
find a correlation between attenuation and K-band luminosity (e.g. Tully et al. 1998, Maller
et al. 2009).
In addition to M3.4µm luminosity, we choose also to select galaxies for study using their
WISE 12µm − 3.4µm colour (henceforth referred to as [12]–[3.4]). Again, the effects of
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dust attenuation on [12]–[3.4] colour are small, and this is a purely observational quantity,
not dependent on dust attenuation sensitive models for sample classification. The [12]–
[3.4] colour is expected to be a good proxy for dust enshrouded specific star formation
rate (star formation rate per unit stellar mass; discussed further by Chang et al. 2015).
Specific star formation rate is expected a priori to correlate with dust attenuation. Star
formation rate should scale with gas density (Kennicutt, 1989, 1998) and therefore dust
density; indeed, Wild et al. (2011) noted that attenuation curve shape varies strongly as a
function of specific star formation rate. As noted above, M3.4µm luminosity correlates very
strongly with stellar mass. Meanwhile, 12µm emission arises primarily from PAH molecules,
small dust grains, and hot dust (Calzetti, 2013). While a variety of heating mechanisms
contribute to 12µm emission, the 12µm luminosity correlates to within a factor of two with
the total infrared luminosity, which in turn gives insight into the dust enshrouded star
formation rate (Papovich & Bell, 2002; Bell, 2003; Wen et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2015).
In practice, 12µm luminosity not only measures dust-enshrouded star formation, but for
star-forming galaxies very closely tracks overall star formation rate as well. Wen et al.
(2014) compare 12µm luminosity with Balmer-decrement extinction corrected Hα luminosity
(an alternate measure of star formation activity) for star-forming galaxies and find a tight
relationship between IR and Balmer line brightness; estimating by eye from their fig. 3
suggests an RMS in the relationships of roughly 0.1 dex. Meanwhile, we adopt bins that
are a half-magnitude (0.2 dex) wide in [12]–[3.4] – thus, we are not attempting to divide our
data more finely than the precision of this estimator. Therefore, we maintain that [12]–[3.4]
is a robust and sufficiently effective diagnostic of star formation per unit stellar mass to meet
our goals.
Fig. 2.3 shows estimated stellar mass and specific star formation rate for our sample,
calculated from WISE magnitudes and colors using the 3.4 and 4.6µm-stellar mass relation
of Cluver et al. (2014) and the 12µm-star formation rate relation of Wen et al. (2014).
The contours show the overall galaxy distribution within the parameter space defined by
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Figure 2.3: Upper panel: stellar mass as a function ofM3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour.
The color scale shows log(M∗) in units of M. Lower panel: specific star for-
mation rate as a function of M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour. The color
scale shows log(SFR/M∗) in units of yr
−1. In both panels, background contours
show the distribution of galaxies in this parameter space.
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M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour, and the colour coding shows the average stellar
mass or specific star formation rate at that location in parameter space. We can see that
our interpretation of M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour as proxies for stellar mass and
specific star formation rate is, as a whole, reasonably justified. Stellar masses range from
∼109.5 M at the very dimmest end of the star-forming main sequence to more than 10
11 M
for the brightest quiescent galaxies. There is a tilt due to varying stellar mass-to-light ratios
in the 3.4µm band between quiescent and star-forming galaxies (see Cluver et al. 2014),
but overall, and in particular when considering galaxies at a fixed [12]–[3.4] color, M3.4µm
serves as a reasonable proxy for stellar mass. Similarly, specific star formation rate varies
from ∼10−12 yr−1 for the most quiescent galaxies to more than 10−9.5 yr−1 for the most
active galaxies. Again, while the same mass-to-light variations also produce a tilt in the
distribution of specific star formation rate, both overall, and particularly when considering
galaxies at a fixed M3.4µm luminosity, [12]–[3.4] color serves as a reasonable proxy for specific
star formation rate.
These WISE quantities satisfy our primary criteria in that they are long wavelength, dust
attenuation insensitive, and widely-available observed quantities. Furthermore, as reasonable
proxies for stellar mass and (dust-enshrouded) specific SFR, we expect them to capture some
of the variation in dust attenuation from galaxy to galaxy. Nonetheless, there are doubtless
other galactic parameters that should correlate with dust attenuation that one could select
by. For example, the surface density of gas and stars should also correlate with attenuation
(as argued e.g., by de Jong & Lacey 2000), and bulge-to-total ratio (and more generally
morphology) should affect attenuation by varying the star-dust geometry (e.g. Witt &
Gordon 2000). Unfortunately, such metrics are widely available only using dust attenuation-
and inclination-dependent parameters (i.e., using half-light radii or morphologies from optical
SDSS-derived catalogs; e.g. Blanton et al. 2005, S11) or are available for modest samples of
very nearby galaxies (i.e., gas densities from HI or CO interferometry). In chapter 3, we will
develop long wavelength-derived inclination-independent galaxy structure and morphology
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of K-band radius as a function of redshift, for edge-on (left panel)
and face-on (right panel) galaxies, in an example bin of parameter space (−22 <
M3.4 < −21, −1.0 < [12]–[3.4] < −0.5). Red diamonds and blue squares show
the median of radius in redshift slices for the edge-on and face-on subsamples,
respectively. The horizontal red line shows the 7 arcsec selection limit, and the
vertical dashed line shows the adopted redshift limit in this bin.
metrics and explore their correlation with dust attenuation; for our purposes in this chapter,
we focus on what is immediately available and study the variation of attenuation with WISE
catalog luminosities and colours.
2.3.2 Inclination independence of selection limits
While our individual subsample selection metrics are independent of inclination, it is
important that our overall sample selection limits also have this property. Our initial sample
is subject to two potentially problematic selection limits which we consider.
First is the limit of mr ≤ 17.7 mag in the SDSS, which is required to ensure clean
spectroscopic data. Since this is an optical selection, for dusty disc galaxies this limit will
introduce a bias against faint edge-on galaxies within each bin, as these galaxies may drop
below the magnitude limit due to attenuation while their intrinsically equally-bright but less
attenuated face-on counterparts do not.
Second, due to the required cross-match with 2MASS, the WISE gmag photometry is
subject to an apparent radius limit of r ≥ 7 arcsec in the 2MASS K band. This is an
isophotal radius, so it is affected by the projected surface brightness of the target galaxy.
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Since galaxies are essentially transparent in K band, their surface brightness will increase
with inclination as the same amount of light is concentrated in a smaller area on the sky.
Thus, for intrinsically identical galaxies, the measured isophotal radius will be increased for
galaxies viewed closer to edge-on. This induces a bias which acts in the opposite sense as
the SDSS apparent magnitude limit. In this case, edge-on galaxies which otherwise would lie
just below the radius limit have their measured radius increased due to their inclination by
enough to rise into the sample, while their intrinsically similar face-on counterparts remain
below the cutoff.
Both of these biases are potentially problematic. Since our method relies on measuring
the inclination dependence of dust-affected optical measurements in a subsample of intrinsi-
cally similar galaxies, it is required that the high-inclination and low-inclination components
of that subsample are actually representative of the same underlying population. Thus, se-
lection effects that act to include or exclude galaxies based on their inclinations are obviously
not desirable, and the fact that we have two different selection limits whose biases act in
opposite directions and whose relative sizes are difficult to predict only further increases the
potential confusion.
To control for these effects, we introduce a redshift limit within each bin of M3.4µm
luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour in order to preempt these biased selection limits with an
unbiased one. Since both apparent brightness and angular size decrease with distance, an
appropriately chosen redshift limit ensures that the bin acts as a proper volume-limited
subsample by removing (in an unbiased manner) galaxies which lie near to these problematic
selection limits.
In practice, we find that the radius limit is generally more significant than the magnitude
limit. (That is, as redshift increases, the distribution of isophotal K-band radii of face-
on galaxies within a bin approaches 7 arcsec before the distribution of apparent r-band
magnitudes of edge-on galaxies approaches 17.7 mag. This radius limit obviously does not
correspond to an exact magnitude limit, but of the galaxies with r ≥ 7 arcsec, 93 per cent
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have mr ≤ 17 and 79 per cent have mr ≤ 16.5.) Thus, within each bin we determine the
appropriate limit by finding the redshift at which the fraction of face-on galaxies whose
angular sizes fall below the 7 arcsec limit crosses a threshold of 33 per cent – in other words,
this is the redshift at which face-on galaxies begin to disproportionately drop out of the
sample compared to edge-on galaxies due to the radius limit.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.4, which shows the distributions of radius with
redshift for face-on and edge-on galaxies in a single example bin within our parameter space.
It is easy to see that the face-on galaxies are systematically smaller than the edge-on galaxies
at a given redshift, illustrating the bias in radius measurements. However, by considering
only galaxies whose redshifts are less than the indicated limit we ensure that all galaxies
are included equally in the sample regardless of their inclination. (Similarly, one could
determine an analogous redshift limit based on finding where the distribution of apparent
r-band magnitudes of edge-on galaxies approaches the 17.7 mag limit, but, as noted above,
in practice this is not necessary as a separate step since the radius-based redshift limit is
smaller than the magnitude-based limit.) Therefore, by taking this redshift cut within each
bin, we ensure that the inclination-dependent radius and magnitude selection limits do not
introduce biases into our sample.
2.3.3 Sample population demographics
The joint selection on M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour defines the parameter space
for our analysis, and the properties of this parameter space also allow us to divide galaxies
based on their morphology and isolate the disc galaxies we are interested in without relying
on dust-affected morphology metrics such as SDSS fDeV or concentration. In Fig. 2.5, we
show the distribution of our sample with respect to inclination in this parameter space.
The upper panel of Fig. 2.5 shows the distribution of [12]–[3.4] as a function of M3.4µm
absolute magnitude for a subsample with nearly round shapes (minor axis to major axis ratio
b/a > 0.75), corresponding to intrinsically round galaxies and/or low inclination discs. The
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Figure 2.5: Upper left panel: The distribution of galaxies with nearly circular shapes (b/a >
0.75) in [12]–[3.4] colour as a function of M3.4µm absolute magnitude. Quiescent
galaxies have [12]–[3.4] > 0.5 and relatively round shapes, and the star forming
main sequence has [12]–[3.4] ≈ −0.5. Upper right panel: The distribution of [12]–
[3.4] colours for the b/a > 0.75 subsample. Lower left panel: The distribution
of galaxies with flattened shapes (b/a < 0.25) in [12]–[3.4] colour as a function
of M3.4µm absolute magnitude. Lower right panel: The distribution of [12]–[3.4]
colours for the b/a < 0.25 subsample.
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lower panel shows the corresponding distribution for flattened galaxies with b/a < 0.25, cor-
responding to highly inclined intrinsically flattened galaxies. The lower panel contains almost
entirely disc galaxies; these have more negative [12]–[3.4] colours, having large amounts of
12µm emission relative to their 3.4µm emission. These galaxies have high (dust enshrouded)
specific star formation rate. These star-forming galaxies cluster along a well-defined track
in the M3.4µm vs. [12]–[3.4] parameter space – the ‘star forming main sequence’ – due to the
tight correlation between specific star formation rate and stellar mass (e.g. Salim et al. 2007;
Noeske et al. 2007). Meanwhile, in the top panel we can see another prominent population
of galaxies at less negative [12]–[3.4] colours. These galaxies have weak 12µm emission and
therefore low star formation rates, and are mostly round, quiescent bulge-dominated galax-
ies. We can also see in the bottom panel a small number of low star formation rate elongated
galaxies, which represent less common edge-on quiescent S0 galaxies.
The population of quiescent galaxies varies with axis ratio due to these galaxies’ intrinsic
round shapes, but these galaxies are not important for our purposes since they are expected
to (and indeed do, see §2.4) have little dust attenuation. Meanwhile, the population of
star-forming disc galaxies is almost unchanged between the two bins of inclination, with
a difference in median [12]–[3.4] colour of ∼0.1 mag. This is in contrast to optical studies
such as Tully et al. (1998), who found a difference in median B − K colour of more than
more than 1 mag between their highly inclined and low inclination samples. Therefore, these
two parameters allow us to classify galaxies according to their stellar mass and specific star
formation in an almost completely inclination independent manner.
These populations of quiescent, rounded galaxies and star-forming, flattened galaxies are
illustrated visually in Fig. 2.6, which shows SDSS postage stamp images for representative
galaxies throughout our parameter space. As in Fig. 2.5, the upper panel shows galaxies with
large axis ratios, while the lower panel shows galaxies with small axis ratios. It is apparent
that the region with [12]–[3.4] > 0.5 contains mostly bulge-dominated galaxies in the upper
panel, though towards the bottom and right of this area some hints of discy features can
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Figure 2.6: Example SDSS postage stamp images for representative face-on (top) and edge-
on (bottom) galaxies in our sample, placed according to their positions in our
parameter space. All galaxies have 0.0333 < z < 0.05 for size matching.
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be seen. In the lower panel, the upper left-most bins of parameter space are very sparsely
populated and so not included, but the remainder of the region [12]–[3.4] > 0.5 appears to
contain reddish, mostly featureless discs with unobscured bulges, suggesting S0 or similar
galaxies. In both panels, the region [12]–[3.4] < 0.5 is obviously populated by discs. In
the upper panel we can see that these discs contain obvious spiral structure, suggesting
star-forming galaxies rather than quiescent S0s, and in the lower panel we can see that these
discs appear significantly obscured when viewed edge-on (e.g. dust lanes or obscured bulges).
Additionally, all of these galaxies were chosen from a restricted redshift range, so the size
gradient from large galaxies on the left to small galaxies on the right is real and reflects the
luminosity variation among our sample. All of these trends broadly confirm our physical
interpretation of the divisions between types of galaxies in different regions of our parameter
space.
We further visualize the properties of this selected sample in Fig. 2.7, which shows the
distributions of axis ratio and Sérsic index for our sample. We show the distribution of
galaxies in the M3.4µm luminosity-[12]–[3.4] plane as background contours. Each overlaid
panel shows the distribution of S11 axis ratio b/a (in blue) and S11 Sérsic indexes n (in red)
at that location in parameter space (i.e. for subsamples selected to have narrow ranges in
M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4]).
Towards the lower parts of Fig. 2.7 (towards negative [12]–[3.4] corresponding to star-
forming galaxies), and on the right hand side even at [12]–[3.4] ≈ 0, our sample has a nearly
uniform distribution of b/a – a property of a sample of thin discs viewed from random
directions. As outlined previously, this is an important property of our selection procedure:
if photometry were inclination-dependent, it would drive galaxies towards preferential axis
ratios in given colour bins. Such behavior is not seen for this combination of long-wavelength
parameters and selection limits, illustrating that they are close to dust attenuation and
inclination-insensitive and are well-suited for selection of samples with which we can study
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Figure 2.7: Background contours show the distribution of galaxies in M12µm − M3.4µm vs
M3.4µm space. The inset panels show the distribution of axis ratios b/a (blue)
and Sérsic index n (red) from S11 for galaxies at that location in M12µm−M3.4µm
vs M3.4µm space. Grey fill shows approximately the region of parameter space
occupied by bulge-dominated galaxies.
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the effects of dust attenuation at shorter wavelengths.3
The upper left part of the distribution in Fig. 2.7, with bright 3.4µm absolute magnitude
and [12]–[3.4] ≈ 2 corresponding to luminous quiescent galaxies, shows preferentially larger
values of b/a. These galaxies are much rounder than the flattened star-forming population;
detailed analysis indicates that these galaxies are likely to be triaxial spheroids (e.g. Trem-
blay & Merritt 1996, Vincent & Ryden 2005, van der Wel et al. 2009a). These galaxies violate
our assumption that axis ratio b/a reflects the inclination of a thin disc. We nonetheless
analyze the run of colours with b/a for this sample; if nothing else, it is important to verify
that the change in colour with axis ratio is low for this sample of largely dust-free galaxies.
The red histograms show the distribution of Sérsic indices, measured by S11 using single-
component Sérsic fits, for these subsamples. This measurement reflects the relative degree
of bulge- or disc-dominance of the galaxies in these samples, as extended exponential discs
are fit with shallower light profiles (lower Sérsic indices), while more centrally-concentrated
bulges are fit with more sharply peaked light profiles (higher Sérsic indices). Consideration of
the Sérsic index distributions enriches the picture of the population painted with axis ratios.
While the star-forming population ([12]–[3.4] . 0) is indeed disc-dominated overall, showing
Sérsic indices in the 1-2 range, at high luminosities bulges are somewhat more prominent
than at faint luminosities. Bulges are much more prominent for the quiescent population
([12]–[3.4] & 1), with most of these galaxies showing Sérsic indices of 3–4 or more; the 3-D
shape of these bulges (shown by their axis ratio distribution) is a function of luminosity,
mirroring the distinction between fast rotators at low luminosity and slow rotators at high
luminosity (Emsellem et al., 2011).
3This also can act as a diagnostic of axis ratio parameter – the use of SDSS axis ratios does not give flat
b/a distributions regardless of selection.
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2.4 Analysis & results
The galaxies which occupy any given location in our M3.4µm - [12]–[3.4] parameter space
should be close to identical in terms of their stellar populations. As such, they should have
equal intrinsic magnitudes Mλ in any optical band λ. The optical luminosity suffers from
dust attenuation while the 3.4µm NIR luminosity does not (or, at least, does to a much
smaller extent). Since we observe these galaxies at an arbitrary range of viewing angles and
this attenuation will be more severe when viewed closer to edge-on, the observed Mλ−M3.4µm
(henceforth noted as [λ]–[3.4]) colour of these galaxies will vary as a function of inclination. If
one makes the assumption that the structures of the galaxies in that bin in stellar populations
are drawn from a population of flattened discs viewed from random directions (consistent
with observed axis ratio distributions, except for luminous non-star forming galaxies; Fig.
2.7), the dependence of [λ]–[3.4] on inclination should correspond directly to a dependence
of [λ]–[3.4] on axis ratio. It is this dependence which we seek to characterize in this section.
However, the intrinsic (rather than observed) [λ]–[3.4] colour of galaxies also varies as a
function of M3.4µm, both between bins (which does not affect our analysis) and even across an
individual bin (which does). Therefore, within each bin we fit the relationship between [λ]–
[3.4] colour and M3.4µm with a linear relation and remove it. We shear the [λ]–[3.4] - M3.4µm
distribution around the centre of the M3.4µm bin, which removes the M3.4µm dependence while
preserving the average [λ]–[3.4] colour of the bin (this is not, strictly speaking, necessary, as
the normalization of colour is arbitrary in our analysis since we are concerned only with the
variation of colour with axis ratio, but this facilitates more intuitive comparisons between
bins). For each bin, we denote the resulting galaxy colours as [λ]–[3.4]′.4
As described in §2.3.2, at this stage we impose a redshift cut within each bin to guard
against biases due to sample selection limits in apparent magnitude and radius. On average
this removes roughly 50–60 per cent of the galaxies in each bin, but while this does result in
4This correction is carried out because this is the proper way to conduct this analysis, but its presence
(or absence) has only minimal effect on the results (see §2.4.2).
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Figure 2.8: Distribution of galaxies as a function of [u]-[3.4]′ colour and axis ratio for a
representative example bin of parameter space located at −22 ≤ M3.4µm ≤ −21
in luminosity and −1.0 ≤ [12] − [3.4] ≤ −0.5. The 2-d histogram shows the
galaxy distribution, while the solid line shows the best-fitting linear relation to
this distribution. The slope of the line is the attenuation parameter γ for this
bin.
somewhat larger statistical errors, as long as the number of galaxies does not drop too low
this does not significantly hamper the measurement of the attenuation.
Finally, we quantify the inclination dependence of luminosity in any given bin with the
commonly-used parametrization (e.g. Tully et al. 1998, Maller et al. 2009) Aλ = γλ log(a/b),
where Aλ is the attenuation relative to face-on in the passband λ, a/b is the ratio of the
semi-major to semi-minor axis (inverse of the axial ratio), and γλ is the resulting attenuation
amplitude parameter in that band. This is done by fitting a linear relationship to the [λ]–[3.4]′
- log(a/b) distribution of galaxies – the slope of this relationship is the amplitude parameter
γλ of interest.
5 This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.8, which shows the galaxy distribution
and fit relationship in SDSS g band for a representative example bin in our parameter space
located at −22 ≤ M3.4µm ≤ −21 in luminosity and −1.0 ≤ [12] − [3.4] ≤ −0.5 – this
represents star-forming disc galaxies broadly similar to the Milky Way.
The use of a linear fit to parametrize the relationship between Aλ and log(a/b) has been
challenged in the past. For one example, Masters et al. (2010), in studying the variation
of NIR colours with axis ratio, suggested that a bilinear or quadratic fit may be more
5The total face-on vs. edge-on relative attenuation for a disc galaxy, in mag, is thus ∼0.85γ, as the run
in log(a/b) using S11’s axis ratios is ∼0.85 for most disc-dominated bins of parameter space.
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appropriate. Indeed, a linear relationship is not required by any physical law, but rather
represents the simplest functional form that fits the data to within the scatter. While the
true physical form of the relationship may be substantially more complex, the distribution
of colours as a function of axis ratio in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 (see below) show little in the way of
systematic deviation from a linear fit that is outside the random or systematic uncertainties.
For this reason, we feel comfortable retaining a linear relationship between Aλ and log(a/b),
especially as this enables a far more direct comparison with most previous work.
It is also important to note that this parametrization depends significantly on the range
of axis ratios covered by the sample in the chosen set of input measurements. Since γλ is the
slope of the relationship between Aλ and log(a/b), variations in the axis ratio distribution
within a bin between different sets of input axis ratio measurements can alter the resulting
slopes even for an identical colour distribution. (We explore this issue further in §2.4.2.)
This parametrization is thus in some ways not ideal, but for now we retain it in the interest
of comparison with previous work. We may revisit this issue in the future.
We apply this method in bins of M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour throughout our
parameter space. Each bin is 1 magnitude wide in luminosity and 0.5 magnitudes wide in
colour, and our parameter space contains sufficient galaxies to populate bins in the area
−24 ≤ M3.4µm ≤ −18 in luminosity and −1.5 ≤ [12]− [3.4] ≤ 3.5. (Galaxies can, of course,
be found outside these limits, but not in sufficient numbers for reliable analysis.) A schematic
outline of our analysis across this parameter space can be found in Fig. 2.9.
Fig. 2.9 shows both the overall distribution of galaxies within the parameter space (back-
ground contours), and the [u]–[3.4]′ vs. log(a/b) distributions and attenuation fits for the
galaxies in each bin (inset panels). The variation in attenuation across our parameter space
can be seen in the varying slopes of the attenuation fits in each bin. For each inset panel
of Fig. 2.9, the y-intercept of the fit represents the face-on [u]–[3.4] colour of the galaxies
in that bin. It can be seen that this colour varies with M3.4µm luminosity, becoming redder
for brighter galaxies. This has been studied a number of times in the past (e.g., de Jong
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Figure 2.9: Background contours show the distribution of galaxies in [12]–[3.4] vs M3.4µm
space. The inset panels show the distribution of [u]–[3.4]′ colour vs log(a/b),
and the best-fitting line thereof, for galaxies at that location in [12]–[3.4] vs
M3.4µm space. The slope of the best-fitting line represents the amplitude of the
attenuation at that point in the parameter space. Grey fill shows approximately
the region of parameter space occupied by bulge-dominated galaxies.
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Figure 2.10: Top row: Dust attenuation amplitude parameter γ as a function of M3.4µm lu-
minosity and [12]–[3.4] colour throughout our parameter space, for the 5 SDSS
bands u, g, r, i, z. As in Fig. 2.3, contours show the distribution of galaxies
within this parameter space. Colours show the value of the attenuation pa-
rameter γ for galaxies within each bin, and the colour scale is the same for all
bands. Bottom row: Same as top row, except colours show the uncertainties in
the attenuation parameter γ.
1996b, Bell & de Jong 2001), and this variation reflects a combination of variations in star
formation history, metallicity, and dust content with luminosity.
2.4.1 Attenuation as a function of wavelength and galaxy parameters
Our results for all 5 SDSS bands u, g, r, i, z are presented graphically in Fig. 2.10 and
numerically in appendix A in Tables A.1–A.5. The colour coding represents the size of the
attenuation amplitude parameter γλ, with blue colours representing low values (little or no
dependence of [λ]–[3.4]′ colour on axis ratio, and so little or no dust attenuation) and red
colours representing high values (strong dependence of [λ]–[3.4]′ colour on axis ratio, and
so large amounts of dust attenuation). The colour scale is identical throughout, allowing
comparison between the bands.
First, and most obviously, the attenuation is stronger in the shorter wavebands. While
the amplitude of the attenuation varies with band as expected, the patterns with galaxy
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properties within each band are extremely similar. The effects discussed below are easiest
to see in the u band in Fig. 2.10 since this band has the strongest attenuation, but these
effects apply with very little modification to the other bands as well.
Second, there is a very obvious gradient in attenuation strength with [12]–[3.4] colour.
Near the top of the diagram we find quiescent, bulgy galaxies. For many of the most
luminous or least negative [12]–[3.4] colour bins, their axis ratio distributions are so narrow
(Fig. 2.7) that our method does not produce meaningful results, as these are obviously not
discs but rather spheroids and any variation in axis ratio is intrinsic rather than due to
random inclination. Therefore, the near-zero (or even negative) values of γλ for these bins
are not physically meaningful. However, many of the less luminous and/or more negative
[12]–[3.4] colour bins in this area have sufficiently broad axis ratio distributions to indicate
the presence of flattened discs seen from a variety of viewing angles, and for these we can see
that they are consistent with little or no dust attenuation, consistent with our interpretation
of these systems as quiescent, with little in the way of cold gas or dust content.
However, as one moves to more negative [12]–[3.4] colours, the attenuation increases
strongly towards the star-forming main sequence. This area is populated by star-forming
disc-dominated galaxies which have notable dust attenuation. Within this region, there
are two major parameters that correlate with attenuation – luminosity and star formation
activity.
First, attenuation varies as you move along the star-forming main sequence from faint
to bright at a given [12]–[3.4] colour. The dimmest galaxies have the least attenuation, and
attenuation increases as you move towards brighter galaxies, similar to the results of previous
studies. However, in our case we find that attenuation reaches a maximum for galaxies
of intermediate luminosity, and begins to decrease again for the most luminous galaxies.
This (seemingly) contradicts many studies which have found a monotonically increasing
dependence of attenuation on luminosity (e.g. Tully et al. 1998, Maller et al. 2009). However,
these studies generally have not probed to high enough luminosities to match our analysis –
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for example, Tully et al. are limited to roughly K ≥ −23.25 and Maller et al. consider only
galaxies with K ≥ −22.75 (corresponding to M3.4µm ≈ −22.0 and −21.5), neither of which
pass the turnover region we find by enough of a margin to discover this effect (see discussion
in §2.5).
Second, as one crosses the star-forming main sequence vertically from the least to the most
star-forming galaxies at a given luminosity the attenuation increases, reaching a maximum
for the galaxies with the most negative [12]–[3.4] colours at the very bottom edge of the star-
forming main sequence. In other words, not only does [12]–[3.4] colour divide star-forming
dusty galaxies from quiescent non-dusty ones, but within the star-forming dusty galaxies the
dust attenuation is a strong function of specific star formation. Notably, the variation of
attenuation with specific star formation rate is comparable in magnitude to, or even stronger
than, the variation of attenuation with luminosity.
Finally, in addition to the obvious variations with M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] color
within a given band and the variations in overall attenuation between bands, there are hints
that the location of strongest attenuation shifts slightly fainter along the star-forming main
sequence in the longer wavebands. It is difficult to see in Fig. 2.10, but perusal of the
numerical data in Tables A.1–A.5 shows that the strongest attenuation in the r, i, and z
bands is located at M3.4µm ≈ −20.5 rather than −21.5, though the differences are slight
(especially in the r band, where they are essentially negligible).
2.4.2 Statistical & systematic uncertainties and the effects of varying input
measurements
Errors for the attenuation parameters are presented graphically in Fig. 2.10 and nu-
merically in appendix A in Tables A.1–A.5. Statistical errors are calculated by bootstrap
resampling, and are generally of order ∼0.04–0.06 in slope, though they increase near the
edges of the populated regions of our parameter space where there are fewer galaxies per bin.
They vary somewhat with wavelength, being slightly greater in the shorter wavelength u and
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g bands and slightly smaller in the longer wavelength r, i, and z bands, but the difference is
small.
Systematic errors are somewhat more difficult to quantify. One potential source of error is
the various methodological choices we have made in our analysis. In an attempt to quantify
this source of error, we have repeated our analysis while varying or omitting some of these
refinements. We have experimented with the effects of omitting the K-corrections, omitting
the redshift cut within each bin, increasing or decreasing the threshold for the redshift cut,
varying the choice of linear fit algorithm, and omitting the shear correction for the M3.4µm –
[λ]–[3.4] correlation in each bin. Generally we find that these give variations of approximately
the same order as (or slightly smaller than) most of the existing statistical errors, ∼0.03–0.05
in slope, and do not depend strongly on location in the parameter space. They vary slightly
with wavelength in the same manner as the statistical errors, but again the difference is
not large. Therefore, these are conservatively quantified by taking the statistical errors and
adding in quadrature an extra slope uncertainty of 0.05, resulting in the final errors.
In addition to the statistical and systematic errors, it is also interesting to study the effects
of the choice of input measurements used, namely magnitudes and axis ratios. As might be
expected, varying these choices significantly alters the measured attenuation parameters.
Notably, the alterations due to varying the input measurements are generally significantly
larger than those due to the variations in analysis methods mentioned above, and also often
show variations with wavelength and across our parameter space.
As discussed in previous sections, we believe that our choices of the SDSS cmodelmags
for optical magnitudes, the WISE gmags for IR magnitudes, and the S11 axis ratio mea-
surements represent the best available measurements. Therefore, we do not consider the
differences presented here to represent any additional error in our work. Rather, we examine
the ways in which varying the input data could alter the results in order to help illuminate
why we made the choices we have and show the potential consequences of using possibly
biased inputs. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Example g-band attenuation measurement differences due to differing choices
of input parameters, as a function of M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour.
The colour scale shows the difference between the attenuation measured within
a bin using a particular alternate input parameter and that measured using
the canonical set of parameters. Background contours show the distribution of
galaxies in this parameter space. By panel, the alternate input parameters used
are: panel a: SDSS model magnitudes, panel b: SDSS Petrosian magnitudes,
panel c: WISE profile magnitudes, panel d: WISE aperture magnitudes, panel
e: SDSS axis ratios, panel f: 2MASS axis ratios. Note that the colour scale in
the last two panels covers twice the range as the others.
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For optical magnitudes, our other options besides the SDSS cmodelmags were the stan-
dard modelmags and the Petrosian magnitudes. Using either of these alternate magnitude
measurements significantly alters the measured attenuation values in ways that depend both
on location within the parameter space and on passband.
When using the standard modelmags, the most notable deviation within the parameter
space is the variation along the star-forming main sequence, with the brightest star-forming
galaxies consistently showing an increase in measured attenuation of ∼0.05 in slope relative
to the dimmer star-forming galaxies. That is, the use of standard modelmags preferentially
boosts the measured attenuation of the brightest star-forming galaxies compared to the
results derived with the cmodelmags. In addition to this effect, the overall attenuation
of the entire star-forming main sequence relative to that derived from the cmodelmags is
enhanced for u and g bands and decreased for i and z bands – in other words, the attenuation
curve is steeper when measured using the standard model mags. This effect increases the
average attenuation parameter difference between the u and z bands by roughly ∼0.2. While
the exact cause of the size and patterns of variation of these differences is not necessarily
apparent without a more detailed analysis, it is notable that since the standard modelmag
method fits galaxies with only either an exponential or a de Vaucouleurs profile, the bright
star-forming galaxies that it assigns higher attenuations to (which contain both strong bulge
and disc components) are exactly the ones that the modelmags might be most expected to
have trouble with.
Unlike the modelmags, using the Petrosian magnitudes does not cause an increase in
variation between different parts of the star-forming main sequence. Rather, the use of
the Petrosian magnitudes mostly acts to weaken the divide between the star-forming and
quiescent galaxies by increasing the attenuation slope parameters measured for the non-star
forming galaxies near the top of our parameter space. This increase is roughly of order ∼0.1
in slope, and varies non-monotonically with magnitude with the u and z bands – the bands
with the poorest S/N for petrosian magnitudes – being slightly more strongly affected. The
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star-forming main sequence, on the other hand, while not showing any particular increase in
variation within any given band, does again show a steepened attenuation curve, with the
measured attenuation decreasing slightly in the r band and more significantly in the i and
z bands. This results in an increase of roughly ∼0.05 in the average attenuation difference
between the u and z bands, significantly smaller than the similar increase due to the use
of the modelmags. Like the variations due to using the modelmags, the exact causes of
the details of these variations is not especially apparent without a more detailed analysis,
but again, it is notable that the quiescent galaxies (i.e. galaxies with de Vaucouleurs light
profiles) which are strongly affected are ones that the Petrosian magnitude measurement
method is known to have difficulty measuring.
The other major choice of photometric input measurements we made was to use the
2MASS-derived WISE gmags for our NIR photometry, rather than the standard aperture or
profile-fit measurements. As noted in §2.2.1.1 these alternatives are not well-suited to mea-
suring extended sources such as our galaxies, and, as with the alternate SDSS photometric
measurements, using them results in significant alterations in measured attenuation.
The use of either the standard aperture or profile-fit photometry results in roughly similar
variations in measured attenuation. In both cases, measured attenuation increases for qui-
escent galaxies by roughly ∼0.05, in a band-independent manner. For star-forming galaxies,
the peak of highest attenuation becomes notably broader (which has the effect of also in-
creasing measured attenuation for most star-forming galaxies by ∼0.05) and shifts roughly 1
mag fainter along the star-forming main sequence. Finally, once more the attenuation curve
for star-forming galaxies is affected, in both cases becoming shallower by roughly ∼0.07 in
the average attenuation difference between u and z bands.
Finally, and in many ways most critically, we also chose to use S11’s axis ratio mea-
surements instead of those from the SDSS or 2MASS. Axis ratio is the choice of input
measurement with by far the largest potential effect on output attenuation measurements.
As noted previously, this is largely due to the mechanics of this analysis method, since at-
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tenuation is expressed as the slope of the colour-axis ratio relationship. This is a notable
drawback of this particular choice of parametrization, since it can create or exaggerate dif-
ferences between studies even when the analysis techniques and other galaxy properties are
similar or identical. One could in principle correct for this by scaling to the range of axial
ratios present in the sample, but this has not been commonly done in past studies. There-
fore, since the variation in axis ratio measurements between different data sets can be quite
large, and moreover is often strongly correlated with galaxy properties, the choice of axis
ratio measurement is critical.
Illustrating this, using SDSS axis ratios rather than those of S11 results in significantly
increased attenuation measurements. This increase is quite large – up to 0.5 in slope in the
u band – and is by far the strongest among the brighter galaxies along the star-forming
main sequence. As with the modelmags, this is likely due to the presence of significant
bulge components in these galaxies. These result in much rounder measured axis ratios than
would otherwise be expected for populations of randomly-inclined disc galaxies, narrowing
the axis ratio distributions within each bin and therefore steepening the slopes of the colour-
axis ratio relationships in those bins. Notably, this effect is strongest for the brightest disc
galaxies, and is great enough that when using these axis ratios the measured attenuation is
also strongest for these brightest galaxies, rather than peaking at intermediate luminosities
as we observe.
Similarly, using 2MASS axis ratios also results in significantly increased attenuation
measurements. This increase is even greater than for the SDSS measurements, reaching
more than 0.7 in slope in the u band. This effect tends to be slightly larger for the most
luminous galaxies, likely reflecting the same influence of bulges as in the SDSS, but overall
is much more widespread. This is likely due to the lower resolution of 2MASS data, which
(as noted in §2.2.2) results in unreliable shape measurements for the smaller galaxies which
comprise most of our sample. For these small galaxies, seeing effects will tend to result
in rounder measured axis ratios regardless of the presence (or absence) of a bulge, further
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increasing measured attenuations across the board.
These strong effects emphasize the importance of very careful measurements of axis
ratios, sharply highlight the limitations of low resolution, purely isophotal, or single-model
measurements. We believe that S11’s axis ratio measurements are the best currently available
by a significant margin, but further developments in this area would be welcome, especially in
longer-wavelength measurements. These effects also illustrate the limitations of this method
of parametrizing attenuation, and we may attempt to mitigate this issue in future work.
2.5 Comparisons to previous work
Fig. 2.10 illustrates that attenuation is more significant at shorter passbands than longer
ones, shows a strong dependence on our observational proxy for star formation activity
([12]–[3.4]) in that more intensely star forming disc galaxies are more attenuated than their
less star forming counterparts, and shows a complex dependence on luminosity, in that
attenuation is smaller for both less luminous and more luminous galaxies than the Milky Way
(at M3.4µm ≈ −21.5). The goal of this section is to compare our results to two immediately
comparable works – Tully et al. (1998) (hereafter T98) and Maller et al. (2009) (hereafter
M09).
Our work, T98’s, and M09’s use similar methods, in that all works assume that at
sufficiently long wavelength galaxy luminosity is effectively independent of inclination. After
removing the overall trend in optical–NIR colour vs. NIR luminosity, any remaining trends in
Mλ−K colour with inclination are interpreted as dust-induced attenuation, and are presented
as the slope of the relation between optical–IR colour and the logarithm of axial ratio.
Yet, the three works have significant differences that impede straightforward comparison of
attenuation relation slopes: the works are based on different data, parametrize attenuation
differently, and use different axial ratio measurements. Given that the intention of each of
these works is to provide an inclination correction that can return galaxy magnitudes to
their face-on values, the final inclination corrections themselves are a reasonable point of
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comparison.
As such, to compare our work with that of T98 and M09, we calculate three different
inclination corrections for each galaxy in our sample based on the parametrization and
results of each work. For our work, we calculate an inclination correction using our SDSS
g-band attenuation relation slope at the galaxy’s given S11 axial ratio, M3.4µm absolute
magnitude and [12]–[3.4] colour. For M09, the SDSS g-band attenuation relation slope
is derived according to the results in their Table 2, parametrized in terms of absolute K
magnitude (from 2MASS) and concentration (from SDSS), and the inclination correction
is calculated using that slope and SDSS model fit axial ratios. For T98, the attenuation
relation slope is parametrized in terms of B-band absolute magnitude, which we derive from
our SDSS magnitudes using Pégase (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange, 1997) stellar population
synthesis models. The inclination correction in B band is then calculated using that slope
and S11’s axial ratios, and translated back into SDSS g band using the attenuation curve of
Calzetti et al. (2000). This yields a predicted inclination correction in SDSS g band for each
galaxy using each of the three works’ methods.
In Fig. 2.12, we compare the predicted inclination correction for our work with those of
T98 and M09, in this case as a function of K-band absolute magnitude. Since T98 and M09
attempted to select disc-only samples, we restrict this comparison to include only galaxies
which lie along the star-forming main sequence as defined by our M3.4µm and [12]–[3.4]
selection. In each case, the presented inclination correction is the average correction for the
20% most inclined members of the population at that magnitude, and the error bars are the
scatter among that group.
We can see that at lower luminosities, all three methods predict a similar pattern of
increasing inclination corrections with luminosity. M09’s predictions match ours very closely,
while T98 predicts stronger attenuation by up to 0.2 mag (the reasons for this discrepancy
will be discussed below). At higher luminosities, however, both T98 and M09 predict much
stronger attenuation, as their predicted corrections do not significantly decrease as ours do.
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Figure 2.12: Predicted edge-on relative g-band attenuation of main sequence star-forming
disc galaxies as a function of K-band luminosity. Black data points are our
work, while red and blue lines are predictions based on the results of T98 and
M09 respectively. The vertical dotted and dashed lines represents the approx-
imate magnitude limits of the data used in those two works, and the switch
to dashed lines beyond these limits shows that those attenuation estimates are
extrapolations.
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Figure 2.13: The strength of the attenuation parameter γ as a function of absolute B, R
and I magnitudes. Diamonds are the values for star-forming galaxies from our
sample, while red squares are data from T98. Dotted lines are T98’s joint fits
to their and Giovanelli et al. (1995)’s data, while dashed lines are fits to T98’s
data alone (neglecting the highest luminosity data point).
Both the overall discrepancy with T98 and the dramatic differences between our work and
those of T98 and M09 at high luminosities appear concerning, and we investigate (and largely
resolve) them below.
2.5.1 Comparison with Tully et al.
T98 measured inclination dependence in optical–NIR colours as a function of absolute
magnitudes in BRI using a very similar methodology to ours. Their sample is much more
limited, containing only 100 galaxies spread between two clusters, but both are relatively
nearby and the quality of the data is generally good. Given the similarity of our methods,
the offsets in inferred attenuation in Fig. 2.12 seem surprising.
In order to investigate this further, we choose to repeat the analysis of T98 using our joint
WISE -2MASS-SDSS dataset. We convert the SDSS ugriz absolute magnitudes into BRI
using the Pégase stellar population synthesis models and convert our attenuations into
BRI using the attenuation curves of Calzetti et al. (2000), and bin the sample in K-band
luminosity only rather than in both luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour.
The results are shown in Fig. 2.13. The diamonds show our estimates of the slope of the
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attenuation relation γ as a function of luminosity in different bins of absolute B (left panel),
R (middle panel), or I (right panel) magnitude. Meanwhile, the squares are T98’s estimates,
and the dotted lines are the fits that T98 adopt for their final attenuation prescriptions (that
is, T98’s equations 3, 4, and 5). The dashed lines will be explained shortly.
As can be seen, our data are broadly consistent with T98’s at low and intermediate
luminosities, but depart from T98’s results at the high end. Their highest luminosity data
point, in particular, is very inconsistent with our data. Additionally, the final fits that T98
adopt are well above our (and their!) results. However, the agreement of their actual data
points with ours at lower luminosities is very good. Accordingly, there are two issues to
understand: the discrepancy between the presented fits (dotted lines) and the data (both
ours and theirs), and the strong attenuation of their highest luminosity subsample.
T98’s fits are a joint fit to both their data and data taken from Giovanelli et al. (1995),
and it is the influence of both that data and T98’s highest luminosity data point that combine
to pull their final fits well above our results. It is apparent from a visual inspection of T98’s
data and fits in Fig. 2.13 that their overall fits are inconsistent with their lower luminosity
data points. Indeed, fits simply to T98’s data alone, discarding the highest luminosity data
point (represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 2.13), match our results much more closely.
Fig. 2.14 shows why we believe that the highest luminosity data point is erroneous (this
figure is an analogue of T98’s figure 2). Each panel shows, for one bin in K luminosity, the
B − K colour residuals (after the removal of the overall trend in B − K colour with K)
as a function of axis ratio. The leftmost panel shows this relation for galaxies on the star-
forming main sequence with MK < −21.65, matching T98’s highest luminosity bin. The 2-d
histogram shows the distribution of galaxies from our sample, while the red circles are the
galaxies from T98’s sample. As can be seen, in this luminosity bin T98’s sample has a very
skewed distribution of axis ratios and contains only one galaxy more face-on than b/a = 0.6.
Additionally, that one galaxy can be seen to lie (somewhat unfortunately) significantly below
the average for its inclination. This causes T98’s fit for γ in this bin (orange line) to be highly
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Figure 2.14: Galaxy B − K colour residuals as a function of axis ratio for star-forming
galaxies from our sample, divided into bins of K-band luminosity. Green lines
are the best-fit relation between log(a/b) and colour for our sample. Orange
lines and red circles are T98’s fits and data, respectively.
inconsistent with the overall galaxy population, suggesting a far higher attenuation than is
actually implied by our more comprehensive sample (green line).
Visually T98’s relation may seem to be a better fit to the highly inclined end of the
sample. However, we find no improvement in the quality of the fit by adopting a steeper
slope at the high end, even if low inclination galaxies are excluded. This visual impression
is caused by the fact that the distribution of B − K colour for highly inclined galaxies is
significantly non-gaussian. This non-gaussian distribution is in part explained by the [12]–
[3.4] dependence in the attenuation explored in Fig. 2.10; the dependence of attenuation on
morphological and structural parameters (e.g., bulge prominence) that we explore in chapter
4 also likely contributes to this.
The centre and right panels of Fig. 2.14 expand this comparison to include the luminosity
bins −21.65 < MK < −20.65 and −20.65 < MK < −19.15, matching T98’s next two bins.
(T98’s lowest luminosity bin, −19.15 < MK , is very sparsely populated and shows almost
no dependence of colour on axis ratio, so we do not include it.) In these cases there are no
large skews in the axis ratio distributions, so our fits are much closer to T98’s, and indeed
the slopes match quite well.
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To conclude, the discrepancy between our and T98’s fit results is somewhat illusory – our
data are consistent with their data (Fig. 2.14). The differences in our fit results are driven
by two factors: T98 lacks a representative sample of face on luminous galaxies, driving their
attenuation estimates to artificially high values, and that T98 (by hand) modifies their at-
tenuation results to more closely mirror the results of Giovanelli et al. (1995), degrading the
match between their ‘fit’ results and their (and our) data. We conclude that our results
are both consistent with T98’s data, and, owing to the larger and more representative sam-
pling from SDSS/2MASS/WISE, are a more faithful representation of the actual trends in
attenuation with galaxy properties than T98’s analysis could probe.
2.5.2 Comparison with Maller et al.
In Fig. 2.12 it was shown that when both our methods and M09’s are parametrized solely
in terms of K-band magnitude, our results agree for galaxies less luminous than the upper
limit of M09’s sample, but disagree for brighter galaxies. In this section, we repeat M09’s
analysis to explore the origin of this seeming discrepancy.
M09 begin with a sample drawn from the NYU-VAGC, an optical catalog based on the
SDSS which fits each galaxy with a Sérsic light profile to measure its Sérsic index ns, half-
light radius r50, and axis ratio b/a. This sample is cross-matched with 2MASS for NIR
magnitudes, and subjected to r-band absolute magnitude limits and a minimum r50 size
limit. They then use a combination of cuts on Sérsic index and axis ratio (nS ≤ 3.0 or
b/a ≤ 0.55) to isolate disc galaxies. It is important to note that the NYU-VAGC sample
is volume limited, and that this dramatically limits the number (and weight in the fits) of
galaxies more luminous than MK < −22.75.
We note that the use of optical half-light radii and Sérsic indices is potentially troublesome
– both are likely to be affected by dust attenuation (Pastrav et al., 2013a), and may lead
to biased fit results. We choose to simply mirror their fitting methodology for the present
moment, deferring a full discussion of the effects of attenuation on galaxy structures for later;
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a brief analysis on this topic is presented in chapter 5, which we will expand in future work.
M09 parametrize their results in terms of not only absolute K-band magnitude but
also in terms of Sérsic index, and they fit the attenuation by a function of the form γ =
α0 + αK(MK + 20) + αnns – in other words, a plane in the MK-ns parameter space. This
parametrization is the only major mechanical difference between M09’s analysis and ours,
since we do not assume a functional form for the variation of attenuation across our parameter
space.
A comparison between our methodology and M09’s can be seen in Fig. 2.15. In the
left panel, we redo our analysis in exactly the same way as in §2.4, but following M09’s
parametrization and input measurements rather than our own. (Namely, parametrizing the
attenuation in terms of absolute K magnitude and r-band Sérsic index rather than M3.4µm
luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour, using non-K-corrected6 SDSS modelmags rather than K-
corrected SDSS cmodelmags, and using SDSS r-band axis ratios rather than those of S11.)
The centre panel shows the predicted strength of attenuation across the same parameter
space derived from M09’s fit, and the rightmost panel shows the difference between the two.
Overall, both our data and the results produced from it by our method are in substantial
agreement with M09 for fainter and intermediate-luminosity galaxies with MK > −22.75.
The disagreement seen in Fig. 2.12 for brighter galaxies is a discrepancy with M09’s ex-
trapolation; we argue that their choice of a parameteric plane fit in the MK-ns plane is not
well-motivated by the data, and leads to unfortunate behaviour towards the edges of param-
eter space, particularly when extrapolated beyond their magnitude limit. We do note that
we consider the use of r-band Sérsic index as a controlling parameter for M09’s analysis to
be a concern and a potential bias, leading us to instead frame our sample selection in terms
of attenuation-insensitive near- and mid-IR luminosities (Fig. 2.10).
6It is unclear whether or not M09 K-corrected their data. As they do not mention K-corrections at all in
their work, we must assume they did not, but regardless this does not significantly affect the results.
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Figure 2.15: Dust attenuation amplitude parameter γ as a function of K-band luminosity
and Sérsic index, in the g band. Contours show the distribution of galaxies
within this parameter space. The dark vertical line shows the magnitude limit of
M09’s sample. Left panel: measured attenuation parameter using our method.
Centre panel: predicted attenuation parameter using the results of M09. Note
that, due to the magnitude limit of their sample, all values to the left of the
dark vertical line represent an extrapolation. Right panel: Difference of our
measured results (left panel) and M09’s predicted results (centre panel).
2.6 Discussion
2.6.1 Qualitative comparison with previous works
In addition to the detailed comparisons presented in the previous section, it is instructive
to compare our results in a briefer, qualitative sense with the conclusions of a few other
works in this area. There have been a wide variety of approaches taken to the study of dust
attenuation involving different methods and parametrizations, not all of which are as directly
analogous to our own work as those of T98 or M09 but which are still worth mentioning.
Wild et al. (2011) study dust attenuation by comparing the SEDs of pairs of galaxies
matched in the observed properties of metallicity, specific star formation, axis ratio, and
redshift. Their analysis is significantly different than ours, with axis ratio as an explicit
parameter rather than our method, and their results are presented almost exclusively in terms
of the shapes of attenuation curves, rendering a direct comparison difficult. Nevertheless, it
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is notable that they find the ratio of continuum to line opacity (representing the strength of
the attenuation due to dust in the diffuse ISM) to vary strongly with specific star formation,
in accord with our results. They do not directly include galaxy luminosity as a parameter,
however they do parametrize on surface brightness, finding that higher surface brightness
galaxies have stronger attenuation, but that the variation with surface brightness is not as
strong as that with specific star formation.
Driver et al. (2007) derive dust/inclination corrections for disc galaxies in the Millennium
Galaxy Catalog by matching the galaxy luminosity function at differing inclinations. Their
iterative method relies on the fact that the turnover of the luminosity function should occur
at the same magnitude regardless of inclination, and uses this to derive general inclination
corrections independently for both the disc and bulge components. This method avoids the
need to select identical subsamples as we do, but is limited to providing only a single general
correction for the entire galaxy population rather than being able to quantify variation in
attenuation among that population. They conclude that the average relative attenuation
in the B band from face-on to edge-on is approximately 0.9 mag for discs and 1.8 mag for
bulges. Comparatively, the nearest equivalent band in our work is SDSS g, where we observe
a maximum total relative attenuation of approximately 1.0 mag. Their disc attenuations
are in general agreement with our results, noting that these are relatively disc-dominated
galaxies. However, since these are disc-dominated galaxies it is unclear how their bulge
attenuations relate to our results, as the relative contribution of bulge attenuation to the
total attenuation will depend on factors such as the distribution of B/T ratios and the
geometry of bulges relative to discs.
Masters et al. (2010) studied dust attenuation in the SDSS in a very similar manner
to our work, parametrizing attenuation in the same way and binning according to galaxy
properties to measure the variation in attenuation. In their case, their longer wavelength
comparison colour is SDSS z, rather than our 3.4µm, and the physical properties they use to
parametrize the variation in attenuation are r-band luminosity and more ‘bulgy’ or ‘discy’
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morphology as measured by the r-band SDSS fDeV parameter. Though their methodology
is different from that of M09, they also find that less bulge-dominated galaxies have stronger
attenuation, though the strength of this variation is somewhat weaker than the variation
with luminosity. Given that we find the variation with luminosity to be weaker than that
with specific star formation, this would argue that the variation with morphology should
also be weaker than that with specific star formation; it will be interesting to see whether
this is borne out by our future studies. It is also notable that, unlike older works, they also
show a peak in attenuation at intermediate luminosities, in broad agreement with our work.
Cho & Park (2009) also study dust attenuation using very similar methodology to our
work, again parametrizing attenuation similarly and binning according to galaxy properties.
Relative to our work, they use 2MASS K band as their longer wavelength comparison, and
parametrize the attenuation by dividing their galaxies according to their K-band luminosity
and SDSS i-band concentration index. They conclude that attenuation is strongest for
moderate concentrations and weaker for both the most and least concentrated galaxies, and
as with other studies that attenuation is strongest for the most luminous galaxies. However, it
is notable that the relationship between attenuation and luminosity noticeably flattens for the
most luminous galaxies in their sample, which would be expected in light of our results that
attenuation should decrease again for the very brightest galaxies. Another notable aspect
is their experimentation with u − r colour (with an attempted correction to the intrinsic,
face-on values) as an additional parametrization for dust attenuation. Intrinsic optical colour
is related to star formation activity, so based on our work one might expect bluer colours
to correspond to greater attenuation. However, they find the opposite, that redder colours
correspond to stronger attenuation. This is likely related to the fact that optical colour is
also a dust-affected measurement, and so untangling these competing influences on colour is
not necessarily straightforward.
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2.6.2 Optical depth scaling relation predictions & the importance of star-dust
geometry
Our methodology is purely observational, which, as noted previously, has the advantage of
not relying on any assumed models. Nonetheless, it is instructive to attempt to reproduce the
observed trends using physically motivated tools such as scaling relations. These are useful
to gain a quick understanding of the physical principles underlying a set of observations, and
it is illustrative to see in what ways these relatively straightforward calculations match our
observations, and more interestingly, where they fail to capture the full range of factors that
lead to our results.7
For this analysis, we use scaling relations to calculate model average dust optical depths
for the galaxies in our sample, and then ask how these combine with star-dust geometry to
give dust attenuation and how they might be expected to vary across our parameter space.
In the simplest model, the intrinsic optical depth of dust in a galaxy depends on the dust
surface density as
τ = κΣd, (2.1)
where κ is the dust opacity. The dust density is not a measured property of our sample, but
it can be derived using scaling relations based on our catalog properties. One could assume
that dust density scales with metal column density, which in turn scales with gas column
and metallicity, and so
τ = κfZΣg, (2.2)
where Z is the metallicity, Σg is the gas surface density, and f is the fraction of metals in
the form of dust. Finally, the gas surface density could be estimated from the star formation
7As mentioned in the preface, portions of this section have been superseded by the updated analysis
presented in chapter 4. The basic model structure and assumptions remain the same, but we have updated
some of the input measurements and the parameters of the radiative transfer model. More importantly,
we also no longer attribute the downturn in attenuation at higher luminosities solely to geometrical bulge
effects, but have come to recognize the strong influence of the relative scaling of the face-on and edge-on
attenuations on this effect. For full details, see chapter 4.
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where SFR/πr2 is the star formation rate surface density.
To calculate the metallicity we use the stellar M/L vs. [3.4]–[4.5] colour relation from
Cluver et al. (2014) along with the M3.4µm luminosity to estimate stellar mass (following
§2.3.2), combined with the mass-metallicity relation of Tremonti et al. (2004). The star
formation rate is derived from the WISE 12µm-star formation rate relation of Wen et al.
(2014), and this is combined with the SDSS r-band petrosian half-light radii to calculate
star formation rate surface densities. The metal-dust fraction is estimated at 0.2 in Bell
(2003) and at 0.5 in Draine & Li (2007); we use the latter value of f = 0.5. The dust opacity
(assuming u band) is taken from Li & Draine (2001). Thus, using these scaling relations we
can construct a model intrinsic (face-on) dust optical depth for each galaxy in our sample.
This is, by necessity, a relatively rough calculation. For example, f = 0.5 is uncer-
tain and may vary from galaxy to galaxy (Draine & Li, 2007; Draine et al., 2007), and the
M∗(3.4µm, 4.5µm), Z(M∗), and SFR(12µm) scaling relations all have notable scatter. Addi-
tionally, the radius used is an optical one, and there is no guarantee that the optical radius
and star-forming radius actually correspond. More importantly, this neglects all geometric
effects such as dust clumping, relative stellar and dust scale lengths/heights, bulge effects,
etc. As such, we do not expect the quantitative size of the predicted optical depths to
necessarily match the true physical values. However, this still provides a useful qualitative
estimate of the intrinsic dust optical depth, especially since for comparison with our results
we are most concerned with the variation across our parameter space (which should be more
accurately predicted by this model) rather than the absolute normalization.
The basic results of this calculation are presented in the top panel of Fig. 2.16, which
shows the the average model dust optical depth across our parameter space presented in
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Figure 2.16: Top panel: predicted u band dust optical depth as a function of M3.4µm lu-
minosity and [12]–[3.4] colour, derived from scaling relations based on WISE
luminosities and SDSS radii. The colour scale shows the intrinsic dust opti-
cal depth τ . Contours show the distribution of galaxies within this parameter
space. Bottom panel: same as top panel, except the color scale shows the pre-
dicted relative face-on-to-edge-on attenuation, derived from the same scaling
relations and Tuffs et al. (2004)’s disc attenuation models. The colour scale
shows the attenuation in magnitudes.
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the same manner as Fig. 2.10. We can see that the basic patterns apparent in the model
calculation are similar to those found in the data. Like our data, the model optical depths
show a strong dependence on specific star formation as parametrized by [12]–[3.4] colour,
and likewise the models show a significant dependence on stellar mass as parametrized by
M3.4µm luminosity. Though this is an intentionally simplified model, this qualitative match
is an encouraging sign that the parametrization we use does indeed correlate with variations
in dust content, and helps inform intuition about the physical processes that lead to those
variations. Moreover, the basic patterns we observe in this model are also seen in more
complex ones. For example, Fontanot et al. (2009) predict, using a combination of semi-
analytic models and radiative transfer simulations, that attenuation in disc galaxies should
vary steeply with specific star formation rate as well as with stellar mass (see, e.g., their
figure 4), matching our simplified model.
This model is useful, but it is important to remember that the basic model calculation
gives only the (average) intrinsic, face-on optical depth – the total optical depth due to
dust, through the entire thickness of the galaxy, as seen by an observer viewing the galaxy
face-on. This is not the quantity we infer from our observations: we measure attenuation
rather than optical depth, and not only that, we measure the relative difference in attenu-
ation between the edge-on and face-on orientations rather than just the attenuation at one
particular orientation. Thus, these measurements are not only sensitive to optical depth
and star-dust geometry along a certain line of sight, but additionally depend on how the
optical depth and geometry vary with viewing angle. Since galaxies contain multiple stellar
and dust components with various characteristic shapes and scale lengths, the relationship
between attenuation and optical depth can be complex as various components are more or
less screened and become optically thick at different inclinations. Thus, the simple face-on
optical depth does not necessarily correspond to the full relative attenuation between face-on
and edge-on orientations. In order to compare more fully with our observations, we must
convert our optical depth model into a relative attenuation model.
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This is illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.16, which shows the results of using our
scaling relation optical depths to construct a simple model for the relative face-on to edge-on
attenuation. This construction makes use of the model dust attenuations of Tuffs et al. (2004)
in modified form. Tuffs et al.’s models do not include any variation in galaxy morphology,
and their model galaxy contains only a relatively small bulge deeply embedded in a dust
disc, leading to very large relative attenuation of bulge light. Our parameter space contains
a wide range of galaxy morphologies, and for our purposes we assume that, by the time a
galaxy has a bright enough bulge for the attenuation of bulge light to make a significant
contribution to the overall attenuation, the bulge is physically large enough to no longer be
deeply embedded in the dust disc, in contrast with Tuffs et al.’s assumptions. Therefore,
we approximate the overall relative attenuation with disc attenuations only, dividing using
the galaxy B/T ratios from S11 and treating the bulge attenuation as being unchanged with
inclination. While this is obviously an over-simplification, it is important to remember that
this model is intended as a simple, qualitative approximation rather than a fully rigorous
physical model. This also correctly treats the largely or entirely bulge-dominated quiescent
galaxies as having attenuation largely unaffected by viewing angle. The attenuation for each
galaxy is then calculated twice, once assuming a face-on orientation and once assuming an
edge-on orientation, and the difference of the two attenuation models then represents the
relative face-on to edge-on attenuation.8
As can be seen, this presents a quite different picture than the basic optical depth model.
Most notably, the variation with luminosity is no longer sharply peaked at the highest lumi-
nosities, but rather is much more gradual and peaks at intermediate luminosities, matching
the patterns we observe in our data. The normalization is significantly different, but this
is not unexpected given the simplicity of this qualitative model, and overall the pattern of
variations in predicted attenuation with [12]–[3.4] colour and M3.4µm luminosity match our
8The corresponding attenuation parameter γ for disc galaxies would then be (1/0.85) times the relative
attenuation (see footnote 5) – we report the relative attenuation here as it is the more physically meaningful
property.
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results quite closely throughout the parameter space. More broadly, while this particular
relative attenuation model is only intended as a rough qualitative approximation, it illus-
trates the very strong effects that star-dust geometry and its variation with viewing angle
have on attenuation – the qualitative variation in observed relative attenuation with galaxy
properties is by no means necessarily the same as the variation in intrinsic dust optical depth
with those same properties.
2.7 Conclusions
Dust attenuation affects nearly every observable property of gas-rich star forming galaxies
in the ultraviolet and optical. Because of the strength of the effects of attenuation and
ubiquity of dust, statistical study of the attenuation as a function of galaxy parameters
has proven challenging – samples need to be selected and characterized in dust-attenuation
insensitive bands, such as the near- or mid-IR, or Hi.
With the advent of large, reasonably deep all-sky near-IR datasets (WISE and 2MASS),
samples of galaxies detected in the near-IR – with spectroscopic redshifts in the optical and
complementary optical luminosities – have become available for study. We have used such
samples to systematically study the relative dust attenuation in disc galaxies and its variation
with NIR luminosity and MIR-NIR colour. Our overall sample, inclination measurements,
and photometric measurements are carefully selected to be as free from biases with inclination
as possible. We choose to select and classify galaxies using near- and mid-IR measurements
where possible (with the only exception being the relatively robust optical axis ratio from
S11) in order to avoid any possible dust-induced confusion (and attendant biases). By
selecting our samples in these ways and by using solely observational metrics for our analyses
rather than derived physical quantities, we avoid the need for uncertain and model-dependent
corrections to our analyses.
With this data set and classifications, we divide our sample into bins of galaxies which
are intrinsically similar in M3.4µm luminosity and [12]–[3.4] colour and measure the relative
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attenuation between face-on and edge-on galaxies in each bin, thus quantifying the variation
in relative attenuation across this parameter space. Our main results are as follows.
The strength of the relative attenuation is very strongly dependent on [12]–[3.4] colour
(a proxy for specific SFR, or SFR per unit stellar mass). Galaxies with [12]–[3.4] colours
greater than 0.5 show almost no relative attenuation, while below this value attenuation
increases very rapidly with decreasing colour (increasing specific SFR) as you move across
the star forming main sequence. At greatest, this can represent variation in face-on vs.
edge-on attenuation of up to 1.1 mag (in the u band) over a span of 2 mag in colour (or
roughly an order of magnitude in specific SFR). We conclude that relative dust attenuation
is a strong function of specific star formation rate.
The strength of the relative attenuation is also strongly dependent on M3.4µm luminosity
(a proxy for stellar mass). However, the variation in relative attenuation with M3.4µm lu-
minosity over the length of the star-forming main sequence (roughly an order of magnitude
in stellar mass), while still significant, is generally slightly smaller than the variation with
[12]–[3.4] colour. Additionally, the variation in attenuation is not monotonic with luminos-
ity, but rather increases with luminosity to a maximum near M3.4µm ≈ −21.5 (corresponding
to M∗ ≈ 3 × 1010M) and then decreases again for more luminous galaxies. We conclude
that dust attenuation is also a strong function of stellar mass, though not quite as strong as
specific star formation.
Relative to previous results, our result that the strength of the relative attenuation de-
creases for the most luminous galaxies was somewhat unexpected. Comparing our results in
detail with those of T98 and M09, we learn that while our final fit results differ, all the actual
datasets match well over the ranges where they overlap. The primary differences between the
results come from our probing to brighter luminosities, where we could clearly discern and
characterize the downturn in attenuation at bright luminosities where many previous works
could or did not. In particular, T98’s fits were affected by a somewhat unfortunate unrepre-
sentative small sample at high luminosities, while M09’s choice to fit the run of attenuation
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with luminosity and Sérsic index with a plane leads to unrealistically high attenuation at
high luminosities where their data was sparse.
Simple dust density scaling relations reproduce the strong correlations between dust con-
tent, specific star formation rate, and stellar mass, in broad accord with our observational
inferences. Making more detailed comparisons with the variation in attenuation across our
parameter space, however, requires the use of more complex models that attempt to model
the relative face-on to edge-on attenuation. In particular, models which account for dif-
ferences in star-dust geometry reproduce the non-monotonic variation of attenuation with
M3.4µm luminosity, which is not seen in the simple dust density model. We therefore suggest
that this behavior is not caused solely by variations in dust density but rather is due to
a combination of density variations and geometric effects, but a full investigation of this
will depend on the availability of inclination-independent measurements of galaxy structure,





As a follow-up to our previous work, we wish to measure the dependence of relative
attenuation on galaxy structure. However, most traditional measurements of structure use
optical observations and techniques that leave them vulnerable to biases due to inclination
and dust, rendering them unsuitable for use with the inclination test. Therefore, we develop
techniques for measuring inclination-independent galaxy brightness profiles and structural
measurements. We use dust-penetrated infrared survey imagery from the UKIRT Infrared
Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) to avoid biases due to dust attenuation, and construct ‘linear’
galaxy brightness profiles by collapsing the light down onto the major axis – this technique
is inclination-independent by construction. We investigate the properties of our measure-
ments by using synthetic images of dust-free galaxies of known parameters, finding that our
technique produces reliable structural measurements with reasonable errors throughout our
parameter space, and showing that these measurements indeed do not vary with inclination.
Applying this measurement technique to our sample of UKIDSS galaxies, we verify that it
does produce largely inclination-independent results in observations, and examine the distri-
bution of galaxy morphologies in the parameter space defined by these new measurements.
We also compare our measurements with traditional structural metrics, finding that they
do correlate with each other, that there is indeed an intrinsic spread in the structures of
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galaxies at a given stellar mass and star formation rate, and that our measurements can
usefully quantify these differences.
3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 of this thesis, we developed inclination-independent measurements of galaxy
stellar mass and specific star formation rate in order to isolate samples of intrinsically similar
galaxies in a manner that is free of biases due to dust and inclination. However, these two
properties, while informative, do not constitute a full description of a galaxy. They provide a
useful census of the physical composition of the galaxy, but they do not give any information
about how those physical components are distributed. That, rather, is the domain of galaxy
structural measurements, and their inclusion is required to gain a full understanding of
the galaxies in our sample. However, creating structural measurements that are inclination
independent is a key challenge that must be overcome.
Galaxy structural measurements, apart from the simple descriptive value, give informa-
tion about a wide range of galaxy properties. Galaxy size and brightness profile shape can
inform us about angular momentum content and evolution (e.g. Mao et al. 1998; van den
Bosch et al. 2001), reflects orbital dynamics and hence the demographics of rotation or
dispersion support (van der Wel et al., 2009b), correlates with star formation history (e.g.
Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Franx et al. 2008), and through its evolution with redshift encodes
the growth of disks and spheroids (van der Wel et al., 2014b), merger rates (Jogee et al.,
2009), and the history of quiescence (e.g. Bell et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2014b). Galaxy mor-
phology also can have a profound effect on overall dust attenuation, even for identical dust
and stellar contents, by changing the degree to which stars are screened by dust at various
viewing angles – for example, making the bulge of a disk galaxy physically larger causes it to
protrude further from the dust disk, altering the amount of dust between much of the bulge
and the viewer at many orientations. As such, it is critical to be able to classify galaxies
according to their structural properties as well as to their bulk composition.
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However, as with the measurements of stellar properties, in order to be useful our mea-
surements of galaxy structure must be inclination-independent. The basic task of a struc-
tural measurement is to provide a robust parameterization of the light distribution of a
galaxy. However, that is only the second half of a two-stage process – before we make our
measurements, the universe converts the intrinsic three-dimensional light distribution into
the projected two-dimensional distribution we observe. This first step is often overlooked,
yet it is extremely important because the mapping from three-dimensional light distribu-
tion onto two-dimensional projected light distribution is not necessarily one-to-one. Rather,
changes in viewing angle will result in the exact same galaxy being mapped onto many dif-
ferent potential two-dimensional images, both through purely geometrical projection effects
and through varying dust attenuation. The critical point is, any variation in the mapping
between three-dimensional light/mass distribution and two-dimensional projected light distri-
bution will affect the resulting structural measurements, unless the measurements in question
are designed to account for these effects. As such, when initially constructing a structural
parameter it should be an explicit design goal that it be robust to such inclination effects.
In general, this has frequently not been done. As a result, many traditional structural
measurements are found to suffer from biases with inclination – we explore this more fully in
chapter 5 of this thesis. As such, these measurements are not suitable for our purposes - we
require inclination independent measurements to avoid biases in our study of the variation
of attenuation and dust content with galaxy properties.
Therefore, we must create new measurements of galaxy structures that are designed to
be inclination independent. We do this by making use of dust attenuation-independent NIR
imagery, and from these images measuring linear major-axis brightness profiles that are by
construction blind to the projection effects of varying inclination. These measurements will
allow us to explore the structures of galaxies with confidence that our results are not due to
hidden inclination biases.
The construction and properties of these measurements are the subject of this chapter.
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We begin in §3.2 by describing the data we base our structural measurements on, and de-
scribe in detail the procedures for measuring the linear brightness profiles and constructing
structural measurements from them. In §3.3 we study the reliability and error properties
of our measurements using synthetic images, and confirm using these simulations that our
method does indeed produce inclination-independent measurements. In §3.4 we then exam-
ine the distribution of our metrics with inclination for our galaxy sample in order to test their
inclination independence for observational data. In §3.5 we explore the distribution of struc-
tural properties in our sample as a function of the previously measured stellar properties,
in §3.6 we briefly compare our structural measurements to more traditional measurements,
and in §3.7 we present our conclusions.
3.2 Constructing inclination-independent structural measurements
In order to create inclination-independent structural measurements, there are two major
obstacles that must be avoided. First, one must deal with the effects of dust attenuation,
which, in optical wavelengths, strongly alters the observed projected light distributions of
galaxies in a manner that varies with inclination. Second, one must deal with geometric
projection effects, which alter the projected light distribution in an inclination dependent
manner even in the absence of dust. Both of these must be accounted for in order to create
inclination independent measurements – dust attenuation with long-wavelength observations,
and projection with careful design of the measurement algorithms.
3.2.1 Data
To create inclination-independent measurements of galaxy structures we need to avoid
the effects of dust attenuation. It is difficult at best to dust-correct optical observations to
a degree sufficient to measure reliable structural measurements; in addition, it is arguably
circular to attempt to apply dust corrections to derive inclination-independent measurements
that will ultimately be used to (among other things) study variation in dust attenuation.
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As such, we avoid the dust attenuation issue to the greatest possible extent by measuring
our structural properties in the NIR K band rather than at optical wavelengths. Dust
attenuation in the NIR is typically an order of magnitude lower than the attenuation at
optical wavelengths (e.g. Li & Draine 2001), and while radiative transfer effects can be
complex, overall attenuation should be less than 0.3 mag even for galaxies with very high
optical opacities viewed at nearly edge-on orientations (Tuffs et al., 2004). Thus, in the
K band galaxies are optically thin for almost all viewing angles, preventing any significant
inclination-dependent attenuation effects.
Our K band imagery comes from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) Large
Area Survey (Lawrence et al., 2007). This survey is chosen for its large survey area, the
overlap between its survey area and that of the SDSS (a requirement to be able to use these
measurements to extend the analyses we conducted in chapter 2), and its good resolution
and sensitivity (typical seeing of ∼0.6 arcsec, 0.4 arcsec pixel scale, and K band point source
limit of 18.2 mag; Lawrence et al. 2007) allowing for robust structural measurements.
As in chapter 2, we continue to make use of data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) DR10 (Eisenstein et al., 2011) and the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE)
All-Sky Data Release (Wright et al., 2010). In §3.6 we also make use of optical galaxy Sérsic
indices and half-light radii measured by Simard et al. (2011) for comparison with our results.
We use SDSS optical spectra-based redshifts and the derived distances to set size scales and
calculate absolute magnitudes, and we use the WISE-based color and luminosity metrics we
developed in chapter 2 to discuss the distribution of structural parameters throughout the
stellar mass-specific star formation rate parameter space. As such, the sample presented
in this chapter is a subset of the one studied in chapter 2; of the 78,721 galaxies in the
SDSS-WISE cross-matched sample from chapter 2, a total of 24,427 of them fall within the
UKIDSS survey area and therefore may be measured using our techniques.
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Figure 3.1: Left panel: Example K-band galaxy stamp, with example elliptical annulus and
major axis cut. Center panel: Raw measured linear brightness profile. Right
panel: Final folded linear brightness profile and structural measurements. Dotted
lines indicate the measured sky level and profile ‘edge’ location, and dashed lines
indicate measured x50 and x90 locations.
3.2.2 The linear brightness profile method and linear structural metrics
Conventional disk galaxy photometry is generally done by measuring the surface bright-
ness in concentric rings, either circular (e.g. SDSS petrosian photometry) or ellipses of
constant axis ratio. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (blue rings in the leftmost panel). How-
ever, this leaves these parameters vulnerable to varying geometrical projection effects with
inclination. The portions of a galaxy projected within a circular aperture obviously change
drastically with inclination, but even elliptical apertures are not immune due to the effects of
vertical structure. An elliptical aperture only maps to a ring of constant radius in the limit of
an infinitely thin galaxy – for a realistic galaxy with a bulge and a disk of non-zero thickness
viewed at any significantly inclined angle an elliptical aperture mixes light from a variety
of radii. Therefore, even in the absence of dust effects many traditional measurements will
suffer from inclination dependence.
Our photometric method sidesteps these issues in a very simple manner. We take cuts
along each galaxy’s major axis, extending them to cover the full width of the galaxy regardless
of its inclination. All light within each cut is then summed and collapsed down onto the major
axis to produce a linear, rather than radial, brightness profile. This process is also illustrated
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in Fig. 3.1 (orange lines in leftmost panel). This method has the very important advantage
over traditional photometry that, in the absence of dust, it is completely independent of
galaxy inclination.
From the viewpoint of an external observer, by definition varying the inclination of a
galaxy does not alter the projected distance along the major axis of any point within its
disk, but rather only changes the perpendicular distance of that point from the major axis.
It is this varying projection that causes the issues with traditional measurements. Since in
our method all light within each cut is collapsed down onto the major axis equally, regardless
of its distance from that axis, this technique is therefore by construction completely blind to
inclination.
An example raw linear brightness profile resulting from this technique is shown in Fig. 3.1
(center panel). Turning this into a final profile and structural metrics requires dealing with
a variety of complicating factors. One must account for the fact that galaxies do not have
sharp edges, along with the effects of centering, sky background levels, noise, and potential
contamination from other sources; here we describe our procedures for correcting for these
factors and producing the structural metrics.
First, we check for centering errors. As a result of uncertainty in catalog coordinates
or centroiding, it is possible for the peak of the profile to be offset from the zero point of
the major axis. To correct this, we fit the central peak of the profile with a gaussian, and
check whether the center point of this fit coincides with the zero of the axis. (The overall
shape of the profile is generally not a gaussian, but the main peak is close enough that a
gaussian fit provides a good, noise-resistant estimate of the location of the center.) If the
difference is non-zero, we then shift the profile laterally to compensate. In the common case
that the shift is not an integer number of pixels, the shifted profile is linearly interpolated
from the raw profile. This may seem questionable, but a one-dimensional linear interpolation
preserves flux and in our tests we find that the ability to correct for sub-pixel centering errors
significantly reduces biases.
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Second, we check for contamination by exploiting the expected symmetry of the linear
brightness profiles. In the absence of contamination, a linear brightness profile should be
highly symmetric around the center of the galaxy. This applies even in the presence of
non-axisymmetric but regular features such as bars or spiral structure, since the process
of collapsing light down onto the major axis has a smoothing effect and many features
which are not fully axisymmetric still exhibit rough reflection or two-fold rotation symmetry.
However, contamination from other sources will not follow this pattern, instead resulting
in profiles which show significant differences between the two halves, and we exploit this
property to detect contamination. Comparing the two halves of the profile, we measure the
local difference in brightness (in nmgy/arcsec) at equal distances from the center as well
as the difference in total integrated brightness (in nmgy). If the maximum local brightness
difference between the two halves is greater than 15% of the central galaxy brightness and
the difference in total integrated brightness between the two halves is greater than 10%, we
flag the galaxy as contaminated. (These values for these thresholds are chosen to balance
sensitivity versus the possibility of false positives; future tweaking in this area is likely.)
This combination of tests ensures that the asymmetry is both significant as well as localized,
indicating true contamination rather than being caused by, e.g., a consistent small offset due
to a sub-pixel centering error. If the profile does not show contamination, we fold the halves
of the profile together to generate a combined one-sided average profile for the galaxy. On
the other hand, if contamination is detected, the one-sided profile is instead taken solely from
the uncontaminated side. Using only one half of the profile results in a noisier measurement
and likely reduced reliability, but is superior to the wildly erroneous measurements which
generally result from contamination.
Third, we estimate the sky value. As is apparent in Fig. 3.1, even after initial processing
the profiles often show residual non-zero sky levels. To estimate the sky level in our profiles
we create a smoothed copy of the brightness profile (to minimize noise), and then find the
minimum value of this profile. This minimum value by definition corresponds to the column
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of the profile containing the least light, so the minimum value cannot be higher than the sky
value and therefore puts a lower limit on the sky value. Similarly, the profile by definition
cannot be lower than the sky value, so this minimum plus some measure of noise amplitude
puts an upper limit on sky value. Therefore, we use the mean absolute difference between
the normal and smoothed profile to estimate the noise, and clip the profile to within 4 times
this value of the smoothed minimum to isolate the regions close to the sky value. We then fit
for the sky value within that range that minimizes the residuals. This procedure will fail if
the profile is so contaminated that there are no columns that do not contain light from either
the primary object or contaminating objects, or if the sky value is not constant across the
profile, but both of these cases are very uncommon and will result in an essentially unusable
profile anyway.
Finally, we must define a maximum size for the profile. Galaxies do not have sharp edges,
and so by definition no finite limit can encompass 100% of the extended light of a galaxy,
but for the purposes of measuring structural properties it is necessary to assign them a size
and an edge beyond which light will not be included. To define an edge for our galaxies
we use the slope of their linear profiles – this is analogous to the relative surface brightness
limit used to define a Petrosian radius. We define the edge of the galaxy to be the smallest
distance where both the slope of the smoothed profile drops below 5% of the average slope
near the profile center and the difference between the smoothed profile level and the sky
level is less than 5% of the total profile height. (Again, the values for these thresholds have
been chosen to attempt to balance detection of the outskirts of galaxies versus errors due to
noise, and we will likely continue to tweak these in the future.) It is important to note that
the sizes and structural parameters are measured from the actual profile, not the smoothed
version, which is only used for determining the sky level and cutoff location.
Thus, after all corrections we have a single-sided light profile, folded or unfolded de-
pending on whether contamination was detected, sky-subtracted and truncated to a realistic
outer limit. This profile is then used to measure the 50% and 90% distances (henceforth
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denoted as x50 and x90) by analogy with r50 or r90 in traditional circular or elliptical aperture
photometry - these are the linear distances outward from the center which contain 50% or
90% of the total integrated brightness. The linear concentration (henceforth denoted cx) is
calculated as the ratio x90/x50, again in analogy to traditional photometry (e.g. Blanton
et al. 2001). An example of this is shown in the rightmost panel of Fig. 3.1. The linear size
x50 and linear concentration cx are then our inclination-independent structural parameters.
3.3 Simulation tests of the linear structural metrics
In order to test our method and explore the properties of our structural metrics, we
create and analyze synthetic images of simulated galaxies. This allows us to quantify the
bias and scatter in our method using simulated data of known properties. Importantly, this
also allows us to confirm that our method achieves its primary goal of producing inclination-
independent results. The construction and properties of these simulated images and the
resulting uncertainty estimates and inclination independence tests are discussed in this sec-
tion.
3.3.1 Construction of the simulations
We construct simulated galaxies of two basic types: disk galaxies composed of an ax-
isymmetric disk and bulge, and triaxial elliptical galaxies. For disk galaxies the luminosity
density of the disk at any point is given by the well-known double-exponential distribution:
ρ(r, z) = ρ0,de
−(r/R0,d)−(|z|/h), (3.1)
where R0,d and h are the scale length and scale height of the disk, respectively, and ρ0,d sets
the normalization. Meanwhile, for the luminosity density of bulges and elliptical galaxies we
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where n is the Sérsic index, p and bn are functions of n, R0,b is the scale length of the system,












is an ellipsoidal ‘radial’ coordinate where a : b : c defines the axial ratios of the system. This
is their standard triaxial density model, with no power-law core.
Synthetic image stamps are constructed from these models by overlaying a pixel grid
coordinate system rotated to an arbitrary viewing angle and, for each pixel (x, y) in the
image plane, numerically integrating the total model luminosity along the z axis to derive
the brightness in that pixel. In the case of disk galaxies, the bulge and disk components
are simulated separately and their normalizations individually adjusted to produce a desired
bulge-to-total (B/T) flux ratio in the combined image. For elliptical galaxies, to account for
rapidly changing brightness near their centers these regions are oversampled by a factor of
5 in all three dimensions.
Simulated disk galaxies are constructed with an exponential disk component with a vari-
able horizontal scale length R0,d and a scale height h = 0.1R0,d, plus a bulge component with
scale length R0,b = 0.15R0,d, an oblate spheroid shape given by a : b : c = 1 : 1 : 0.5, and
a Sérsic index of n = 4. Simulated elliptical galaxies are constructed solely of a bulge com-
ponent with a variable Sérsic index n, and are oblate spheroids whose flattening varies from
c = 0.75 to c = 0.25 based on magnitude. It should be noted that these structural choices
should not be taken as attempting to perfectly match in detail all real galaxies, but rather
are intended to broadly represent ‘generic’ galaxies over a wide range of galaxy properties
drawn from our sample.
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When creating the synthetic image stamps, the size of the pixels is chosen to match that
of the UKIDSS imaging data at a desired galaxy size, and the overall normalization of the
stamp is set to produce a desired total galaxy magnitude. These synthetic image stamps are
then inserted into real UKIDSS images for measurement via our standard pipeline.
3.3.2 Simulation analysis of structural metric error and inclination properties
In order to study the behavior of our linear structural measurements for galaxies of
varying brightness and structure, using our simulations we create a suite of synthetic galaxy
observations whose apparent magnitudes, scale lengths, and central concentrations are chosen
to sample as completely as practical the distributions of these properties observed in our
sample.
We begin by creating a set of synthetic galaxies covering a wide range of physical scale
lengths and B/T ratios (for disks) or Sérsic indices (for spheroids), and measuring their x50
and cx values in the limit of high brightness, precisely known total luminosity, and zero noise
or background. This gives us a mapping between the physical 3-d structure of our simulated
galaxies and the ‘true’ structural parameters that result, which allows us to compare the
measured structural parameters for more realistic synthetic observations to the ideal case.
We then create a larger set of synthetic galaxies, covering both the ranges of physical
parameters expected to reproduce the ranges of structural parameters observed in our data
(based upon the mapping above), as well as covering a range of apparent magnitudes (and,
hence, surface brightnesses and S/N ratios) similar to that of our sample as well as a variety
of inclinations. In total, we create simulated galaxies covering the ranges 1” ≤ x50 ≤ 6”,
2 ≤ cx ≤ 5, and 11.5 ≤ mK ≤ 13.5. We then repeatedly project these simulated galaxies
onto real images and record the measured structural parameters, in order to understand
both the bias and the variance in our structural parameter measurements as a function of
galaxy properties.
It is important to note that, while our simulations are built using physical parameters
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Figure 3.2: Bias and relative scatter in measured x50 as a function of simulated galaxy an-
gular size, concentration, and apparent magnitude. Displacement between x
symbols (true values) and circles (measurement averages) shows bias, and circle
color shows relative scatter in x50. Top row shows results for elliptical galax-
ies and bottom row shows disks. Background contours show observed galaxy
distributions for similar samples.
such as galaxy scale lengths in kiloparsecs, total brightnesses in absolute magnitudes, etc, our
use of these simulations to study the properties of our structural metrics is exclusively framed
in terms of the observed quantities of linear concentration, angular linear size, and apparent
magnitude, as these are the quantities that reflect the actual galaxy 2-d light distributions
in our images. This is why we choose physical parameter ranges solely to reproduce the
distribution of observed structural parameters, rather than attempting to precisely determine
‘realistic’ physical parameters and letting the measured structural parameters fall where they
may – we are not attempting to understand the variation in our measurements with intrinsic
3-d galaxy light distribution, but rather the variation with the projected 2-d light distribution
that we actually measure.
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Figure 3.3: Bias and relative scatter in measured cx as a function of simulated galaxy angular
size, concentration, and apparent magnitude. Displacement between x symbols
(true values) and circles (measurement averages) shows bias, and circle color
shows relative scatter in cx. Top row shows results for elliptical galaxies and
bottom row shows disks. Background contours show observed galaxy distribu-
tions for similar samples.
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The error estimate results of this exploration are presented in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Each plot
shows the bias and scatter in cx or x50; the different panels cover disk or elliptical galaxies
and various values of apparent magnitude mk. In each panel, the black x symbols show the
‘true’ value of cx and x50 for a given simulated galaxy; these are then connected to the circles
which show the average recovered values of cx and x50 for that galaxy. The displacement
between these thus shows the bias in the measurements of cx and x50 at that location in the
intrinsic galaxy property parameter space. The circles themselves are color-coded to show
the relative scatter in the recovered values of x50 (Fig. 3.2) or cx (Fig. 3.3), thus showing
the variation in these measurements. The background contours show the distribution of
structural parameters measured for the observed galaxies (see §3.5) that correspond with
the sample in that panel.
One can see that for brighter galaxies, the bias and scatter in these measurements is
relatively small. The recovered average values of cx and x50 track the ‘true’ values well
across most of the parameter space, and the measured scatter is generally 10% or less for
cx and 20% or less for x50. Unsurprisingly, though, both measurements become less reliable
as the apparent magnitude of the simulated galaxies becomes fainter. The measured cx and
x50 values are still close to their ‘true’ values over portions of the parameter space, but
become increasingly biased for galaxies with larger angular sizes and higher concentrations.
Similarly, while the scatter is only modestly higher for the smaller and less concentrated
galaxies, the ones showing strong biases also have quite significant relative scatter. It is
important to note, however, that the measurements remain quite usable over a significant
portion of the parameter space, especially for disk galaxies.
It is apparent from the results for the dimmest galaxies that it is not intrinsic cx or x50
alone that determines where the measurements become unreliable, but rather a combination
of the two. This indicates that the true limiting factor is surface brightness, particularly of
the outermost regions. As a galaxy becomes larger at a given magnitude, the same amount
of flux is spread out over more pixels, and thus the outermost regions of the galaxy become
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Figure 3.4: Colors show observed galaxy mean surface brightness as a function of galaxy
angular size, concentration, and apparent magnitude. Top row shows results for
elliptical galaxies and bottom row shows disks. Background contours show the
observed galaxy distributions for these samples.
too low surface brightness to be detected above the noise background. This causes the
measured size values to drop, as the outskirts of the galaxy simply cannot be detected; it is
apparent that the values of x50 effectively saturate as size continues to increase. Similarly,
as concentration increases more of the flux is shifted to the central regions, likewise lowering
the surface brightness of the outskirts – this causes the above-mentioned loss of detectability
to set in at a lower overall size threshold, as the shape of the light profile changes. This
loss of detectability also affects the measurements of cx; one can see that there is a trend
towards erroneously low values of cx for the affected galaxies, particularly in the case of the
ellipticals. This arises because, while the measured x90 and x50 are both lowered by this
effect, x90 is more strongly affected as it is measured farther out along the light profile. This
is especially apparent for the ellipticals, whose outer profiles are shallower.
It can be seen that there are certain regions of the measured parameter space that simply
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Figure 3.5: Colors show the scatter in observed galaxy surface brightness as a function of
galaxy angular size, concentration, and apparent magnitude. Top row shows
results for elliptical galaxies and bottom row shows disks. Background contours
show the observed galaxy distributions for these samples.
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will not be populated; namely, regions with relatively large values of cx and/or x50 at dimmer
magnitudes. Unsurprisingly, we can see in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 that the observed distribution of
parameters follows suit, with those regions of parameter space being nearly empty at dimmer
magnitudes. The observed distribution extends up to the edge of those regions, though, so
there could also be galaxies in those regions that we are not able to see. This would be
worrisome if true, as it would imply the existence of a population of galaxies whose intrinsic
parameters we are not able to accurately measure. However, we do not believe this to be the
case; rather, it appears to us that these regions of parameter space are actually intrinsically
sparsely populated.
We believe this for two reasons. First, if there truly were a large population of galaxies
whose intrinsic structural parameters would lie in those regions, as we can see in Figs. 3.2 and
3.3 the distribution of the observed parameters for those galaxies should lie in a line along
the edge of the accurately measurable region. However, as we can see from the contours
in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, there is no pile-up of galaxies along the edge, rather, the distribution
peaks near the center and drops off smoothly towards the edges. Thus, if there is any such
population of galaxies, their numbers cannot be a large fraction of the total.
Second, the distributions of surface brightnesses for our sample also suggest that there
is no significant population of displaced galaxies. We construct simple surface brightnesses
for our sample from K band magnitudes and inclination-corrected SDSS petrosian radii;
these are unlikely to be rigorously correct but suffice for diagnostic purposes. Fig. 3.4 shows
the distribution of mean surface brightnesses; we can see that the distribution of surface
brightness varies smoothly right up to the edge of the observed distribution, rather than
undergoing any abrupt changes. Moreover, if there truly was a large population of displaced
galaxies, the spread in surface brightnesses should increase at the edges of the distribution,
as galaxies with a variety of intrinsic surface brightnesses pile up at the edge of the accurately
measurable region. However, we can see in Fig. 3.5 that this is not the case; indeed there
are no particular trends in the surface brightness scatter with any parameter. Thus, if there
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Figure 3.6: Bias and relative variance with inclination in measured x50 as a function of simu-
lated galaxy angular size, concentration, and apparent magnitude. Displacement
between x symbols (true values) and circles (measurement averages) shows bias,
and circle color shows relative inclination bias in x50. Top row shows results for
elliptical galaxies and bottom row shows disks. Background contours show ob-
served galaxy distributions for samples of galaxies with similar magnitudes and
morphologies.
are any such galaxies, not only must their numbers be small relative to the total population,
but they also must be fewer than the subset of the population whose surface brightnesses
intrinsically lie along the edges of the accurately measurable region. As such, it appears
that it is plausible that much of the problematic regions of parameter space are, in fact,
unphysical.
The results of our simulated tests for inclination independence are shown in Figs. 3.6
and 3.7. The format of these figures is similar to that of Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, with the panels
dividing by magnitude and type, the location of the points indicating the bias in x50 and cx,
and the contours again showing the observed galaxy distribution. However, in this case the
color-coding of the points shows the relative variation in either x50 (Fig. 3.6) or cx (Fig. 3.7)
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Figure 3.7: Bias and relative variance with inclination in measured cx as a function of simu-
lated galaxy angular size, concentration, and apparent magnitude. Displacement
between x symbols (true values) and circles (measurement averages) shows bias,
and circle color shows relative inclination bias in cx. Top row shows results for
elliptical galaxies and bottom row shows disks. Background contours show ob-
served galaxy distributions for samples of galaxies with similar magnitudes and
morphologies.
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between the face-on view and the edge-on view at that location in parameter space; positive
values indicate an increase as the galaxy tilts from face-on to edge-on, while negative values
indicate a decrease with increasing inclination.
It is easily seen that our measurements show effectively zero inclination dependence over
almost the entirety of the parameter space, even for fainter apparent magnitudes - less
than 5% in almost all cases, and often less than 2-3%. Moreover, for the minor inclination
dependence that is present, there is no overall preference for positive or negative dependence,
suggesting that said dependence is driven by noise rather than any systematic effect. This
is reinforced by noting that this minor dependence occurs most strongly in the low surface
brightness regions of parameter space noted above to have unreliable measurements.
This is a very important test of our method, as it is in these simulations that one can
be certain that the results are not being affected by the various difficult to quantify hazards
that affect observational data. With these results, we can be confident that the method
itself works – that, when presented with a wide variety of realistic galaxies, it does indeed
quantify their two-dimensional projected light distributions in a manner that is independent
of the angle at which they are projected.
3.4 Inclination independence in observations
We have seen that our method works for producing inclination-independent structural
measurements for simulated images, but it is also necessary to determine to what degree we
achieve similar results for actual observations. Given the results for our simulated galaxies
we expect good performance in the real universe as well, but observational data are subject
to real-world limitations such as sample selection uncertainties, binning issues and finite
sample sizes, residual dust attenuation, etc. As such we do not necessarily expect perfect
results, but it is important to check how close we come.
Therefore we use our method to measure structural parameters for our full galaxy sample
and examine the distribution of our structural parameters with inclination, dividing our
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sample in mass and specific star formation rate as was done in chapter 2. Figs. 3.8 and 3.9
show these distributions. The contours show the distribution of our sample in M3.4µm and
[12]–[3.4], representing stellar mass and specific star formation rate, and the inset panels
show the distribution of cx (Fig. 3.8) or x50 (Fig. 3.9) with inclination at each location in
the parameter space.
The division of the sample according to mass and star formation is useful due to the
variation that is present in the structural parameters across this parameter space; one can
see that both size and concentration vary as a function of M3.4µm and [12]–[3.4], and therefore
any trends with inclination would not be easily visible were the entire sample to be considered
at once. Indeed, even once this is done there remains some spread in structural parameters
within some bins. The distribution of structure with mass and star formation rate and the
variation within bins will be explored in more detail in §3.5 and §3.6; for now we focus on
the variation with inclination.
As can be seen, while there is notable scatter in both cx and x50 within most bins of
parameter space, there are no major systematic trends with inclination apparent to the eye.
(This stands in contrast to traditional structural measurements, as we examine in §3.6 and
chapter 5.) For both star-forming disks of all masses and for the dimmer, less massive qui-
escent ellipticals with sufficiently disky structures to have broad enough (a/b) distributions
for any trends to be meaningful, the distribution of structural parameters appears broadly
the same for both the low and high ends of the inclination distribution within each bin.
More careful examination using linear fits to the log(cx) and log(x50) versus log(a/b)
distributions confirm this visual impression for the most part, but does show some small,
but still notable, variation.
The concentration cx appears to be quite close to truly inclination-independent, with the
maximum difference between the most edge-on and face-on galaxies in each bin being less
than 0.03 dex across all bins. This is in all cases much smaller than the scatter within each
bin.
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Figure 3.8: Background contours show the distribution of galaxies in M12µm − M3.4µm vs
M3.4µm space. The inset panels show the distribution of log(cx) as a function of
log(a/b) for galaxies at that location in M12µm −M3.4µm vs M3.4µm space.
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Figure 3.9: Background contours show the distribution of galaxies in M12µm − M3.4µm vs
M3.4µm space. The inset panels show the distribution of log(x50) as a function of
log(a/b) for galaxies at that location in M12µm −M3.4µm vs M3.4µm space.
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The size measurements x50 are somewhat less universally reliable – while the difference
between edge-on and face-on is below 0.05 dex across much of the parameter space, there are a
number of bins with variation in the 0.05-0.1 dex range. This occurs primarily for the highest
luminosity bins and some bins in the transitional region between starforming disks and
quiescent ellipticals, and is significant enough to be marginally visible in some of the leftmost
bins in Fig. 3.8. Thus, although the method works in general, we do see a slight tendency
towards larger measured sizes for more highly inclined galaxies in some bins. We believe this
to be due largely to spread in structural properties within each bin, specifically mixtures of
smaller, more concentrated and intrinsically rounder (and hence narrower a/b distribution)
and larger, less concentrated and intrinsically flatter (and hence wider a/b distribution)
populations. This would cause the high a/b populations to appear systematically larger
even with accurate measurements, simply because we do not have infinite sample sizes and
therefore cannot bin our sample infinitesimally narrowly. Such mixing is quite plausible for
transitional bins or bins of the most massive (and hence, containing the most prominent
bulges) disk galaxies, and we observe that the inclination dependence decreases by up to
∼50-60% if the galaxies within a bin are also selected for a narrow range in cx, supporting
this hypothesis. Part of the dependence may also be due to residual dust attenuation, which
is small in K band but not completely zero, would act to increase measured half-light radii
due to most strongly affecting the central regions of galaxies, and would be strongest for the
most massive galaxies (see chapter 4). It is important to note, however, that even for the
most strongly affected bins the variation is still smaller than the scatter, and is much smaller
than the variation suffered by traditional structural metrics (as seen in §3.6 and chapter 5).
Overall, therefore, we see that our structural measurements remain inclination indepen-
dent for the most part even when dealing with observational data and all of its associated
uncertainties. We regard our cx measurements as being reliably inclination independent in
all cases, and we regard our x50 measurements as reliably inclination independent in most
cases and still vastly better than traditional measurements in the worst cases.
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3.5 The distribution of galaxy linear structural parameters
Returning from our discussion of error and inclination independence, it is instructive
to explore the overall distribution of galaxies in our parameter space. This expands on the
discussion in chapter 2, adding the dimensions of size and concentration to those of mass and
star formation rate. Fig. 3.10 shows this distribution. The contours show the distribution
of our sample in M3.4µm and [12]–[3.4], and the inset panels show the distribution of cx and
x50 for galaxies at each location in parameter space.
Confirming the visual impressions of Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 earlier and of Fig. 2.6, there is
a clear variation of size with luminosity – for all galaxy types, more luminous galaxies are
systematically larger. This is the expected behavior (e.g. Shen et al. 2003; van der Wel
et al. 2014a), so it is good to see that our structural measurements recover this property.
Similarly, there is a notable variation in concentration with specific star formation rate, with
the less actively star-forming galaxies in the upper half of the figure tending towards higher
concentrations. Again, this is expected, as star formation rate is known to correlate strongly
with morphology (e.g. Wuyts et al. 2011).
The range of concentrations present within each bin also varies across the parameter
space. Bright quiescent galaxies have very little variation in concentration; again referring
to Fig. 2.6 these are large (likely triaxial) ellipticals, which appear to have relatively uniform
light profile shapes. As one moves towards lower luminosities and/or higher star formation
rates the spread of concentrations within each bin increases; this may reflect the transi-
tion from single-component triaxial elliptical morphologies to two-component bulge+disk
morphologies.
For star-forming galaxies, the maximum concentration within each bin increases slightly
with increasing luminosity, though this effect is not large. This likely arises from the increased
prominence of bulges in more massive disk galaxies.
For bins of galaxies which contain a significant range in concentration (mostly the star-
forming disks), concentration is notably correlated with size. As the measured size is an
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Figure 3.10: Background contours show the distribution of galaxies in M12µm −M3.4µm vs
M3.4µm space. The inset panels show the distribution of cx and x50 for galaxies
at that location in M12µm −M3.4µm vs M3.4µm space.
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analogue of a half-light radius, changing the overall light profile shape, whether by trading
off light between two components with different profile shapes and scale lengths (e.g. bulges
and disks) or simply by altering the profile of a single component (e.g. ellipticals with varying
Sérsic indices) will necessarily alter size as well as concentration. This is unfortunate, as it
means that these are not completely independent measurements – altering structure will
to some extent bleed into altering size and vice-versa, which somewhat complicates the
interpretation of the data when both are varying. However, this is an inevitable drawback
of this sort of non-parametric size measurement – a parametric measurement such as a two-
component bulge-disk model would not show this effect, but only at the cost of potentially
introducing model-dependent systematics. And as we will see in §3.6 below, this does not
prevent us from isolating usefully independent variation in both parameters in samples of
similar galaxies.
3.6 Comparison with traditional structural measurements
One of the major purposes for which we create our structural measurements is to use them
to analyze the inclination dependence of the measurements derived from more traditional
methods; we carry out a comparison for this purpose in chapter 5 of this thesis. However,
such a comparison is also useful as a diagnostic of our method; while our measurements are
not expected to exactly match the traditional ones, they should broadly correlate with them.
Here we show the results of a brief comparison of our measurements of size and concentration
with traditional measurements of those quantities.
For this purpose we assemble a sample of galaxies selected to have −22.5 ≤ M3.4µm ≤
−20.5 and −1.0 ≤ [12]− [3.4] ≤ 0. This is a population of ‘average’ starforming disk galaxies
roughly in the middle of the starforming main sequence. Fig. 3.11 shows the distributions
of linear structural parameters (cx, x50) and traditional structural parameters (r-band Sérsic
index – a measure of central concentration – and half light radius Rchl from Simard et al.
2011) for this sample, with contours showing the distributions for the entire sample and
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Figure 3.11: Contours show distribution of structural parameters cx (blue, top) and n (red,
top) and size measurements x50 (blue, bottom) and Rchl (red, bottom) for the
sample of disk galaxies described in this section. Blue highlights show selection
of subsamples of linear structural parameters cx or x50, and red points and line
show traditional structural parameter values n or Rchl and linear fit for those
selected subsamples. Top: left to right, subsamples of low, moderate, and high
cx, with x50 held at moderate values. Bottom: left to right, subsamples of low,
moderate, and high x50, with cx held at moderate values.
highlighted regions/points showing the distributions in multiple sub-bins divided by linear
concentration and linear size.
One can see that, as feared, traditional structural measurements suffer from significant
inclination dependence; we quantify this in our later analysis in chapter 5. This inclination
dependence is notably far larger than any suffered by our measurements; the variation here
is quite obvious to the eye, in contrast to the lack of variation visible in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9.
However, inclination dependence aside, the traditional and linear structural measurements
do broadly correlate with each other – subsamples of higher or lower cx or x50 indeed roughly
correspond to subsamples of higher or lower Sérsic index and half light radius. This is a useful
diagnostic of our method; while the linear structural measurements do not quantify size or
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concentration in exactly the same way as traditional structural measurements and thus
should not be expected to return identical results (even ignoring that our linear structural
measurements are inclination-independent while the traditional measurements are not), they
do measure the same concepts and thus should correlate with each other as seen here.
We can also see that (as noted in §3.4 and §3.5) even within a sample of similar star-
forming disk galaxies there is considerable spread in structural properties. Some of this will
be due to simple measurement error, but as evidenced by the correlated variations in linear
and traditional measurements noted above much of it is intrinsic. This illustrates the use-
fulness of having reliable measurements of galaxy size and concentration – while selections
on mass and star formation activity can define samples of broadly similar galaxies, measure-
ments of galaxy structure do indeed encode additional information about astrophysically rel-
evant physical variations in galaxy properties that are not captured by integrated luminosity-
based selections alone. Unlike traditional measurements, our inclination-independent linear
structural metrics allow these intrinsic differences to be clearly observed without confusion
from additional inclination-induced variations.
3.7 Conclusions
Recognizing the need for measurements of galaxy structure that are reliably free of bi-
ases due to inclination and dust effects, we have developed a way to measure inclination-
independent brightness profiles of galaxies. To do so we use dust-penetrated NIR imagery,
and create linear, rather than radial, brightness profiles by collapsing each galaxy’s light dis-
tribution down onto the major axis – this technique is by construction immune to geometric
inclination effects. Using these profiles, we can create inclination-independent measurements
of galaxy size and central concentration.
Using simulated galaxy images to investigate the properties of our measurements, we find
that the primary limitation on reliability is surface brightness. For reasonably bright galaxies
our measurements are relatively unbiased and show scatter of 10-20% or less across the full
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parameter space of reasonable sizes and concentrations. For dimmer galaxies both bias and
scatter grow, but the most severely affected regions of parameter space (combinations of
high concentration and large size that result in the lowest surface brightnesses) seem to be
sparsely populated in the real universe. Our simulations also show that our method does
indeed produce inclination-independent measures of galaxy structures, with essentially zero
variation in measured structural properties between edge-on and face-on simulated galaxy
images.
Applying these techniques to our full observational sample, we find that, although ob-
servational limitations slightly affect the results, our measurements of structure do remain
largely inclination-independent when applied to real data. Concentration measurements are
almost completely inclination independent in all cases. Size measurements are inclination-
independent for most areas of the stellar mass-star formation rate parameter space and only
slightly inclination-dependent for the most massive galaxies; we tentatively attribute this
small variation with axis ratio to a spread in bulge prominence (giving a subsample of galax-
ies that can never have large values of a/b) and/or minor residual dust attenuation in K
band. In all cases the variation with inclination is smaller than the scatter in the structural
parameters, and is much smaller than the variation suffered by traditional structural metrics.
We explore the distribution of galaxy structures measured using our techniques as a func-
tion of stellar mass and specific star formation rate. Unsurprisingly, we find that quiescent
galaxies tend to have higher central concentrations than star-forming galaxies, and that the
range of concentrations in quiescent galaxies is lower than in star-forming galaxies. Galaxy
size is found to vary with luminosity, again in accord with expectations.
In comparison to traditional structural metrics, while the traditional measurements are
found to be biased with inclination (unlike ours), our measurements do correlate with the
traditional ones, indicating that they do indeed measure the same concepts in comparable
ways. We also note the significant spread in structural measurements for a sample of a given
mass and star formation rate, confirming that there is astrophysically relevant information
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to be gained from adding our structural measurements on top of our previous selection tools.
The addition of these inclination-independent structural measurements completes our
toolkit of dust and inclination-independent galaxy property metrics. With this full set of
inclination-independent measurements in hand, we are now well positioned to apply them
to measure the dependence of relative attenuation on galaxy structures as well as on stellar
mass and star formation rates, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
Relative attenuation as a simultaneous function of
stellar mass, specific star formation rate, size, and
concentration
Abstract
Using our new inclination-independent galaxy structural metrics in concert with our
previous inclination-independent galaxy property measurements, we measure the dependence
of optical–NIR relative attenuation and face-on color on the intrinsic galaxy properties of
stellar mass, specific star formation rate, size, and concentration. In agreement with chapter
2, we find that the relative attenuation (defined as the difference in optical–NIR color between
face-on and edge-on views) increases sharply with specific star formation rate, and varies non-
monotonically with mass, peaking at intermediate masses and declining for the most and
least massive galaxies. For galaxies of a given stellar mass and specific star formation rate,
relative attenuation varies with galaxy structure in a complicated fashion, in some cases
peaking for the largest and least concentrated galaxies, and in others peaking at small to
intermediate sizes and concentrations. Face-on color is a strong function of both stellar
mass and specific star formation rates, becoming redder with both increasing mass and
with decreasing star formation rate. For galaxies of a given stellar mass and specific star
formation rate, face-on color is a very strong function of size, with smaller galaxies showing
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redder colors. Scaling relation-based models where optical depth scales only with gas density
and metallicity are found to predict the observed patterns in relative attenuation and face-on
color surprisingly closely. Using the insights offered by these models we are able to construct
a unified conceptual framework to explain the patterns we see in our measurements, allowing
us to understand how the face-on color can serve as a diagnostic of face-on attenuation, and
how the relative attenuation does not vary monotonically with the optical depth due to
varying bulge/disk geometry and radiative transfer effects that lead to the saturation of
relative attenuation at high optical depths.
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3 of this thesis we constructed and investigated the properties of new inclination-
independent galaxy structural measurements. These measurements are useful in their own
right, but our initial purpose in developing them is to expand our inventory of inclination-
independent galaxy property measurements. With these added to our toolbox, we now have
the ability to select samples of galaxies which are simultaneously intrinsically similar in stel-
lar mass, star formation rate, size, and concentration. In this chapter we make use of this
capability to expand our analysis from chapter 2 to measure the variation in dust attenuation
with galaxy structure as well as with stellar mass and specific star formation rate.
This is important because our analysis in chapter 2, informative as it may have been, is
incomplete. We have investigated how dust attenuation varies with stellar mass and specific
star formation rate, but not in terms of galaxy structure. And yet, there is ample reason to
expect that dust attenuation should also depend on galaxy structure.
Galaxy structure correlates with star formation activity and star formation history (Wuyts
et al., 2011), which we have already seen is related to dust attenuation. Additionally, ra-
diative transfer effects mean that structure can have a very strong influence on attenuation.
At a basic level, for a given total dust amount, the dust density will depend on galaxy size.
Yet, as noted in chapter 1, it is dust density that determines optical depth; thus, dust atten-
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uation should depend on size. Similarly, variations in morphology can affect attenuation by
altering the extent to which stellar populations are screened by or embedded within dust at
different viewing angles; e.g. changes in disk galaxy bulge prominence that cause the bulge
to physically protrude from the dust disk. Notably, these effects will act to cause varying
attenuation even for identical stellar populations and dust quantities. As such, even with our
inclination-independent measurements of mass and star formation rate, if we do not include
structural measurements we will still be missing half of the story in terms of understanding
what controls dust attenuation.
Understanding the variation of dust attenuation with galaxy structure is important if
one wishes to understand the effects of dust on all of the galaxy properties that structure
correlates with – e.g. quiescence (Lang et al., 2014b), formation history (van der Wel et al.,
2014a), angular momentum content (van den Bosch et al., 2001), or star formation rates
(Wuyts et al., 2011). One must also be able to parameterize the variation of dust effects
with structure if one wishes to understand the effects of dust on traditional (i.e. dust-affected)
measurements of structure themselves.
Additionally, even absent concerns such as these, measuring the variation of dust attenu-
ation with galaxy structure as well as with stellar mass and star formation rate is a valuable
undertaking in its own right. Previous studies of the variation of attenuation with structure
did not use inclination-independent structural measurements (e.g., Maller et al. 2009 used
optical Sérsic indices, and Cho & Park 2009 used optical concentrations); thus, it is unclear
the degree to which one can trust those results, particularly in light of the biases with incli-
nation and dust that we uncover for those structural measurements in chapter 5. As such,
this is a relatively under-explored question.
As well, while there have been a number of works that have studied the variation of
dust attenuation with one or two galaxy properties at a time (e.g. Tully et al. 1998; Maller
et al. 2009; Cho & Park 2009; Masters et al. 2010), there have not been any studies that
have simultaneously measured the variance of dust attenuation on all four galaxy parame-
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ters of mass, star formation rate, size, and concentration, even ignoring the question of the
inclination-independence of the parameter measurements. Therefore, this offers us the op-
portunity to quantify the relative importance of each of these four parameters in controlling
dust attenuation (which one affects dust attenuation the most?) as well as the ability to
explore the variance with one parameter as a function of another parameter (e.g. ‘does dust
attenuation vary with size more for star-forming galaxies than it does for quiescent ones?’)
– and to do so with confidence that the parameters we use are truly intrinsic and unbiased,
for the first time.
In this chapter we also expand our study of galaxy dust effects to include consideration
of the face-on colors of galaxies in addition to their relative attenuation. This property is
measured by the inclination test method as part of measuring the relative attenuation, but
we did not consider it separately in our initial analysis in chapter 2. However, the face-on
color turns out to offer additional insight into the dust content and properties of galaxies,
independently of the relative attenuation, and thus is worth exploring.
We carry out the bulk of our investigation in §4.2; we review our method and parameters
in §4.2.1, and present our results of the variation of relative attenuation with mass, star
formation rate, size, and concentration in §4.2.2. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to
interpreting these results. In §4.3 we update the scaling relation-based relative attenuation
model we used in chapter 2 and show that it predicts the patterns we see in the relative
attenuation with surprising accuracy. We then discuss the implications of this in §4.4, using
the insights offered by our model to construct a conceptual framework that can explain the
patterns we observe in our relative attenuation measurements, and conclude in §4.5.
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4.2 Relative attenuation as a function of intrinsic galaxy proper-
ties
With the addition of our inclination-independent structural measurements, we can now
measure the relative attenuation (defined as the difference in optical–NIR color between face-
on and edge-on views) of galaxies as a function of not only stellar mass and star formation
rate, but also galaxy size and concentration. In order to do so, we repeat the analysis detailed
in chapter 2, additionally dividing our sample by the two additional structural parameters.
4.2.1 Method
We shall briefly review this procedure here; for full details see chapter 2. In order to
measure the relative attenuation within a bin of galaxy properties (however selected), we
measure the variation in Moptical − M3.4µm color with inclination (parameterized by axis
ratio). Since these galaxies are selected to be identical, they should have the same intrinsic
luminosity. The optical magnitude will be affected by dust attenuation while M3.4µm will not,
and the attenuation will be much stronger when viewed edge-on as the galaxy’s light must
pass through a greater depth of dust in this orientation. Therefore, the Moptical −M3.4µm
color will vary with inclination, and the expectation is that the stronger the dust attenuation,
the greater this variation will be. (However, as we show below, this naive expectation does
not always hold.) We parameterize the relative attenuation in each bin as Aλ = γλ log(a/b),
where Aλ is the attenuation relative to face-on in the passband λ, a/b is the ratio of the
semi-major to semi-minor axis (inverse of the axial ratio), and γλ is the resulting attenuation
amplitude parameter in that band. To measure the attenuation amplitudes, we fit a linear
relationship to the Moptical −M3.4µm vs. log(a/b) distribution of galaxies in each bin – the
slope of this relationship is the relative attenuation amplitude parameter γλ in this bin.
Previously we had parameterized our sample by dividing it into bins of identical M3.4µm
luminosity and [12]–[3.4] color. In this section we continue this practice, but additionally
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subdivide each bin into sub-bins of identical cx and x50 in order to explore the variation with
these additional parameters.
For this study we divide our sample into fourteen bins in magnitude and color. This
is a somewhat coarser binning than employed in chapter 2, but this is necessary to have
a sufficient number of galaxies in each sub-bin of structural properties, and the fine vari-
ation with color and magnitude has already been explored in chapter 2. We select fully
quiescent galaxies with [12] − [3.4] ≥ 1.5, and divide them into three bins of luminosity as
M3.4µm ≤ −22.5, −22.5 ≤M3.4µm ≤ −21.0, and M3.4µm ≥ −21.0. We select mostly quiescent
intermediate galaxies with 0.5 ≤ [12]− [3.4] ≤ 1.5, and divide them into three bins of lumi-
nosity as M3.4µm ≤ −22.0, −22.0 ≤M3.4µm ≤ −21.0, and M3.4µm ≥ −21.0. Finally, we select
moderately star-forming galaxies with −0.5 ≤ [12] − [3.4] ≤ 0.5 and strongly star-forming
galaxies with [12] − [3.4] ≤ −0.5, and divide each of these into four bins of luminosity as
M3.4µm ≤ −22.0, −22.0 ≤M3.4µm ≤ −21.0, −21.0 ≤M3.4µm ≤ −20.0, and M3.4µm ≥ −20.0.
In each bin of color and luminosity, we sub-divide by structural properties in the range
0.5 ≤ x50(kpc) ≤ 6.5 and 2.0 ≤ cx ≤ 5.0, with bins 1.0 kpc wide in x50 and 1.0 units wide
in cx. As noted in chapter 2, this parameter space is not necessarily fully populated in all
bins of color and luminosity, but this encompasses roughly the range of parameters present
in the overall sample.
To this point we have only discussed the slope of the linear fit, as the relative attenuation
amplitude. However, there are two components to a linear fit – not only the slope, but the
intercept as well. The slope describes the relative attenuation between face-on and edge-on,
but the intercept also describes a physically relevant property – namely, the face-on optical–
NIR color of the galaxies within a bin. This color depends on both the stellar populations
of the galaxies in question and their total dust content and dust distribution, and thus
also encodes useful information about the physical properties of these galaxies. Thus, the
intercept provides a complementary source of information to the slope for the study of dust
attenuation.
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In this case, the intercept proves particularly powerful as an analysis tool because of our
ability to select samples which are similar in stellar mass and specific star formation rate.
These two properties control the metallicity and stellar population, and thus fix the intrinsic
color within each bin. Therefore, any variations in observed color with structure within a
bin are likely due entirely to dust attenuation – thus, the face-on colors that the intercept
provides give information on the face-on dust attenuation, which the inclination test method
cannot normally probe.
4.2.2 Results
The results of this study are presented in Fig. 4.1. As before, this figure shows the
background distribution of galaxies in our M3.4µm - [12] − [3.4] parameter space; the inset
panels then show the relative attenuation amplitude as a function of x50 and cx for galaxies at
that location in the parameter space. (In this chapter we examine the u band attenuation, as
this band has the highest dust opacity and thus the resulting trends are the largest and easiest
to see.) We describe the trends in relative attenuation and face-on color in this section, and
analyze the significance of these results in context with our models in the discussion section
below.
As previously noted, fully quiescent galaxies (panels a–c) show essentially no relative at-
tenuation, even for the lower luminosity galaxies with intrinsically flattened disk-like shapes.
One can perhaps suggest that the higher concentration members of the lowest luminosity
group (panel c) have very slightly more relative attenuation, but the difference is negligible.
The mostly quiescent intermediate galaxies (panels d–f) also show little relative attenuation
for the most part, though not zero. We also see the first hints of coherent trends in relative
attenuation with structural properties here, with the two more luminous bins (panels d and
e) showing a modest trend for the largest and least concentrated galaxies to have greater
relative attenuation.
The various bins of star-forming galaxies (panels g–n), on the other hand, show not only
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Figure 4.1: Relative attenuation slope as a function of specific star formation rate, mass,
size, and concentration. Background contours show distribution of galaxies in
[12]–[3.4] and M3.4µm. Each inset panel shows the relative attenuation slope
(denoted by color) as a function of cx and x50 for a subsample of galaxies at that
location in the [12]–[3.4] - M3.4µm parameter space.
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Figure 4.2: Face-on color as a function of specific star formation rate, mass, size, and con-
centration. Background contours show distribution of galaxies in [12]–[3.4] and
M3.4µm. Each inset panel shows the face-on color (denoted by color) as a func-
tion of cx and x50 for a subsample of galaxies at that location in the [12]–[3.4] -
M3.4µm parameter space.
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significantly greater overall relative attenuation, but also strong trends in relative attenuation
with structure. As already seen in the analysis in chapter 2, the strongly starforming galaxies
(panels k–n) show higher overall relative attenuation than the moderately starforming ones
(panels g–j), and the intermediate luminosity bins (panels h–i and l–m) show higher overall
relative attenuation than the most or least luminous bins (panels g, j, k, and n). In terms of
structure, for the two most luminous bins of moderately starforming galaxies (panels g–h)
and the most luminous bin of strongly starforming galaxies (panel k) we can see a similar
trend as the mostly quiescent galaxies of increasing relative attenuation for the largest, least
concentrated galaxies. For the less luminous bins of both categories (panels i–j and l–n) the
trend with size weakens; rather than a strong linear trend, the strongest relative attenuation
is found in galaxies with small to intermediate sizes and low concentrations, with relative
attenuation decreasing towards large sizes (and, in some cases, towards very small sizes) and
towards more concentrated galaxies.
In Fig. 4.2 we show the fit face-on color as a function of MIR–NIR color, NIR luminosity,
size, and concentration in the same manner as the slope is shown in Fig. 4.1; as before, the
background shows the distribution of galaxies in color-luminosity space and the inset panels
show the face-on color as a function of x50 and cx at that location in parameter space.
At a given [12]–[3.4] color, overall face-on color is a function of luminosity, with the more
luminous galaxies (left bins) in general having redder face-on colors. Face-on color also varies
with [12]–[3.4] color, with less actively starforming galaxies (upper bins) likewise having
redder face-on colors. These trends are likely due to simple variation in stellar populations
and metallicity with star formation rate and mass, as we explain further in our discussion
below.
Within a given bin of [12]–[3.4] color and M3.4µm luminosity, stellar population parameters
are expected to be constant, leading to the expectation of a constant face-on color in the
absence of the effects of dust in face-on orientation. Yet, for all but the most luminous
quiescent galaxies (panel a) the face-on color is a strong function of structure. For the most
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part the face-on color varies most strongly with size, with the smaller galaxies showing redder
colors. In some bins there is also a slight tendency towards redder colors with increasing
concentration, though this trend is small compared to the dominant trend in color with size.
In contrast to the variations in face-on color between bins, as we explain more fully below, in
this case we attribute this trend to differences in the face-on attenuation driven by variation
in dust density.
4.3 Scaling relation model analysis
As discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis, while we intentionally use purely observational and
non-parametric methods in order to avoid relying on any assumed models, it is nevertheless
interesting to attempt to reproduce our results using physically motivated models. These
models are not intended to be rigorously predictive, but rather as tools to gain insight into
the physical processes that give rise to our observations.
As with the previous section, our model methodology and analysis follows that of chap-
ter 2 closely; for a full description see chapter 2. Briefly, we use simple scaling relations to
produce predicted dust optical depths for each galaxy from its observed catalog properties.
Optical depth depends on dust surface density, which depends on gas surface density com-
bined with metallicity, and gas density can be related to star formation rate surface density








where τ is the face-on optical depth, κ is the dust opacity, f is the fraction of metals in the
form of dust, Z is the metallicity, and SFR/πr2 is the star formation rate surface density.
None of these quantities are measured directly in our catalogs, but they may be derived
from them using scaling relations. Metallicity is derived from a modified form of the M3.4µm
luminosity-stellar mass relation of Meidt et al. (2014) to measure stellar mass, combined
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with the mass-metallicity relation of Tremonti et al. (2004). The star formation rate is
estimated using the M12µm luminosity-star formation rate relation of Wen et al. (2014), which
is combined with inclination-corrected SDSS r-band petrosian half-light radii to calculate star
formation rate surface density. The metal-dust fraction f is estimated as 0.5, and the dust
opacity (assuming u band) is taken from Li & Draine (2001). The above calculation returns
the average optical depth inside the half-light radius for our galaxies; we convert this to a
central optical depth for input to the radiative transfer models we use below by assuming
an exponential profile for the stellar and dust disks, which results in a conversion factor of
τcentral ≈ 2.8 τ .
Using these scaling relations, we can estimate a face-on dust optical depth for each galaxy
in our sample, which is shown in Fig. 4.3. One can see that, as expected from the scaling
relations in our model, the optical depth is higher for the more actively star-forming bins
and for the most massive bins, and within each bin the optical depth is higher for the smaller
galaxies where the dust is more concentrated. However, while the optical depth is physically
meaningful and informative, the observations we wish to compare with are the face-on galaxy
color and face-on to edge-on relative attenuation. These measurements depend on the optical
depth but are not identical to it, and as we have seen this relationship can be complex.
As such, we combine our optical depth estimates with the dust attenuation radiative
transfer models of Tuffs et al. (2004) to predict face-on and edge-on dust attenuations for
each of our galaxies. Their model consists of a galaxy containing thick and thin double
exponential stellar disks, each with an associated dust component (diffuse only for the thick
disk, diffuse plus clumpy for the thin disk), plus a dust-free flattened de Vaucouleurs bulge.
Their radiative transfer model then predicts the attenuation (due to both absorption and
scattering) suffered by each of the three stellar components individually, for a variety of
viewing angles and dust densities (parameterized by the central face-on dust optical depth).
For our model we use our predicted dust optical depths for each galaxy to set the dust
density in the radiative transfer models, and then use their derived face-on and edge-on disk
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and bulge attenuations to construct a predicted relative attenuation for that galaxy.
However, the geometry of the Tuffs et al. model is not appropriate for all galaxies –
specifically, ellipticals and disks with large bulges – as it consists of a star+dust disk with
a relatively small, deeply embedded bulge. As such we modify the attenuation predictions,
reducing the edge-on bulge attenuation for more bulge-dominated galaxies by replacing it
with a linear combination of the face-on and edge-on bulge attenuations based on bulge-
to-disk ratio. For galaxies with B/T ≥ 0.6 the edge-on bulge attenuation is completely
replaced by the face-on attenuation, which more or less correctly treats the diffuse dust
present in the highly or fully bulge-dominant quiescent elliptical populations. For galaxies
with 0 ≤ B/T < 0.6 the predicted edge-on bulge attenuation is gradually phased in (e.g.
at 50% for a galaxy with B/T = 0.3), which approximately mimics the expected reduction
in relative attenuation as physically larger bulges begin to significantly protrude above and
below the dust disk. This is necessarily a somewhat ad-hoc correction, necessitated by
the limited geometry of the radiative transfer model. However, it is required to plausibly
capture the physical behavior we expect, and as we will see below it produces predicted
relative attenuations that match the patterns we observe in the data.
Relative to our previous models in chapter 2, the model used in this chapter incorpo-
rates updated estimates of stellar mass, applies inclination corrections to the radii used,
uses an improved translation from predicted optical depth to the parameters of Tuffs et al.
(2004)’s models, and has a somewhat less aggressive scheme for reducing the edge-on bulge
attenuation in disk galaxies.
Using this, we can predict the average face-on color and the relative face-on to edge-on
attenuation as a function of M3.4µm, [12]–[3.4], x50, and cx. Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show the results
of this model, presented in the same manner and using the same binning scheme as in the
previous section. One note is that the models predict face-on attenuation rather than face-on
color. However, as each sub-bin consists of galaxies with the same stellar mass and specific
star formation rate, to first order all of the galaxies in that bin should have the same intrinsic
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face-on color; thus, the observed variations in face-on color across the bin must be due to
the varying face-on attenuation. Therefore we fit a constant offset to each bin, effectively
marginalizing over the nuisance parameter of the intrinsic face-on color (which arises from
stellar populations) in order to focus on the predicted variation in color with structure (due
to the dust effects we study); the plotted color is this constant face-on color offset plus the
predicted face-on attenuation, for comparison to our observations.
One can see that overall there is surprisingly good agreement between these models
and our observations. The predicted relative attenuation slopes for fully quiescent galaxies
(panels a–c) are all notably too large, but inaccuracies in this area are not surprising as
the attenuation model is intended for disk galaxies rather than bulge-dominated ones. The
mostly quiescent galaxies (panels d–f) show a similar slight overprediction of measured rel-
ative attenuation, but the patterns of variation within each bin do match those present in
the data. Meanwhile, for the moderately starforming (panels g–j) and strongly starforming
(panels k–n) galaxies, both the overall size of the predicted relative attenuation and the
patterns within each bin match quite well. Notably, the models are able to reproduce the
pattern of variation seen in some bins of the relative attenuation first increasing and then
decreasing again as one moves from the largest and least concentrated galaxies to the small-
est and most concentrated. Interestingly, this is only the case with the bulge attenuation
correction described above – models that lack this correction do not reproduce the observed
patterns of attenuation.
Similarly, there is very good agreement between the predicted face-on colors and the
observed ones. While the normalization of the intrinsic face-on color offset in each bin is fit to
the data, the patterns within each bin match the data almost perfectly, notably reproducing
the observed strong dependence of face-on color on size across most of the parameter space.
It is worthy of note that this agreement arises with very little fine-tuning of the models
required. The scaling relations are among the simplest possible ways to predict dust optical
depth from the observed galaxy properties, and the radiative transfer models are relatively
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Figure 4.3: Model face-on optical depth as a function of specific star formation rate, mass,
size, and concentration. Background contours show distribution of galaxies in
[12]–[3.4] and M3.4µm. Each inset panel shows the model face-on optical depth
(denoted by color) as a function of cx and x50 for a subsample of galaxies at that
location in the [12]–[3.4] - M3.4µm parameter space.
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Figure 4.4: Model relative attenuation slope as a function of specific star formation rate,
mass, size, and concentration. Background contours show distribution of galaxies
in [12]–[3.4] and M3.4µm. Each inset panel shows the model relative attenuation
slope (denoted by color) as a function of cx and x50 for a subsample of galaxies
at that location in the [12]–[3.4] - M3.4µm parameter space.
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Figure 4.5: Model face-on color as a function of specific star formation rate, mass, size, and
concentration. Background contours show distribution of galaxies in [12]–[3.4]
and M3.4µm. Each inset panel shows the model face-on color (denoted by color)
as a function of cx and x50 for a subsample of galaxies at that location in the
[12]–[3.4] - M3.4µm parameter space.
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simple as well. There are only two real free parameters in this model – first, the combination
of the metal-dust fraction in the calculation of dust optical depth and the translation from
average optical depth to the central optical depth required for input into the radiative transfer
model, which combine into a single simple multiplicative factor, and second, the scheme for
correcting the bulge attenuation based on B/T ratio – and neither of these require the
assignment of implausible values in order to reproduce the data quite well. In short, it seems
quite likely that the models are correctly capturing the basic physics behind the patterns we
see in the data.
4.4 Discussion
The good agreement between the models and data gives us confidence that we can use
our models to gain some insight into the physical causes of the patterns seen in the data.
By examining the physical dependencies of the model, we can build a conceptual framework
to explain the observations we make. For our model, in addition to the physical scaling
relations themselves this framework rests on four key concepts:
1. Dust optical depth depends on dust surface density, not solely on the absolute quantity
of dust present.
2. Dust attenuation depends on dust optical depth in a non-linear fashion, particularly
when combined with the effects of galaxy geometry and viewing angle.
3. The varying relative geometry of dusty (disk) and dust-free (bulge) portions of a galaxy
affects how much of a galaxy’s light is subject to both attenuation in general and varying
attenuation with viewing angle in particular.
4. The observations we make of relative attenuation depend not on the absolute amount of
attenuation (at any particular orientation), but on the difference between the face-on
and edge-on attenuation.
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These scaling relations and principles, taken together, allow us to explain both the overall
patterns in relative attenuation and face-on color as a function of MIR–NIR color and NIR
luminosity as well as the variations as a function of concentration and size. In particular, if
one compares Fig. 4.3 with Figs 4.1 and 4.4, it becomes apparent that the relative attenuation
does not correspond directly to the optical depth, both between bins and within individual
bins – in some cases increasing optical depth corresponds with increasing relative attenuation,
but in other cases increasing optical depth corresponds with decreasing relative attenuation.
This complex behavior demands explanation.
For some regions of parameter space, relative attenuation increases with increasing optical
depth. For example, relative attenuation is observed to increase with decreasing MIR–NIR
color. Dust density depends on gas density, which correlates with star formation rate density,
and so galaxies with more negative MIR–NIR color (a measure of specific star formation rate)
will have higher dust optical depths (as can be seen in Fig. 4.3) and, all other properties
equal, would be expected to have higher relative attenuation. Similarly, for less luminous
star-forming galaxies, relative attenuation is observed to increase with increasing luminosity.
For a given specific star formation rate and gas density, the dust density will depend on
the metallicity, which increases for more massive galaxies. Therefore, more luminous (and
therefore massive) galaxies will have higher dust optical depths (as can also be seen in Fig.
4.3) and, all else equal, higher relative attenuation.
On the other hand, for some regions of parameter space the relative attenuation de-
creases with increasing optical depth. For more luminous star-forming galaxies the relative
attenuation is observed to decrease with increasing luminosity after it reaches its maximum
at intermediate luminosities, even though the overall dust density is still increasing due to
increasing mass and metallicity as we can see in Fig. 4.3. Furthermore, for star-forming
galaxies, within a given bin of MIR–NIR color and NIR luminosity the relative attenuation
is observed to vary with structure in a complex fashion, frequently (though not always) de-
clining for the smallest and most concentrated galaxies even though these galaxies can be
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seen in Fig 4.3 to have the highest dust densities. This seemingly counter-intuitive behavior
of the relative attenuation decreasing for the galaxies with the highest dust densities can be
explained in terms of a combination of the points above.
As dust optical depth increases, our views of edge-on galaxies change in a different manner
than our views of face-on galaxies (point 2). Due to the long path lengths through the disk,
an edge-on galaxy rapidly becomes optically thick for even a moderate density of dust.
Therefore, the observed edge-on attenuation increases rapidly with increasing dust density
at first, but once the galaxy has become strongly optically thick adding even more dust does
not further increase the attenuation nearly so dramatically – it’s already optically thick, so
the attenuation increases only slowly. Meanwhile, a face-on galaxy remains mostly optically
thin for moderate densities of dust, so the observed face-on attenuation does not increase
quickly with increasing dust density – it only becomes optically thick and highly attenuated
for quite high densities of dust, and the increase in attenuation with increasing dust density
is always gradual. Therefore, while attenuation increases with dust density for both edge-on
and face-on galaxies, the rate and behavior of that variation is quite different between the
two. This is significant because the relative attenuation we measure is the difference between
these two measures (point 3). For very low dust densities, both the edge-on attenuation and
the face-on attenuation are low, and so the difference between them is small. For intermediate
dust densities, the edge-on attenuation is high and the face-on attenuation is still low, so the
difference between them is large. However, in the transition from intermediate to high dust
densities, the edge-on attenuation no longer increases dramatically – rather, it increases at
a similar rate as the face-on attenuation. Therefore, for the dustiest galaxies the difference
between the two (and so the measured relative attenuation) saturates and ceases to increase,
even though the absolute attenuation is still increasing. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4.6,
which shows predicted face-on and edge-on attenuations as a function of face-on optical
depth for an example galaxy in our model. One can see that the difference between these
attenuations no longer increases once the optical depth becomes high.
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In addition to this effect, the geometry of the bulge and disk and the relative distribution
of light between these components also plays an important role. The bulge is located at
the center of the stellar disk, where the associated dust is densest, and so in the face-on
orientation the bulge light suffers from greater attenuation than the disk light. As such,
galaxies with higher bulge to total ratios suffer from greater overall face-on attenuation for
a given overall dust density. However, as the size and prominence of the bulge increases, it
increasingly protrudes above and below the star and dust disk. Thus, for these galaxies more
of the bulge’s light does not change in attenuation with inclination, as it originates from stars
lying either completely behind or completely in front of the dust disk. Therefore, galaxies
with higher bulge to total ratios do not have their attenuation increase as dramatically
with increasing attenuation for a given overall dust density. As the relative attenuation is
the difference between the face-on and edge-on views, this effect acts to lower the relative
attenuation. Fig. 4.6 also illustrates this effect; the solid lines show the model predictions
for a galaxy with a B/T ratio of 0.15, while the dashed lines show the model predictions
for a B/T ratio of 0.4. One can see that the galaxy with the larger bulge suffers from a
greater face-on attenuation but a lower edge-on attenuation, and therefore a lower relative
attenuation. We note that the bulge attenuation correction that leads to this effect is a
’by hand’ addition to the radiative transfer model, but it is not an artificial or implausible
correction in the sense that it is physically motivated and leads to a very good agreement of
our models with the data, and so therefore we believe this interpretation to be reasonable.
The combination of these two effects can explain the variation of the relative attenuation
with luminosity and with structure for star-forming galaxies. As luminosity increases, overall
dust content also increases due to increasing metallicity. The relative attenuation increases
with increasing luminosity at first, but after intermediate luminosities it saturates and ceases
increasing due to the radiative transfer effects described above. One can see in Fig. 4.6 that
the saturation occurs beyond a face-on optical depth of roughly 3–4; this corresponds to
green–yellow and redder colors in Fig. 4.3, which dominate the brighter bins. Simultaneously,
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Figure 4.6: Predicted model attenuation as a function of galaxy face-on optical depth for an
example galaxy in our models. Blue lines show the face-on attenuation, while
red lines show the edge-on attenuation. Solid lines are for a model galaxy with
B/T = 0.15, while dashed lines are for a model galaxy with B/T = 0.4.
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the average bulge prominence of star-forming disk galaxies also increases with increasing
luminosity. Fig. 4.7 illustrates this, showing the average B/T ratios of our sample divided in
the same binning scheme as used throughout this chapter. One can see that the brighter bins
along the star-forming main sequence (bins h, i, and especially g and k) have significantly
higher B/T ratios than the less luminous bins. Therefore, with the relative attenuation
saturated and no longer increasing with increasing face-on optical depth, the geometry effects
described above cause the relative attenuation to decrease again in the highest luminosity
bins.
Similarly, within each individual bin of MIR–NIR color and NIR luminosity there is also
a variety of dust densities and structures present. While the star formation rate is fixed
within each bin, the dust density will vary significantly with varying size across the bin,
simply due to the dust content being spread out over a larger or smaller area. Thus, the
larger galaxies will have lower dust densities and the smaller galaxies will have higher dust
densities, and each bin will repeat in miniature portions of the same pattern of increasing
and then decreasing relative attenuation with increasing dust density. For bins with an
overall lower dust content, such as the lower luminosity bins, as can be seen in Fig 4.3 the
relative attenuation will either not saturate or will only somewhat saturate. These bins
thus show a pattern of relative attenuation either increasing for the smaller galaxies with
higher dust densities, or remaining relatively constant with size while decreasing for the most
concentrated galaxies due to the bulge effects. For bins with overall higher dust content, such
as the highest luminosity bins, the relative attenuation saturates easily as the size decreases
and dust density increases, and thus these bins have the relative attenuation decreasing
significantly for the smallest and most concentrated galaxies as the geometric bulge effects
take over.
In contrast to the complex variations in relative attenuation, the variation in face-on color
is rather simpler to explain. Overall face-on color is observed to vary with both MIR–NIR
color and NIR luminosity, becoming redder for the more luminous and less star-forming bins.
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Figure 4.7: Bulge to total ratio as a function of specific star formation rate, mass, size, and
concentration. Background contours show distribution of galaxies in [12]–[3.4]
and M3.4µm. Each inset panel shows the bulge to total ratio (denoted by color)
as a function of cx and x50 for a subsample of galaxies at that location in the
[12]–[3.4] - M3.4µm parameter space.
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This is not included in our model, as it is mostly due to stellar population variations that
our model does not cover. Metallicity increases with increasing luminosity, which results in
redder stellar population colors, while the less starforming galaxies have older, and hence
also redder, stellar populations.
For essentially all galaxies except the most luminous and least starforming quiescent
galaxies, within a given bin of MIR–NIR color and NIR luminosity the face-on color is
observed to depend quite strongly on size, with smaller galaxies quite consistently showing
redder colors. The stellar populations (and thus, intrinsic face-on colors) within each bin
should be identical, so these variations must be driven by varying attenuation. This is a
relatively straightforward consequence of the dependence of attenuation on dust density –
as above, the total amount of star formation within each bin is relatively fixed, and so the
dust density will vary significantly with size. This can be seen quite clearly in Fig 4.3. The
overall patterns are simpler than those of the relative attenuation, as the face-on color is only
dependent on the face-on attenuation rather than on the difference between the face-on and
edge-on attenuation. Thus, we simply observe increasing face-on attenuation, and therefore
redder face-on color, as dust density increases due to decreasing galaxy size.
4.5 Conclusions
Using our ability to make inclination-independent measurements of the structural prop-
erties of galaxies, we expand our study of the dependence of relative attenuation on galaxy
properties to cover the full four-dimensional parameter space of galaxy specific star forma-
tion rate, stellar mass, size, and central concentration. We also expand this study to consider
both relative attenuation and the observed face-on optical–NIR color.
In addition to the previously observed patterns of relative attenuation increasing with
increasing specific star formation rate, and being the strongest for intermediate luminosity
galaxies for the star-forming galaxies that have significant relative attenuation, we observe
that for galaxies of a given star formation rate and mass the relative attenuation depends
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significantly on size and concentration in a complex manner. For more luminous galax-
ies with significant relative attenuation, the relative attenuation is stronger for larger and
lower concentration galaxies, while for the less luminous galaxies the relative attenuation is
strongest at intermediate sizes. Meanwhile, we observe that face-on color varies significantly
with mass and specific star formation rate, becoming redder with increasing mass and with
decreasing star formation rate. We also observe that for galaxies of a given star formation
rate and mass, face-on color is a strong function of galaxy structure. For almost all galaxies,
there is a strong trend towards redder colors with decreasing size, with an additional slight
bias towards redder colors with increasing concentration.
We implement scaling-relation based models similar to those of chapter 2 to predict the
dust optical depths and relative attenuations of the galaxies in our sample. These models
parameterize the dust density in terms of galaxy metallicity (derived from stellar masses)
and gas density (derived from 12µm-based star formation rate densities using the Kennicutt-
Schmidt relation), and convert dust optical depths into relative attenuations using a radiative
transfer model that models both bulge and disk attenuations. We find that our models
are capable of reproducing the observed trends in face-on color and relative attenuation
remarkably well throughout our full parameter space with almost no fine-tuning. The good
agreement between our models and data suggests that the dust content of galaxies can indeed
be understood as a simple product of metallicity and gas content, as well as reinforcing the
general geometric model of a dust/stellar disk combined with a bulge that protrudes from
the disk to a degree which depends on bulge-to-total ratio. Our models also suggest that the
face-on color of galaxies is strongly affected by dust attenuation, as well as showing that the
relative attenuation does not directly vary with dust optical depth, but rather is a complex
non-monotonic function of both optical depth and star-dust geometry.
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CHAPTER V
Inclination dependence of traditional galaxy structures
and other optical measurements
Preface
This chapter was originally published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society Letters, Vol 468L, 31 (Devour & Bell, 2017), under the title Revealing strong bias in
common measures of galaxy properties using new inclination-independent structures, coau-
thored with Eric Bell. Portions of this chapter overlap substantially with portions of chapter
3, but in the interests of retaining consistency with the published version I have not modified
these portions. The only alteration from the published version is the restoration of Fig. 5.5
and accompanying text, which were originally cut for space reasons.
Abstract
Accurate measurement of galaxy structures is a prerequisite for quantitative investiga-
tion of galaxy properties or evolution. Yet, the impact of galaxy inclination and dust on
commonly-used metrics of galaxy structure is poorly quantified. We use infrared datasets to
select inclination-independent samples of disc and flattened elliptical galaxies. These samples
show strong variation in Sérsic index, concentration, and half-light radii with inclination. We
develop novel inclination-independent galaxy structures by collapsing the light distribution
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in the near-infrared onto the major axis, yielding inclination-independent ‘linear’ measures
of size and concentration. With these new metrics we select a sample of Milky Way analogue
galaxies with similar stellar masses, star formation rates, sizes and concentrations. Optical
luminosities, light distributions, and spectral properties are all found to vary strongly with
inclination: when inclining to edge-on, r-band luminosities dim by >1 magnitude, sizes de-
crease by a factor of two, ‘dust-corrected’ estimates of star formation rate drop threefold,
metallicities decrease by 0.1 dex, and edge-on galaxies are half as likely to be classified as star
forming. These systematic effects should be accounted for in analyses of galaxy properties.
5.1 Introduction
An accurate understanding of galaxy structure – the physical, three-dimensional distribu-
tion of light and/or mass – is a cornerstone of the study of galaxies. Apart from their purely
descriptive value, the structures of galaxies give insight into a range of physical ingredients
and processes. Galaxy sizes and brightness profiles encode angular momentum content and
its evolution (e.g. Mao et al. 1998; van den Bosch et al. 2001). Galactic structure corre-
lates with the orbital structure of stars in galaxies and thus captures the demographics of
rotation-supported and dispersion-supported galaxies (van der Wel et al., 2009b). Galaxy
structure correlates strongly with star formation history (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Franx
et al. 2008). Redshift evolution of the mix of galaxy structures quantifies disc and spheroid
growth (van der Wel et al., 2014b), changes in the merger rate (Jogee et al., 2009), and
the emergence of quiescent galaxies (e.g. Bell et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2014b). As such, the
astronomical community has devised many types of structure measurements – e.g., Sérsic
index (Sérsic, 1963), concentration (Strauss et al., 2002), fDeV (Abazajian et al., 2004), and
bulge-to-disc or bulge-to-total ratios (de Jong, 1996a).
Ideally a structural measurement should provide an unbiased description of a galaxy’s
light distribution. Yet, the projection of the light distribution onto the plane of the sky is a
central challenge. Inclination differences lead to the same galaxy being mapped onto differ-
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ent two-dimensional projections owing both to geometry and varying dust attenuation with
inclination. Unless structural measurements are designed to be viewing angle-independent,
this will lead to inclination dependence in these measurements. Radiative transfer mod-
els suggest that structural measures should be wavelength and inclination-dependent (e.g.
Möllenhoff et al. 2006; Pastrav et al. 2013b), in accord with measurements of more con-
centrated light profiles at longer wavelengths for dusty galaxies (e.g. Vulcani et al. 2014).
Unfortunately, the inclination-driven biases of many commonly-used structural metrics are
currently poorly understood.
The goal of this chapter is to quantify the inclination dependence of commonly-used
structural measurements and illustrate the impact of these systematic effects on our under-
standing of galaxy properties. We use inclination-independent metrics to select samples of
similar galaxies, revealing that common structural measurements systematically vary with
inclination for a variety of galaxy types (§5.2). In §5.3 we introduce a novel inclination-
independent technique for measuring galaxy structures. In §5.4 we use these new measures
to select an inclination-unbiased sample of Milky Way analogs and quantify the inclination
dependence of their SDSS optical catalog quantities. All magnitudes are in the AB sys-
tem, all logarithms are base-10, and where necessary we assume ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and
H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
5.2 Widely-used structural metrics are biased by inclination
Our analysis technique is conceptually simple. Using a sample of intrinsically similar
galaxies observed from a variety of viewing angles, one can measure how galactic properties
vary with inclination. Since the galaxies are intrinsically similar, differences between edge-on
and face-on measures represent systematic errors due to dust and geometry. This method
is used widely to measure the attenuation of galaxy luminosity with inclination (e.g. Tully
et al. 1998; Devour & Bell 2016); our use of it to explore the inclination dependence of galaxy
structures and other properties is relatively novel.
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This method requires that the metrics used to select the ‘intrinsically similar’ galaxies do
not depend on inclination. If an inclination-dependent metric (e.g., attenuation-dependent
optical luminosity) is used to select similar galaxies, then the low and high inclination mem-
bers of that sample are substantially different galaxies. Therefore, the critical challenge is to
devise selection metrics which are inclination-independent. We briefly review such a selection
and its properties here; for full discussion see Devour & Bell (2016).
Our initial galaxy sample consists of the crossmatch of all galaxies with both ellip-
tical aperture photometry from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright
et al. 2010) and spectroscopic redshifts from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) DR10
(Eisenstein et al. 2011, Ahn et al. 2014). We then select galaxies based on their WISE
elliptical aperture W1 (3.4µm; henceforth M3.4µm) absolute magnitudes and WISE W3–W1
(12µm− 3.4µm) colours (henceforth [12]–[3.4]), as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Dust attenuation
at these wavelengths is small, < 0.1 mag attenuation between edge-on and face-on (Devour
& Bell, 2016). Dust emission at 3.4µm is also small, and variations in stellar M/L are ex-
pected to be no more than 0.3 dex (Meidt et al., 2014), so M3.4µm luminosity is a reasonable
proxy for stellar mass. Meanwhile, 12µm emission arises from warm dust and PAH molecules
(Calzetti, 2013), and for star forming galaxies tracks overall star formation rate to within
∼0.1 dex (Wen et al., 2014), making [12]–[3.4] colour a good proxy for star formation rate
(SFR) per unit stellar mass (specific SFR).
We adopt the r-band disc inclinations from the two-component Sérsic models of Simard
et al. (2011) to derive axis ratios a/b. For intrinsically flattened galaxies (like the ones exam-
ined here) the axis ratio is a direct proxy for inclination, particularly as these model fit axial
ratios account for the presence of a bulge in disc galaxies (which would otherwise increase
the measured axis ratio). Ideally one would use a near-infrared axis ratio measurement to
avoid any possible dust effects; in practice the axis ratios of Simard et al. (2011) are the best
currently available. (For full discussion of the suitability of this metric, see Devour & Bell
2016.)
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Figure 5.1: Contours show the distribution of galaxies in M3.4µm - [12]–[3.4]. Gray lines and
labels show approximate values of stellar mass and specific SFR. Colour insets
show the locations of our quiescent and star-forming samples and their average
properties.
Figure 5.2: Trends in structural parameters and sizes with log10(a/b) for quiescent (top) and
star-forming (bottom) disc galaxies. From left to right: Sérsic index n, circular
concentration c, Sérsic fit circular half-light radius Rchl, and circular Petrosian
half-light radius R50. Diamonds and dashed lines show the sample median and
interquartile range, and the solid line shows a linear fit to the running median.
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By selecting galaxies as above (Fig. 5.1), we quantify how galaxy structure measurements
vary with inclination for samples of intrinsically similar disc and flattened elliptical galaxies.
We select star forming galaxies to have −22.5 ≤M3.4µm ≤ −20.5 and −1.0 ≤ [12]− [3.4] ≤ 0,
corresponding to star forming main sequence galaxies with 3 × 1010 M < M∗ < 6 ×
1010 M. Our quiescent sample has −22.0 ≤ M3.4µm ≤ −20.0 and 1.5 ≤ [12] − [3.4] ≤ 2.5,
corresponding to discy quiescent galaxies with 4 × 1010 M < M∗ < 8 × 1010 M. The
parent sample contains 78,721 galaxies; these subsamples contain 7044 and 6239 galaxies,
respectively, 75 per cent of which have 0.0279 ≤ z ≤ 0.0635.
In Fig. 5.2, we show the variation with inclination (quantified by log10(a/b)) of r-band
Sérsic indices n and circular half-light radii Rchl from the two-component Sérsic fits of Simard
et al. (2011), and r-band concentrations c and Petrosian circular half-light radii R50 from
SDSS. In each panel, we show the slope of a linear fit to the running median of that struc-
tural parameter with log10(a/b); uncertainties in the slopes are calculated using bootstrap
resampling.
Both Sérsic index and concentration strongly depend on inclination for star-forming disc
galaxies, likely reflecting some combination of differential dust attenuation and geometric
effects. Interestingly, Sérsic index also shows a strong dependence on inclination for the
flattened quiescent (dust-free) galaxies. Concentration shows almost no trend with axis ratio
for quiescent galaxies. Both Sérsic-derived half light radius Rchl and Petrosian half-light
radius R50 vary significantly with inclination, decreasing significantly and then increasing
slightly in size as galaxies tilt towards edge-on.
This is a major concern; commonly-used metrics of galaxy structure depend on inclination
at a level comparable to the dispersion of structural metrics within a population.
5.3 Inclination-independent galaxy structural measurements
There are two primary obstacles to inclination-independent measurements of galaxy
structure.
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Figure 5.3: Panel a: K-band galaxy stamp, with example elliptical annulus and major axis
cut. Panel b: Folded linear brightness profile and structural measurements. Dot-
ted lines indicate the measured sky level and profile ‘edge’ location, and dashed
lines indicate measured x50 and x90. Panels c-f: Trends in linear concentration
cx (left) and linear half-light distance x50 (right) with log10(a/b) for quiescent
(top, panels c and e) and star-forming (bottom, panels d and f) disc galaxies.
Diamonds and dashed lines show the median and interquartile range, and the
solid line shows a linear fit to the running median. Blue carets in panels d and
f bracket the cx and x50 selections in §4.
The first is dust attenuation. Currently it is impossible to dust-correct the optical light
distribution to the accuracy demanded by current analyses. Accordingly, we choose to
analyze the galaxy structures in K band (2.2µm) from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey
(UKIDSS) Large Area Survey (Lawrence et al., 2007). Dust attenuation at K band is
1/5 − 1/3 of the optical attenuation (depending on poorly-understood radiative transfer
effects; Tuffs et al. 2004), and is generally < 0.3 mag even for nearly edge-on galaxies with
high optical opacities; galaxies are therefore close to transparent across almost all viewing
angles in K band, avoiding significant dust-induced inclination dependence.
The second obstacle is the differing projection suffered by face-on and edge-on galaxies.
Many structural parameters are calculated using elliptical or circular apertures or annuli, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.3 (blue rings in panel a). Circular annuli and apertures are obviously
strongly affected by inclination, as the portions of a galaxy which are projected within a
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circular aperture change dramatically with inclination. Elliptical annuli/apertures mitigate
this obvious issue, but still suffer from inclination-dependent projection effects. An elliptical
annulus only maps to a region of constant galactocentric radius in the limit of an infinitely
thin disc. Towards larger inclination, an elliptical annulus becomes substantially more in-
fluenced by the vertical structure of a disc and mixes light from a variety of galactocentric
radii (e.g. for a disc with an intrinsic b/a = 0.1 viewed from 60◦ inclination, an elliptical
annulus mixes light from a range of radii corresponding to ∼35 per cent of its radial scale
length). Furthermore, any variations in the vertical light profiles of galaxies will lead to
further variation of structural measurements derived using elliptical annuli or apertures.
The issues with traditional metrics arise from the varying projection of light along the
minor axis with inclination. Our technique sidesteps this issue. We take cuts parallel to the
minor axis, collapsing all light down onto the major axis to form a linear, rather than radial,
brightness profile, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3 (orange lines in panel a). This method has the
decisive advantage that in the absence of dust attenuation it is inclination-independent by
construction.
Each galaxy’s linear brightness profile is folded across the centre, correcting for contam-
ination and sky background. We then measure the 50 and 90 per cent distances (henceforth
x50 and x90) by analogy with r50 or r90 in circular or elliptical aperture photometry – these are
the linear distances from the centre which contain 50 or 90 per cent of the total brightness.
The linear concentration (henceforth cx) is then the ratio x90/x50, again in analogy to the
traditional measurement. We illustrate this process in panel b of Fig. 5.3. The linear sizes
x50 and concentrations cx are then inclination-independent structural parameters. A full
discussion of the process, uncertainties, and the galaxy parameter distribution is presented
in chapter 3.
These parameters show little systematic dependence on inclination for either disc-dominated
star forming or quiescent galaxies (Fig. 5.3, rightmost panels). A linear fit to the running
median of log(cx) or log(x50) (kpc) with log(a/b) gives variations between face-on and edge-
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on of < 0.04 dex (c.f., variations of 0.1–0.4 dex for most widely-used galaxy structures in Fig.
5.2). The distributions of cx and x50 appear noisier owing to smaller sample sizes, as only
∼30 per cent of our sample has UKIDSS imaging, but the scatter in cx or x50 is comparable
to the scatter in Sérsic index and concentration, or Rchl and R50, respectively, for the same
populations. Typical uncertainties in cx and x50 are < 0.1–0.2 dex respectively, thus, much
of the scatter in cx and x50 in a given bin of WISE absolute magnitude and colour is intrinsic.
5.4 How does our view of Milky Way analogues vary with incli-
nation?
With these inclination-independent structural metrics, we can sharpen our selection of
intermediate-mass star-forming main sequence disc galaxies to also have a relatively narrow
range in linear concentrations and sizes: we select galaxies to have −22.25 ≤ M3.4µm ≤
−20.75, −1.0 ≤ [12] − [3.4] ≤ 0, 0.475 ≤ log(cx) ≤ 0.55, and 0.36 ≤ log(x50) (kpc) ≤ 0.49.
(The cx and x50 limits are indicated in Fig. 3, and this selection is similar in [12]–[3.4] and
slightly narrower in M3.4µm than the star-forming sample depicted in Fig. 1.) The Milky
Way’s stellar mass and specific SFR have been estimated as roughly M∗ = 5 × 1010 M
and SSFR = 3 × 10−11 yr−1 (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard, 2016), placing it within this bin
(see Fig. 5.1). Thus, this sample consists of structurally average star-forming disc galaxies
broadly similar in stellar mass and SFR to the Milky Way. Following Licquia et al. (2015),
we refer to these as ‘Milky Way analogues’, but with the important advantages that this
sample is also known to be structurally typical and is selected in a way that is insensitive
to inclination and dust attenuation. With it, we can quantify how commonly-used optical
SDSS metrics respond to inclination and dust for a sample of galaxies that are known to be
intrinsically very similar to each other.
Fig. 5.4 shows our main results. In panel a, we see that the face-on members of our
sample (bluer points) clearly fall within the star-forming ‘blue cloud’. The more highly
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Figure 5.4: Panel a: Colour-magnitude diagram for the parent sample (grey histogram)
and our sample of star-forming Milky Way analogue disc galaxies (overplotted
points). Bluer colours show face-on galaxies and redder colours show edge-on
galaxies. Panels b-e: Top to bottom, the distribution of our sample’s g–r colours,
r-band absolute magnitudes, Sérsic indices n, and circular half-light radii Rchl as
a function of log(a/b). Panels f-i: Top to bottom, the distribution of our sam-
ple’s SDSS estimates of stellar mass, optically-derived star formation rate, and
metallicity as a function of log(a/b), and distribution of spectral classification
for subsamples with low, moderate, and high inclination.
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inclined members (redder points) become both redder and fainter, in some cases overlapping
with the ‘red sequence’ of galaxies usually interpreted as quiescent. This variation in absolute
magnitude and colour with axis ratio is quantified in panels b and c. Panels d and e confirm
that SDSS optical structural measurements strongly depend on axis ratio, as foreshadowed
in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, and now verified and sharpened for a sample selected to have the
same intrinsic light profiles. In panels f–i we show optical SDSS spectral line-derived galaxy
properties: stellar mass, dust-corrected SFR, and metallicity from Kauffmann et al. (2003a),
Tremonti et al. (2004), and Brinchmann et al. (2004), and spectral classification from Bolton
et al. (2012). Stellar mass is not significantly affected by dust, as expected (Bell & de Jong
2001; Maller et al. 2009). In contrast, spectral line-based SFRs – meant to include dust
corrections – emission-line derived metallicities, and spectral classifications all clearly vary
with inclination for this sample of intrinsically similar galaxies. Optically-derived and ‘dust-
corrected’ SFRs and spectral classifications are particularly strongly affected: SFRs for edge-
on members of this sample appear to be only 1/3 of the SFRs of their face-on intrinsically
similar counterparts, and edge-ons are only half as likely to be classified as star forming
according to their emission line diagnostics.
To provide a visual illustration of the impacts of dust and inclination on this subsample,
we show optical sdss gri-band (left column) and NIR UKIDDS K-band (right column) images
of four representative galaxies in Fig. 5.5. These galaxies are chosen to lie along the best-fit
trend of Sérsic index with axis ratio for this sample. The optical images appear to become less
centrally concentrated and substantially redder as the galaxies move towards edge-on; the
prominent bulges visible in the low-inclination members of the subsample are notably absent
in their dust-reddened high-inclination counterparts. Importantly, the K-band images show
distinct central brightness concentrations for all four galaxies. This difference is quantified
using the structural measurements for these galaxies; those galaxies with obscured central
regions in the optical show significantly lower Sérsic indices, while the IR-measured cx shows
no systematic trend with inclination.
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Figure 5.5: Optical sdss gri-band (left) and NIR UKIDDS K-band (right) images and mea-
sured optical colors and structural parameters for example representative galaxies
from our sample.
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The sample explored in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 is selected to consist of intrinsically similar
galaxies, with similar stellar masses, SFRs, sizes and concentrations, save for their viewing
angles. And yet, optical SDSS measurements of galaxy properties would conclude that the
more edge-on members of this population are systematically dimmer, redder, less centrally
concentrated, smaller, less actively star-forming, and lower metallicity than their face-on
counterparts. Optical observations of galaxy luminosities, light distributions, and spectral
lines are all affected; it is clear that one cannot isolate samples of intrinsically similar galaxies
for study without inclination-independent and IR-based selection tools.
5.5 Conclusions and outlook
In this chapter, we use inclination-independent infrared metrics to select samples of in-
trinsically similar star forming disc galaxies and quiescent galaxies. We show that traditional
structural measurements suffer from severe inclination biases, showing variations from edge-
on to face-on comparable to the spread of parameters within each population.
We present an alternative method for measuring structural parameters (the linear bright-
ness profile) which is inclination independent by construction. When used with dust-
penetrated NIR imagery, this technique gives inclination-independent measures of galaxy
size and structure.
We then use our inclination-independent techniques to select a sample of star-forming
disc galaxies with very similar intrinsic masses, SFRs, sizes and concentrations that are
expected to be broadly similar to the Milky Way. While SDSS optical estimates of stellar
mass are robust to inclination and dust effects, measures of optical luminosity, colour, light
profile shape, galaxy size, spectral classification, optically-derived ‘dust-corrected’ SFR and
emission line metallicity all depend strongly on inclination and dust attenuation.
These systematic errors in SDSS structural and spectral measurements may impact a
wide range of studies. Samples selected by SFR or colour – green valley galaxies, red discs,
starbursts – may all be affected by dust in an inclination-dependent fashion. The census
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and properties of bulges in disc-dominated galaxies will be affected. Our work highlights the
importance of IR imagery in understanding these effects, an important consideration given
the upcoming launch of the James Webb Space Telescope. We will explore some of these
issues in future papers, and release a dust-independent size and concentration catalog to





Over the course of this thesis, we have investigated the effects of dust in a number
of different ways. Carefully investigating a variety of photometric concerns, we have con-
structed, tested, and investigated the properties and distribution of a set of infrared-based
inclination-independent measurements of galaxy stellar mass, star formation rate, size, and
central concentration. Combined with the large sample sizes made possible by modern sur-
veys, these measures allow us for the first time to isolate, across a wide range of parameter
space, usefully sized samples of galaxies that are truly intrinsically similar in these four
important physical properties simultaneously.
Applying the inclination test to galaxy luminosities in these samples, we have quantified
the dependence of dust attenuation on intrinsic galaxy properties, again for the first time
in all four dimensions simultaneously. Taking what we have learned, we have constructed a
relative attenuation model based on physical scaling relations that can reproduce the patterns
we see in our attenuation data, and using it we find we can explain these patterns in terms
of simple physical properties and processes.
We have also applied the inclination test to other galaxy properties, quantifying the
inclination and dust dependence of a variety of traditional optical-based galaxy property
measurements. Along the way we have also refined our understanding of the inclination test
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and other measurements and techniques.
The things we have learned from these investigations fall into three rough categories.
First, insights into the nature and application of various measurements and methodologies.
Second, insights into the nature of dust attenuation, specifically as a function of intrinsic
galaxy properties. And third, insights into the effects of dust and inclination on various
optical galaxy property measurements other than luminosity.
6.1.1 Methodological insights
One notable lesson to take away from our work is the importance of understanding
the detailed properties of, and differences between, various photometric methods. Even
seemingly minor differences (e.g. the difference between Petrosian and model-fit magnitudes,
or isophotal versus model-fit axis ratios) can prove to have unexpectedly significant effects,
as illustrated in §2.2 and §2.4.2. Similarly, there are a number of relatively subtle aspects
of the implementation of our linear profile and linear structural measurement techniques
that were necessary to produce unbiased measurements that are robust to the effects of the
various practical limitations of photometric analysis. (For example, mis-estimation of sky
levels has strong effects on the recovered measurements, and this procedure was the subject
of much iteration and tweaking.) It is unlikely that we would have been able to produce the
results we did if we had not been so careful in the selection of our parameters.
We also note that the necessity of selecting the most appropriately measured parameters
can be a significant limitation. In particular, the use of the WISE gmags results in a
major reduction in potential sample size, as most of the WISE catalog does not have this
measurement type. Given the demonstration provided by our work of the usefulness of the
WISE catalog’s all-sky long-wavelength coverage to galaxy studies, the implementation of
some form of robust extended source magnitude measurements for a larger fraction of the
catalog would be very valuable.
A particular point of concern regarding choice of input measurements are the significant
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effects of different measurements of axis ratio on the results of the inclination test that we
observed in chapter 2. As the results of the inclination test are conventionally expressed as
the slope of the relationship between the axis ratio and the parameter of interest, different
axis ratio measurements that do not report the same ranges of axis ratio within a sample
will yield different results for the same exact sample of galaxies. Given that axis ratio
measurements can be affected in non-trivial ways by the presence of a bulge, seeing/PSF
corrections (or lack thereof), choice of fit/model used, etc, and that these effects can vary
with galaxy properties, this is a major potential source of uncertainty in interpreting the
results of inclination tests and comparing different studies. For now we continue to use this
particular parameterization in the interests of retaining commonality with previous work,
but we have concluded that it would be better to redefine the results of the inclination test
to avoid this issue. We would suggest instead that, after fitting to the parameter-axis ratio
distribution, the slope then be scaled by the run in axis ratios present within that sample.
This addresses this main issue and ensures that the same sample of galaxies will return the
same result regardless of axis ratio measurement used; it also remedies the unphysically large
slopes that can be returned for samples with intrinsically narrow axis ratio distributions, as
well as arguably being closer to the conceptual root of the inclination test as the results are
then literally the difference between the face-on and edge-on views regardless of the run in
axis ratio.
A commonly overlooked aspect of the inclination test method is that the intercept of
its fits between the parameter and axis ratio can also hold information, in addition to the
commonly-focused-on slope. The intercept represents the face-on value of the property in
question; the physical interpretation of this will vary depending on what property one is
inclination testing and on the structure of the analysis, but it has the potential to add an
additional dimension to the results. For our analysis, for example, we found that the distri-
butions of face-on color offered insight into the face-on dust attenuation, which is otherwise
inaccessible to this type of analysis. The intercept may not always offer useful insight, but
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it is important to be aware of the possibility.
Our work has also stressed the importance of remembering that the definition of the
inclination test is as the difference between the face-on and edge-on views of galaxies. This
fact is easy to lose track of, but it can have important consequences as we saw in chapter
4. The face-on and edge-on views may not scale in the same way, and thus it is risky to
automatically assume that variation in the relative difference of the measured parameter
(that is, variation in the results of the inclination test) with dust content or other galaxy
parameters is necessarily identical to the total variation in the measured parameter. In our
case we saw that due to this effect the variation in the relative attenuation is not a direct
function of dust density – even though the total dust attenuation continues to increase in
both face-on and edge-on views with increasing dust density, the relative attenuation that the
inclination test measures saturates. This does not invalidate the usefulness of the inclination
test method, but it is necessary to keep this effect in mind.
6.1.2 Dust attenuation as a function of galaxy properties
We find that relative dust attenuation (defined as the difference in optical–NIR color
between face-on and edge-on views) varies significantly with all four of stellar mass, specific
star formation rate, size, and concentration. The relative attenuation varies the most strongly
with star formation rate, being almost negligible for quiescent galaxies but quite large for the
most intensely star-forming disks. For those star-forming disks, relative attenuation increases
with increasing mass for low and intermediate mass galaxies, but decreases again for the most
massive galaxies. For star-forming and intermediate galaxies, at a given mass and specific
star formation rate the relative attenuation varies with galaxy size and concentration in
a complex manner. In the most massive bins the relative attenuation is strongest for the
largest and least concentrated galaxies, while for the less massive bins it is strongest for
intermediate size and concentration galaxies, or in some cases even for the smallest and
most concentrated galaxies. This overall pattern of variation (and particularly the variation
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with structure) has not been seen before, as this is the first study to measure the relative
attenuation in terms of these four parameters simultaneously.
As well, we observe that the face-on color, as measured by the intercept of the inclination
test fit, also depends strongly on these parameters. The color is a function of both mass and
star formation rate, becoming steadily redder with increasing mass at a given star formation
rate, and also becoming steadily redder with decreasing star formation at a given mass.
For galaxies of a given mass and star formation rate, the face-on color is not significantly
dependent on concentration, but is a very strong function of size, with smaller galaxies being
much redder than larger ones. Again, these patterns have not been seen before, particularly
the dependence of color on size for galaxies that are known to have the same mass and star
formation rate.
It is possible to construct a simple scaling-relation based model whose predictions match
the patterns observed in the data to a startlingly good degree. This model operates off the
simple assumption that optical depth is proportional to dust density, which is proportional
to gas density and metallicity, which can be predicted from star formation rate and mass,
and combines that with a relatively simple radiative transfer model to convert optical depth
into face-on and relative attenuation. Yet, despite the simplicity of the assumptions, this
model appears to capture all of the relevant physics necessary to reproduce the variation we
see in the data.
Using this model we find that we can explain the observed patterns of variation in the
relative attenuation and face-on color data in terms of simple physical properties. The
first important point is that optical depth depends solely on dust surface density, and so
varies both with dust content (which depends on star formation rate and mass) and with
size (which converts a given dust quantity to a dust density). The second point is that
the relative attenuation does not vary directly with optical depth, but rather is a complex
non-monotonic function of both optical depth and geometry. The edge-on attenuation in-
creases very quickly with increasing dust density at lower optical depths, but once the galaxy
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becomes very strongly optically thick the edge-on attenuation only increases slowly with in-
creasing optical depth. Thus, at high optical depths the relative attenuation saturates and
no longer increases, as the edge-on and face-on attenuations increase at roughly the same
rate. The relative attenuation then decreases for many of these highest optical depth galax-
ies due to geometric effects. The massive and concentrated galaxies that have the highest
optical depths also tend to have large bulges, and the attenuation of bulge light is less af-
fected by inclination than the disk attenuation, thereby reducing the difference between the
face-on and edge-on attenuation for these galaxies. Thus, most of the patterns we observe
in relative attenuation are due to variation in the normalization of dust content and bulge
prominence affecting to what degree we observe this saturation and turnover behavior. The
relative simplicity of the observed patterns in face-on color (which mostly just tracks the
optical depth) is then due to not being subject to these additional complicating steps.
Knowledge of the variation in dust attenuation and face-on color with all four of the
parameters of mass, star formation rate, size, and concentration simultaneously is new; we
don’t know yet where this will lead, but it represents filling in a gap in our knowledge in this
field.
Understanding the actual cause of the downturn in relative attenuation at high lumi-
nosities/masses aids in interpreting past inclination test results in this area. For example,
Masters et al. (2010) observe this effect in observations of SDSS colors, and speculate that it
may be due to intrinsically lower dust levels caused by lower recent star formation rates. Our
work suggests that this is an unnecessary complication and that the downturn can simply
be explained in terms of the mechanics of the method, with obvious implications for the
presumed actual dust densities.
The fact that such seemingly complex patterns can be explained by such simple scaling
relations is very encouraging. First, it demonstrates the value of the inclination independent
metrics, as they allow us to actually select intrinsically similar galaxies in order to see these
simple effects. And second, this reinforces the value of these sorts of simple scaling relation
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based models; that as long as one can avoid biases and flawed measurements, it is possible
to understand the universe to a surprising degree of accuracy using quite simple analyses.
6.1.3 Dust and inclination effects on other measurements
Applying the inclination test to traditional structural measurements, we find that optical
structural measurements such as Sérsic index, regular concentration, and half-light radius all
suffer from significant dust and inclination dependences and are therefore often not partic-
ularly reliable. Notably, we find that this can even be the case for quiescent galaxies which
should contain little or no dust; this calls into question the reliability of these methods in an
algorithmic sense, as it appears that they do not always handle changing projection of light
distributions correctly even in ideal cases.
We also find that a variety of other optical non-structural galaxy property measurements
suffer from inclination dependence as well. Optical stellar masses are relatively unaffected,
but star formation rates, metallicities, and line-based spectral classifications are all signifi-
cantly affected. Notably, these star formation rates were supposed to be dust-corrected; this
correction appears to have been insufficient.
The fact that all but one of the metrics we studied are affected by dust and inclination,
and the obvious degree to which they are affected, suggests that these sorts of biases are
likely both common and significant. As we have barely even scratched the surface of the
measurements we can test using the inclination test method, there are likely other issues
waiting to be uncovered.
The ease with which these biases are observed also reinforces the value of the simple
inclination test method simply as a diagnostic tool, even when inclination biases are not the
focus of the research. While one may have difficulties making rigorous measurements of the
exact degree of inclination bias without access to inclination-independent galaxy property
measurements for classification, one can still apply the inclination test to any measurement
that is believed to represent an intrinsic property measurement. Any variation in such a
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measurement with inclination can then act as a signal that something may be amiss with
the measurement technique.
6.2 Outlook
There are a variety of directions that one could take in future research based on the work
we have already done. Some of these are natural and immediate outgrowths of of our current
work, while others are farther afield.
The ability to probe face-on attenuation by exploiting the intercept of inclination test fits
offers a new method of testing SED fitting-based star formation rates and dust corrections.
As the two techniques are very different in input and methodology, they can serve as valuable
cross-checks on each other.
Expanding on our work in chapter 5, there are many other optical measurements one could
test for dust and inclination biases using the inclination test method and our inclination-
independent galaxy property measurements. Additionally, the analysis in chapter 5 focused
on relatively limited samples of galaxies; we showed that the measurements in question
suffered from dust and inclination biases, but we have not completed the parallel with our
previous analysis by examining the question of how those biases vary with galaxy properties.
In essence, the opportunities to ‘inclination test all the things’ have not even remotely been
exhausted, and there are likely many profitable lines of inquiry to be explored.
One could also seek to repeat our general analysis at higher redshifts. While it is difficult
to make structural measurements of such distant galaxies, one could still carry out analyses
similar to those in chapter 2 as long as one could find the right inclination-independent
measurements. As galaxies are known to generally be dustier and more actively star-forming
at higher redshifts (e.g. Madau et al. 1996) one might expect the patterns we discuss in
chapter 4 to be more prominent and/or shift in location; it would be interesting to see
whether the universe matches this expectation.
Given our difficulties with finding appropriate photometry and inclination measurements,
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one might also wish to pivot from studying the effects of inclination biases and focus on
constructing robust extended source photometry or infrared inclination measurements. This
is farther afield from our previous focus, but our work has highlighted the need for such
measurements. Ultimately we are unlikely to carry this out, though along similar lines there
is also likely still scope for further tweaking and improving our linear profile and linear
structural measurement techniques.
There is also no reason that the linear brightness profile technique cannot be applied to
optical images as well as infrared ones. In this case they would obviously not be useful for
constructing inclination-independent structural measurements; rather, one could compare
them to infrared linear brightness profiles to create a sort of spatially-resolved variant on the
inclination test – the change in the linear brightness profile relative to the invariant infrared
version as a function of inclination. This would allow for the study of spatially-resolved
phenomena such as color gradients, localization of star formation, etc.
Currently our work involves only optical and NIR to MIR measurements, but it may be
interesting to also attempt to incorporate longer wavelength measurements into our analyses.
These could allow for studies of the variations of other physical properties, such as dust or
gas masses. Given our conclusions about the dependence of relative attenuation on dust
and gas density, it would be interesting to see to what degree direct measurements of these
quantities match our models.
Finally, we may wish to refine our models by developing our own radiative transfer
simulations rather than relying on those of Tuffs et al. (2004). The models of Tuffs et al.
are well executed, but they have a number of limitations for the uses to which we put
them. Significantly, they do not allow for any variation in morphology, and yet differences
in bulge prominence are an important aspect of our model. Similarly, they are intended
for disk galaxies only, and so our use of them for ellipticals is necessarily ad-hoc. It would
also be useful to be able to measure simulated linear brightness profiles, particularly if we
undertake the spatially-resolved inclination test investigation described above, but this would
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require direct access to the simulations themselves rather than just the results presented in
their paper. Likewise, with direct access we could use these models to predict the effects
of dust and inclination on structural measurements such as Sérsic index, half-light radius,
etc. We have already done some work with synthetic galaxy images in chapter 3, and
although they did not end up figuring in any of the work presented in this thesis we have
also already created more sophisticated radiative transfer simulations as part of our initial
investigations of the properties of the linear brightness profile method. This work could
relatively straightforwardly be expanded in order to provide our own fully customizable
suite of radiative transfer simulations for use with our models.
6.3 Wrap-up
In chapter 1 of this thesis, we proposed four questions that we wished to address with our
work. Namely, we wished to investigate the construction of inclination-independent mea-
surements and any insights they may offer regarding traditional measurements, to measure
the dependence of dust attenuation on intrinsic galaxy properties, to attempt to explain
these dependencies in terms of their controlling physical processes, and to investigate the
dust and inclination dependence of various traditional galaxy property measurements. While
we cannot claim to have the final word on dust attenuation and properties, we can propose
answers to these questions.
• Construction of inclination-independent galaxy property measurements requires the
use of infrared observations and careful consideration of photometric and geometric
limitations. Our work highlights the significant effects that even seemingly small dif-
ferences in technique can cause.
• Dust attenuation increases strongly with star formation activity, and varies with mass,
size, and concentration in complex ways. Simple scaling relation-based attenuation
models can reproduce these patterns surprisingly well.
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• These patterns may be explained by the direct dependence of dust optical depth on
dust density (determined by gas density and metallicity), coupled with geometric effects
and the strongly non-linear variation of relative attenuation with optical depth. This
non-monotonic variation is observed differently in different regions of parameter space
owing to variations in structure and the normalization of dust content.
• Traditional structural measurements and other optically-measured galaxy properties do
indeed suffer from inclination and dust dependence; notably, even in some cases where
they ‘shouldn’t’ (e.g. Sérsic index for dust-free quiescent galaxies, ‘dust corrected’ star
formation rates), suggesting that these biases are likely common.
In sum, we have shown that the combination of the inclination test method and inclination-
independent galaxy property measurements can provide a powerful set of tools for under-
standing dust properties and effects. We have demonstrated that many traditional measure-
ments suffer from biases with dust and inclination, we have measured the variation in dust
attenuation with the intrinsic galaxy properties of stellar mass, specific star formation rate,
size, and concentration simultaneously for the first time, and we have shown that surpris-
ingly simple models are capable of not only reproducing, but also of explaining in terms of a
remarkably simple conceptual framework, the observed variation in the effects and properties
of dust.
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Table A.1: Attenuation parameter γ measurements and uncertainties, u band.
M3.4µm
[12]−[3.4] (−24)−(−23) (−23)−(−22) (−22)−(−21) (−21)−(−20) (−20)−(−19) (−19)−(−18)
(3.0)−(3.5) −0.72±0.37
(2.5)−(3.0) −0.64±0.59 −0.15±0.16 0.123±0.068 0.066±0.073 0.13±0.12
(2.0)−(2.5) −0.38±0.24 −0.003±0.071 0.087±0.054 0.008±0.057 −0.032±0.074
(1.5)−(2.0) −0.78±0.47 −0.071±0.078 0.223±0.060 0.138±0.069 0.00±0.12
(1.0)−(1.5) 0.113±0.087 0.230±0.064 0.389±0.085
(0.5)−(1.0) 0.452±0.092 0.467±0.071 0.532±0.081 0.80±0.12
(0.0)−(0.5) 0.745±0.080 0.926±0.066 1.007±0.076 0.79±0.19
(−0.5)−(0.0) 0.973±0.086 1.168±0.063 1.236±0.069 1.060±0.090 0.64±0.15
(−1.0)−(−0.5) 1.385±0.095 1.574±0.067 1.647±0.067 1.42±0.11 1.15±0.33
(−1.5)−(−1.0) 1.46±0.18 1.81±0.13 1.72±0.11 1.33±0.23
Table A.2: Attenuation parameter γ measurements and uncertainties, g band.
M3.4µm
[12]−[3.4] (−24)−(−23) (−23)−(−22) (−22)−(−21) (−21)−(−20) (−20)−(−19) (−19)−(−18)
(3.0)−(3.5) −0.38±0.17
(2.5)−(3.0) −0.41±0.23 −0.015±0.088 0.131±0.056 0.108±0.059 0.167±0.087
(2.0)−(2.5) −0.30±0.13 0.048±0.057 0.137±0.052 0.060±0.053 0.036±0.065
(1.5)−(2.0) −0.22±0.22 0.119±0.061 0.200±0.054 0.176±0.059 0.076±0.082
(1.0)−(1.5) 0.275±0.063 0.298±0.056 0.398±0.065
(0.5)−(1.0) 0.457±0.063 0.457±0.058 0.502±0.062 0.662±0.083
(0.0)−(0.5) 0.630±0.063 0.775±0.057 0.790±0.062 0.62±0.12
(−0.5)−(0.0) 0.762±0.063 0.919±0.055 0.974±0.059 0.890±0.071 0.58±0.12
(−1.0)−(−0.5) 1.005±0.070 1.144±0.056 1.212±0.059 1.093±0.081 1.06±0.24
(−1.5)−(−1.0) 1.04±0.13 1.244±0.088 1.238±0.086 0.93±0.17
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Table A.3: Attenuation parameter γ measurements and uncertainties, r band.
M3.4µm
[12]−[3.4] (−24)−(−23) (−23)−(−22) (−22)−(−21) (−21)−(−20) (−20)−(−19) (−19)−(−18)
(3.0)−(3.5) −0.347±0.17
(2.5)−(3.0) −0.66±0.24 0.026±0.03 0.131±0.055 0.098±0.057 0.136±0.080
(2.0)−(2.5) −0.32±0.14 0.054±0.056 0.141±0.052 0.072±0.052 0.035±0.062
(1.5)−(2.0) −0.22±0.23 0.143±0.059 0.178±0.053 0.162±0.056 0.083±0.075
(1.0)−(1.5) 0.281±0.061 0.279±0.055 0.344±0.061
(0.5)−(1.0) 0.438±0.058 0.423±0.056 0.439±0.058 0.577±0.075
(0.0)−(0.5) 0.583±0.059 0.689±0.054 0.697±0.058 0.553±0.096
(−0.5)−(0.0) 0.713±0.060 0.824±0.054 0.853±0.056 0.781±0.065 0.53±0.10
(−1.0)−(−0.5) 0.897±0.064 0.982±0.054 1.023±0.056 0.908±0.073 0.91±0.19
(−1.5)−(−1.0) 0.87±0.11 1.002±0.076 0.982±0.076 0.80±0.14
Table A.4: Attenuation parameter γ measurements and uncertainties, i band.
M3.4µm
[12]−[3.4] (−24)−(−23) (−23)−(−22) (−22)−(−21) (−21)−(−20) (−20)−(−19) (−19)−(−18)
(3.0)−(3.5) −0.314±0.17
(2.5)−(3.0) −0.57±0.22 0.024±0.081 0.108±0.055 0.071±0.056 0.114±0.080
(2.0)−(2.5) −0.33±0.13 0.035±0.055 0.116±0.051 0.050±0.052 0.026±0.060
(1.5)−(2.0) −0.24±0.22 0.095±0.058 0.133±0.053 0.127±0.055 0.057±0.074
(1.0)−(1.5) 0.210±0.059 0.216±0.054 0.269±0.060
(0.5)−(1.0) 0.336±0.057 0.343±0.054 0.346±0.057 0.504±0.073
(0.0)−(0.5) 0.449±0.057 0.568±0.053 0.581±0.057 0.480±0.085
(−0.5)−(0.0) 0.539±0.058 0.681±0.053 0.736±0.056 0.712±0.062 0.489±0.097
(−1.0)−(−0.5) 0.694±0.063 0.793±0.054 0.872±0.055 0.803±0.070 0.85±0.18
(−1.5)−(−1.0) 0.594±0.097 0.802±0.072 0.804±0.071 0.67±0.13
Table A.5: Attenuation parameter γ measurements and uncertainties, z band.
M3.4µm
[12]−[3.4] (−24)−(−23) (−23)−(−22) (−22)−(−21) (−21)−(−20) (−20)−(−19) (−19)−(−18)
(3.0)−(3.5) −0.31±0.17
(2.5)−(3.0) −0.60±0.25 −0.077±0.079 −0.016±0.055 −0.040±0.056 0.001±0.083
(2.0)−(2.5) −0.32±0.14 −0.069±0.056 −0.016±0.051 −0.070±0.052 −0.080±0.060
(1.5)−(2.0) −0.24±0.21 −0.046±0.058 −0.022±0.052 −0.024±0.055 −0.044±0.072
(1.0)−(1.5) 0.047±0.058 0.046±0.054 0.087±0.059
(0.5)−(1.0) 0.154±0.057 0.170±0.054 0.165±0.057 0.329±0.073
(0.0)−(0.5) 0.293±0.057 0.378±0.053 0.400±0.056 0.366±0.080
(−0.5)−(0.0) 0.399±0.059 0.539±0.053 0.597±0.055 0.599±0.061 0.398±0.094
(−1.0)−(−0.5) 0.602±0.062 0.663±0.054 0.740±0.055 0.678±0.066 0.71±0.16
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